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Abstract        
 
With the vigorous promotion of Advanced Metering Infrastructure and Half-Hourly 
Settlement (HHS) reform, the two-way communications between the residential 
customers and suppliers are built. The market signals are transmitted to the end-users 
from their accurate energy bill calculated in HHS process. The policymakers expect 
customers to mitigate the uncertainty in the energy market by modifying their usage 
behaviour following the market signals, and meanwhile reducing their energy bills. 
However, the policies also introduce uncertainty in customers’ energy bills. Therefore, 
the impact of policies on customers from different socio-economic status needs to be 
assessed. Moreover, to timely launch appropriate interventions to assist the vulnerable 
customers, the socio-economic data needs to be analysed to obtain a more in-depth 
understanding of customers' usage behaviour. This thesis fills the research gaps by 
investigating the effect of socio-economic data from two aspects: 1) investigating the 
impact of interacted socio-economic data; 2) considering the effect of the collaboration 
of socio-economic data with other data sources, such as the smart metering data, the 
Time-Of-Use (TOU) tariff data and so on.  
The investigation of the effect of interacted socio-economic data is triggered by the 
HHS reformation to the energy retail market. The HHS process provides more accurate 
energy bills to individual customers. Meanwhile, it also introduces uncertainty to 
customers' future energy bill. Hence, by analysing the effect of interacted socio-
economic data on the variation of residential customers’ energy bills, the impact of the 
HHS reform on customers with different socio-economic status can be assessed. A 
novel high-dimensional interaction-aware search method has been proposed, which is 
named the KLAM method. The KLAM method can detect the high-dimensional 
interacting significant factors, meanwhile minimising the information loss. The 
interacted significant socio-economic factors could describe the socio-economic 
characteristics of the new vulnerable customers under the HHS process. Additionally, 
a novel distribution network pricing method is proposed which removes the cross-
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subsidies in network cost among customers. The impact of network cost variation on 
customers in different socio-economic status can be investigated. 
Applying the socio-economic data with other data sources can explore the better 
performance of different demand-side appliances.  
1) Socio-economic information can remedy the problem caused by the availability 
issues of other data sources. For example, the availability limitation of smart 
metering data for the new switch-in customers is a problem for the customer 
classification. Therefore, a cost-reflective classification framework has been 
proposed by collaborating socio-economic data with smart metering data. Three 
scenarios are established in the novel classification framework to estimate the 
energy cost level for the customers who 1) only have the smart metering data; 
2) only have the socio-economic data;; 3) have both two datasets. The accuracy 
of energy cost prediction for those three scenarios is 74.88% and 53.31% and 
75.00% respectively.  
2) Furthermore, a responsiveness pre-evaluating framework has been proposed. 
This framework aims to identify the significant socio-economic criteria and load 
characteristics for customers’ responsiveness to different TOU tariffs. 
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HIS chapter introduces the background, motivations, challenges 
and contributions of this work. The structure of this thesis also be 
given in this chapter. 
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 Background and Motivation  
1.1.1 The New Context: Climate Change and Growing Low Carbon 
Techniques  
Since the industrial revolution, the amount of Carbon Dioxide (𝐶𝑂2) emission increased 
by nearly 40% [1, 2]. To retard the rapid growth of greenhouse gas emissions, the UK 
has signed the Kyoto Protocol promising to cut off 34% of the greenhouse gas emission 
by 2020 with respect to the emission level in 1900 [3, 4, 5]. Since the power sector is 
the biggest source of the 𝐶𝑂2 emission in the UK, it brings a huge opportunity and 
motivation for achieving the reduction goal [6]. To step forward to a greener future and 
fulfil the environmental commitment, the Low Carbon Technologies (LCTs) have been 
significantly developed in the recent decade. Generally, the LCTs are deployed to 
reduce the carbon emission from two perspectives: 
• Energy generation aspect: 
Traditional fossil energy fuel is the primary source of the carbon emission which 
threatens the environment. Therefore, the clean and sustainable renewable 
generations have been promoted vigorously. The Ofgem introduced a portfolio of 
projects and funds to encourage providing cleaning energy in the UK [7-10]. 
Consequently, in 2018, the electricity generation from renewable sources, such as 
the wind, solar and bioenergy, was up to 110 TWh, which was 33% of the total 
generation. This has grown from 2000 when the renewable generation only occupied 
2.6% [8].  
• Customer consumption aspect: 
The growing peak demand also consequents on the tremendous need for energy use. 
Thereupon, the innovations which can improve the system utilisation by providing 
the flexibility to the demand-side users are also exploited. The flexible demand, such 
as the electric vehicles and battery storages, could support the end-users to modify 
their usage behaviour. Through the appropriate incentive (the Demand-side 
Response) and optimal planning (the Energy Management System), the flexibility at 
demand-side could bring great advantage to the system. For instance, it can reduce 
the system peak demand, deferring network reinforcement and increasing the system 
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utilisation.  
1.1.2 Motivations: Creating a Dynamic Energy Market 
To achieve a more environmentally friendly future, a dynamic energy market needs to 
be created. The two changes in the new context of the energy market introduce the two 
motivations of socio-economic data analytics.  
• The first motivation is the requirement of a more in-depth understanding of 
customers’ usage behaviour. 
In the new context of the power system, the penetration of renewable energy is high. 
Due to the inherently volatile and intermittent of renewable generation output, the 
suppliers face the rapidly increasing uncertainty in the demand prediction, which is 
caused by the additional flexible load at the demand-side, such as the Electric Vehicles 
(EVs) and storages. Under this circumstance, an in-depth understanding of customers’ 
usage behaviour is required in the new dynamic energy market. 
Traditionally, the demand of customers is highly accumulated, especially for domestic 
customers. The suppliers estimated the usage for each domestic customer based on the 
Typical Load Profiles (TLPs) [11]. However, there are only two TLPs to represent the 
53 million volatile residential customers in the UK. The inaccurate estimation impedes 
the suppliers to understand the demand of residential customers.  
When the suppliers cannot access to the accurate customers’ usage data, the effect of 
socio-economic data on customers’ usage behaviour is worth to be investigated. 
Moreover, collaborating the socio-economic data with other data, such as the Time Of 
Use (TOU) tariff data, could help the suppliers to obtain a more in-depth understanding 
of customers’ usage behaviour. 
• The second motivation is the unblocking of the communication between the end-
users and suppliers. 
Traditionally, the suppliers had been blocked from the residential customers’ accurate 
half-hourly data due to the absence of smart meters. The residential customers cannot 
receive the energy market signals because they were charged with a fixed tariff. 
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However, due to the high uncertainty in the new dynamic smart market, the end-
users are expected to be participated more actively to reduce the uncertainty bare 
by the suppliers. Therefore, two critical strategic policies had been launched by the 
Department of Energy & Climate Change (DECC) and the Ofgem to unblock the 
two-way communication between the end-users and the suppliers, which are: 
i) Rolling out the smart meters to small and residential customers 
In 2013, the DECC arranged to roll out 53 million smart meters to all residential 
and small business customers in the UK by the end of 2020 [12]. The smart meters 
realize the real-time remotely communication between the customers and suppliers. 
ii) Electricity settlement reform- Half-Hourly Settlement (HHS) 
The electricity settlement is a top-down allocation process which aims to apportion 
the regional consumption to each supplier. The original electricity settlement for 
domestic customers estimated their demand based on TLPs [11]. The inaccurate 
TLP estimation causes large cross-subsidies and unfair issues among residential 
customers. Therefore, in April of 2014, the Ofgem decided to lead an electricity 
settlement reform project to realise the opportunity brought by the widely 
deploying of smart meters [13]. By utilising the accurate half-hourly usage data in 
the settlement process, the cost-reflective energy bill can transmit the energy 
market signals to the end-users. 
Those strategic policies aim to send market signals to guide the customers changing 
their usage behaviour. The policymakers expect customers can mitigate the uncertainty 
in the dynamic smart market, and meanwhile, reducing their energy bill. However, it 
also introduces uncertainty in customers' energy bill. Additionally, if the customers fail 
to respond to the market signals, the timely and appropriate interventions need to be 
launched by suppliers to support the end-users. 
Socio-economic information can describe the social status of customers. By analysing 
the effect of interacted socio-economic factors on customers’ bill variation, the impact 
of the policy on customers from different social status could be assessed. Moreover, 
with the socio-economic characteristics for the vulnerable customer groups under the 
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new dynamic smart market, more tailored interventions (such as DSR) could be 
designed by the suppliers. 
 Research Questions: Analysis of the Socio-
Economic Data  
With the smart meter rolling-out and the HHS reformation, the energy market becomes 
more dynamic, transparent, and fairer for customers. Meanwhile, the new environment 
of the energy market also presents a huge challenge to suppliers. In the dynamic smarter 
energy market, a vast number of the DR schemes or Energy Management System (EMS) 
are developed to better facilitate the LCTs. It requires the suppliers to have a better 
understanding of the energy behaviours of their consumers. The smart metering data 
for residential customers has been widely investigated in many literatures to obtain 
deeper insights into residential customers behaviour [14, 15], since it intuitively and 
accurately demonstrates the customers’ usage pattern. However, the effect of socio-
economic data is rarely investigated.   
Apart from the smart metering data, the socio-economic data provides necessary 
information related to customers’ usage behaviour from a different perspective. The 
social-economic data can provide a variety of information, such as the social class, 
income level and the appliances owned by the customer and so on, about the individual 
customer through the digitization devices. Therefore, the socio-economic data is 
equally important as the smart metering data, especially for the customer analysis in the 
DSR and EMS programmes.  
Nowadays, there are two unsolved research gaps of the new dynamic energy market, 
which calls for the support from socio-economic data analytic. 
i) Impact assessment of HHS on customers with different socio-economic status 
is necessary for the policymaker and suppliers to ensure the electricity supply 
for customers is affordable, secure and low-carbon [16]. 
ii) Lack of research of interconnecting socio-economic data with other dataset 
domains to improve the demand-side applications’ performance.   
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1.2.1 The Research Questions in Technical Field 
To handle the research gaps by utilizing the socio-economic data, there are two 
technical problems: 
• The interaction effect among the socio-economic data  
In order to describe the socio-economic status of customers’ life comprehensively, 
massive information needs to be digitalized into plenty of socio-economic factors. The 
effect of interaction among factors could be significant on customers’ usage behaviour, 
consumption and bill change caused by HHS. However, there is no efficient 
methodology which can search the interaction among factors, meanwhile, avoid the 
curse of dimensionality and minimize the information loss.         
• The energy cost change for individual customer 
Figure 1-1 demonstrates the electricity bill breakdown, which shows that the wholesale 
costs and the network costs are the two largest parts for the total bill. Therefore, the bill 
change caused by transforming to the HHS process is constituted by the wholesale and 
network cost changes. 
With the accurate smart metering usage data, the costs changes in the energy wholesale 
market can be easily obtained. However, the network costs variation is difficult to be 
ascertained for the individual customer. The widely utilised Distribution Use of System 
(DUoS) charging methodology, which depends on the annual peak value, is designed 
for the large customers and the retailers. For the small individual customers who have 
volatile load patterns, the existing DUoS charging method is not cost-reflective. 
Therefore, before assessing the impact of HHS on customers’ bills, a cost-reflective 
distribution network pricing needs to be proposed for the individual residential 
customer. 
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Figure 1- 1: The electricity bill breakdown. 
1.2.2 The Research Questions in Application Field  
The main advantage of adding socio-economic data into the analysis: 
• Breakthrough the limitation caused by the availability issues of smart 
metering data 
In the new dynamic smarter energy market, the customers’ accurate smart metering 
data is crucial for designing and customer targeting of the demand-side application like 
DSR schemes or EMS. However, due to the full competition of the UK’s energy retail 
market, the customers’ historical smart metering data is not open to customers’ new 
suppliers. , although plenty of existing research analysis significant load characteristics 
for customer targeting or segmentation, the different degree of data-availability for 
different customers would be the main limitation in practical demand-side applications.  
The socio-economic data could remedy the missing of usage data. In this way, accurate 
customer targeting, or segmentation can be achieved by analysing socio-economic data 
combined with partial, even no smart metering data. However, there are few studies 
analysis the interconnecting effect of socio-economic data with other data sources, such 
as the TOU tariff data, usage data. 
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 Research Contributions 
This thesis aims to utilise the socio-economic data to support customers and the network 
participants better fitted in the new dynamic smarter power market. There are four 
original contributions for this research.  
1) Two contributions are to the techniques field  
Two novel algorithms proposed to explore the effect of socio-economic data on 
customers’ energy bill variation. A high-dimensional interaction-aware beam 
search algorithm, KLAM algorithm, is proposed to assess the impact of wholesale 
market cost variation (caused by HHS reform) on customers from different socio-
economic status. Furthermore, a novel distribution UHE network pricing method 
has been proposed. The UHE network pricing removes the cross-subsidies among 
network cost by allocating the network cost to individual customers based on their 
usage behaviour. Therefore, the significant socio-economic criteria for the network 
cost level for different residential customers can be figured out. 
2) Two contributions are to the facilitating of demand-side applications  
The socio-economic data have facilitated two demand-side applications. The first 
application is building a cost-reflective customer classification framework. By 
collaborating socio-economic data with load features, the accuracy of the 
classification has been improved. Additionally, even when the load data is 
inaccessible, the cost level of customers can still be estimated based on socio-
economic data in the proposed framework. The second application is building a 
customers' responsiveness pre-evaluation framework to figure out the socio-
economic criteria of the benefited customers under different TOU tariffs. 
1.3.1 Contributions to the Techniques Field 
• This thesis proposed a high-dimensional interaction-aware beam searching method, 
which is called the KLAM algorithm, in the sensitivity analysis between the socio-
economic makeups and the amount of energy bill changing in the HHS process. The 
proposed KLAM algorithm can take the interaction effect among socio-economic 
factors into consideration with the minimized information loss in dimensionality 
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reduction. The proposed KLAM algorithm has figured out several significant socio-
economic characteristics of households who would experience an energy bill 
increasing under the HHS process.         
• For the purpose of obtaining the value of network cost cross-subsidies for each 
residential customer, a novel Unit Home Equivalent (UHE) distribution network 
pricing is proposed in this thesis to calculate individuals' network cost. The UHE 
pricing method considers the likelihood of future peaks created by the load profiles 
for customers at different time point, instead of only calculate the network cost 
depends on the contribution at the historical annual peak point. 
1.3.2 Contributions to the Facilitating of Applications 
By collaborating the socio-economic data with load features and TOU tariff data, two 
applications can be facilitated. 
• A cost-reflective customer classification framework has been proposed in this 
research. The proposed framework aims to rapidly classify customers based on their 
energy cost from the perspective of suppliers. By utilizing the socio-economic data 
and/or the smart metering data, three scenarios are built based on the available data 
for customers. Through the proposed framework, even the smart metering data is 
inaccessible, the energy-cost level for a new customer still could be identified by 
only using the influential socio-economic features. 
• A responsiveness pre-evaluating framework has been proposed in this thesis. The 
main objective for the proposed framework is to identify the significant criteria for 
customers’ responsiveness to different TOU tariffs. The framework analyses the 
interaction effect among households’ socio-economic features and the load 
characteristics to achieve the appropriate customer-targeting for different TOU tariff 
plans.  
 The Layout of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows: 
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Chapter two presents a comprehensive literature review of the research of socio-
economic data of residential customers. The literature review introduces the widely 
investigated socio-economic factors and their effect in different applications. The 
difference in research methods and their limitations are also demonstrated in this 
chapter. 
Chapter three proposes a novel high-dimensional interaction-aware KLAM beam 
searching method. It adopts the Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) to searching the 
significant socio-economic factors for customers’ bill change after removing the 
wholesale market cost cross-subsidies. Meanwhile, to minimize the information loss, 
the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence) and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
are adopted in the novel search method to recycle the significant information hidden in 
the factors, which are abandoned to reduce the computation burden in ANOVA. 
Chapter four follows the previous chapter and adopts the novel KLAM beam 
search method to detect the impact of removing the cross-subsidies in the energy 
network cost on customers in different socio-economic status. This chapter proposes a 
new distribution network pricing for electricity retail market, called the Unit Home 
Equivalent (UHE) pricing method, to remove the cross-subsidies in network cost 
among customers. The UHE value for individual customer measures the additional 
number of the same customer can be connected to the network without triggering the 
reinforcement relative to a unit constant base home. Then, the network investment cost 
is allocated based on the UHE value to the individual household.  Finally, the significant 
interacted socio-economic factors which positively impacts on customers’ accurate 
network cost depict the socio-economic status of adversely affected customers.  
Chapter five focus on the effect of socio-economic data collaborating with other 
data sources. The first application is the customers' energy cost classification for 
customers with different availability of input data. In this chapter, a cost-reflective 
customer classification framework has been proposed by collaborating customers' 
smart metering data with socio-economic factors. Three scenarios are built based on the 
available data for customers to estimate the energy cost level for new switched-in 
customers with partial or even without smart metering data.  
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Chapter six focus on the effect of socio-economic factors on customers’ 
responsiveness to different DR programs. A framework is established to pre-evaluate 
customers’ responsiveness for different tariff plans by taking advantages from the 
interaction effect among customers’ socio-economic and load factors.    
Chapter seven demonstrates the conclusions of the research and the key 
contributions of the work. 
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HIS chapter summarises the socio-economic data which has been 
studied in previous works for different purposes. It also 
introduces the popular methods adopted in literature and 
discusses the limitations of existing research in socio-economic 
data analytics.  
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 Introduction 
Following the transformation to the smarter power grid, many researchers already 
found that they need to obtain more in-depth insights into residential customers’ 
consumption and usage behaviour from the household characteristics information due 
to the inherently volatile usage pattern for the domestic customers.  
Therefore, in this chapter, the literature review from three aspects to introduce the 
existing research related to socio-economic information of residential customers.  
1) The effects of the widely investigated socio-economic data 
In this sub-section, the conclusions of the widely investigated socio-economic 
factors are presents. The conclusions including their effects on consumption, 
energy-saving, and customers usage behaviour fields. 
2) The applications and methodologies in socio-economic data studies 
In this sub-section, the applications and the methodologies which were used to 
investigate the socio-economic data in the previous studies are introduced. 
3) The limitations of the existing investigation of socio-economic data    
Finally, the limitations of methodologies and datasets of the literature review 
related to socio-economic data analytics are presented. 
 Effects of Socio-Economic Data 
In recent years, a broad range of data analytics studies focuses on the influence of the 
data which depicts customers' household characteristics. In this thesis, the socio-
economic data is defined as the data which is digitalised from customers’ society’s 
characteristics except for the smart metering data.  
The socio-economic data investigated in literature can be separated into two groups: 
1) The digitised data collected from a survey of questionnaire 
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2) The geodemographic code which is labelled by government bodies  
2.2.1 The Digitised Survey Socio-Economic Data 
This kind of research always utilises plenty of socio-economic questions to describe the 
socio-economic status for one customer. Generally, the comprehensive state can be 
depicted by four categories of factors: 1) The dwelling factors; 2) The electric 
appliances factors; 3) The personal information factors, and 4) The psychological 
factors. 
⚫ Dwelling factors 
The socio-economic data which describe the dwelling of households include: 1) 
dwelling type; 2) age of the house; 3) the floor area of the house (i.e. Number of 
bedrooms, Number of floor and so on). Some factors about the cooling and heating 
system and the energy-saving devices, such as the energy-saving light bulbs, are 
also included. 
Generally, the dwelling type of customers have a positive effect on customers’ 
consumption level [17-22]. The customers who live in detached houses have 
significantly higher energy consumption than other dwelling types, such as the 
semi-detached, bungalows, and end-of-terrace houses.  
However, the conclusions on the influence of floor area on the consumption level 
are not as consistence as the dwelling type. Some research reported that the floor 
area value has a significant impact on customers’ usage [20, 23, 24]. The main 
reason is due to the larger dwelling size often related to the more considerable need 
for electrical heating and cooling [25, 26]. In contrary, in [17, 27], the authors 
found the difference in floor area did not influence the average consumption. The 
author in [17] believes the insignificant effect of the floor area is related to the 
similarity architecture of the dwelling samples.  
The age of the house also achieved different conclusions for the impact on the 
consumption level. The positive effect summarized in [21, 22, 28] and the contrary 
conclusion obtained in [25, 29-31]. Additionally, the house-age also has a positive 
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impact on the energy-saving features, as found in [32]. The contrary conclusion in 
[33] has been found that the age of the house does not have a significant effect on 
energy savings. 
⚫ Appliance Factors 
The electric appliances factors attract the most attention of the research related to 
customers’ consumption investigation. The appliance related factors include the 
questions of 1) the ownership of appliances; 2) the frequency of using appliances; 
3) the consumption of appliances. 
The conclusions of the existing research on the influence of the appliance-related 
factors show that the number of the owned electric appliance has a significant 
positive effect on consumption level [17, 24, 34, 35]. The frequency of use of 
washing machine and tumble dryers also been reported that have a positive effect 
on consumption level in [17, 20]. 
Moreover, appliance factors have been investigated in the analysis of customers’ 
responsiveness in DR programmes. This kind of research mainly focuses on 
controllable (flexible) appliances. For example, in [36], the ownership of the wet 
appliances (i.e. dishwashers, washing machines and tumble dryers) has no 
significant effect associated with the amount of load shifting in DR programs. 
However, the opposite results had been found in [37-39], which demonstrate the 
ownership of the wet appliances makes a higher willingness to accept the DR 
compared to other appliance (i.e. the cooking appliance). 
However, based on the review in [40], there are several appliances had been studied 
infrequently, such as the laptop computer, electric heater, and water-pump and so 
on. Therefore, the effect of those appliances on customers’ consumption is 
inconclusive. 
⚫ Personal Information 
The widely used socio-economic factors which describe the personal information 
of customers can be categorized into: 1) family composition, including the number 
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of occupants, presence of children, teenager, adults and elder people; 2) the income 
level of the household; 3) employment status of the chief Income Earner (CIE); 4) 
the education level of the CIE; 5) the socio-economic class for the household; 6) 
the age of the occupants and 7) the tenure type. 
From [27, 35], the employment status of CIE had been found consistently that it is 
insignificant on household consumption. The income of CIE demonstrates its 
positive effect on customer consumption level in [19, 41]. 
Other personal information related factors, such as the presence of children in a 
household, socio-economic status class, have either a mix of effect which is difficult 
to be summarized, or been infrequently investigated [40]. The factors like education 
level or tenure type have nearly no effect on the household consumption level [36]. 
For example, the positive effect of family composition on residential consumption 
level has been proofed in many literature[18, 20, 21, 24, 42, 43]. McLoughlin et al. 
in [18] found that the consumption of household living with children is significantly 
higher than the building where adults are living together. However, the research in 
[35] revealed that the number of children under three would have a significant 
impact on usage level contrary to previous studies. Therefore, the conclusion of the 
effect of the family composition is difficult to give. 
⚫ Psychological Factors 
In [44, 45], several Norm Activation Model (NAM) variables have been 
summarized to analysis the pro-environmental behaviour (which is formed as an 
altruistic behaviour in the research) of people. It found that people who have the 
awareness of consequences of their behaviour for the environment (i.e. people who 
believe the energy usage will damage the environment) and feel responsible for the 
consequence will achieve larger energy usage reduction. In [46, 47], the authors 
reveal that the psychological variables, such as the attitudes to energy saving, have 
significant effect on energy conservation. 
However, the attitudes on energy conservation, climate change and renewable 
resources investigated in [33] demonstrate that there is no effect for the 
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environmental attitude on the customers’ demand shifting. The similar results also 
have been discovered in [48, 49] that the attitudes of customers to climate change 
have small influence on electricity demand.  
2.2.2 The Geo-Demographic Code 
Some research adopts a geo-demographic code to represent the customers’ socio-
economic status. This geo-demographic code is assigned by government bodies after 
classification people based on comprehensive information. For example, the Acorn 
Group Label has been applied to describe the demographic composition for customers 
in [50] to support the investigation of residential consumer responsiveness to time-
varying pricing. The Acorn Label, which is displayed in Figure 2-1 [50], is a geo-
demographic classification of the UK’s households, which is licensed by the 
Consolidated Analysis Centres Incorporation (CACI) [51]. 
 
Figure 2- 1: The Acorn group names and categories 
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 Applications and Methodologies in Socio-
Economic Data Analytics 
2.3.1 The Applications for the Socio-Economic Data Analysis 
The socio-economic data can give assistance in many kinds of researches. The main 
two applications for the existing socio-economic data analysis are: 
•  Electricity Consumption  
The most studied application is the socio-economic data impact on domestic 
electricity consumption [18, 19, 22, 52]. All the dwelling, personal information, 
appliances and psychologic factors have been investigated to find the determinants 
of residential electricity consumption [53, 54]. In [25, 41], the socio-economic data 
are utilised to improve the prediction of domestic energy demand. On the contrary, 
there are some studies [55-57] utilizing the smart metering usage data to identify 
the household socio-economic characteristics. 
• Responsiveness of DR and Energy Conservation  
The appliance stock information is important in the studies of customers’ 
responsiveness analysis due to some electrical appliances provide flexibility to the 
customers participating in the DSR programmes [58, 59]. Moreover, personal 
information such as how many people would stay at home during the daytime and 
environment attitudes also have a significant influence on the amount of demand 
shifting [36]. Therefore, the analysis of the responsiveness of residential customers 
in DSR is a primary application for socio-economic data. 
Furthermore, the relationship between socio-economic data and energy 
conservation also has been investigated in [21, 32, 60, 61]. 
2.3.2 The Methodologies for the Socio-Economic Data Analysis  
There are various methods used in previous socio-economic data analysis. The 
literature has been categorised into two groups: 
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• Modelling Method  
In the modelling method group, the series of regression models are widely adopted. 
Especially for the application of finding the relationship between the socio-
economic factors and the residential consumption level [17, 18, 22, 25, 33, 53, 62].   
For example, simple and multiple regression were used in [25] to determine the 
strength of the effect of the dwelling types and appliance factors on the difference 
in gas and electricity consumption. In [33] the effect of five psychological factors 
related to the attitudes of energy-saving, the house size and customer age factors 
on households’ energy saving has been assessed based on multiple regression. The 
author in [18], examined the influence of dwelling, customer personal information 
factors and cooking type factors on total electricity consumption, maximum 
demand, load factor and time of use of maximum demand through a multiple linear 
regression model.  
The ordinary linear least squares regression is adopted in [22], which is used to 
detect the relationship between the energy use and the ownership of domestic 
appliances. 
Furthermore, in [63], there are three modelling techniques for the energy 
consumption prediction based on appliance ownership and power rating data and 
the dwelling related data, which are regression model, decision tree and neural 
network. 
• Statistical Analysis 
The statistical analysis also widely utilised to assess the effect of socio-economic 
data on different appliances [28, 29, 42]. 
The correlation value is an important statistical value to test the relationship 
between the energy consumption and the dwelling age in [28, 41, 42]. The effect 
of floor area and average annual electricity consumption was found in [27] by a 
clear positive correlation value. 
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Additionally, the mean value and variance value also could be used to analyse the 
socio-economic characteristics for different customer groups [28, 60, 64, 65].  
For example, in [28], the customers were firstly segmented based on their socio-
economic characteristics (i.e. the type of house, the age of house), then, the mean 
and standard deviation of the energy consumption for each customer groups are 
calculated to demonstrate the relationship between the socio-economic data and 
usage level.   
In [64], the usage patterns for customers are firstly classified, then the percentage 
values of the ownership of appliances have been summarized to obtain the socio-
economic characteristics for customers in different load profile classes.  
 The Limitations of the Existing Research 
By review the previous research of the effect of socio-economic data, there are mainly 
two limitations for applying the widely used methodology to our research: 
• The Interaction Effect 
The interaction effect among socio-economic factors does not be taken into 
consideration in most of the literature papers.  
Although the modelling method, like the regression methods, contains the effect 
among several socio-economic factors, however, the number factor is very limited 
for the modelling techniques. To comprehensively describe the socio-economic 
status for different households, the dimensionality of input data would be too high 
to be handled by the modelling methods used in previous literature. 
The mixed inconclusive effect of many socio-economic factors resulted by 
different studies may also due to the lack of the context of customers’ socio-
economic status. 
• The Requirement of the Interpretability 
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In the literature review, the neural network techniques are utilised to detect the 
relationship between socio-economic status and consumption. Although the neural 
network can take the interaction effect among socio-economic factors into 
consideration, the interpretability of the important socio-economic characteristics 
also is required for the research in this thesis. 
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HIS chapter conducts assessments of the impact of HHS. A high-
dimensional interaction-aware searching method has been 
proposed to investigate the socio-economic status for the customers be 
adversely impacted. 
The Socio-Economic Criteria 
for the Impact on Wholesale 
Market Cost Variation  
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 Introduction 
As mentioned above, the cross-subsidies of the wholesale market cost among customers 
have been removed by introducing in the precise smart metering data in HHS. The 
original electricity settlement process allocates customers’ accumulative consumption 
into each half-hour period based on the TLPs due to the absence of smart metering data. 
With the rolling out of smart meters, the HHS reform had been first set in 2013, which 
aims to use the correct half-hourly smart metering data to help create retail energy 
markets that work better for consumers. 
However, the impact of HHS could adverse for specific customers. For example, some 
vulnerable customers who had been subsidised in traditional settlement process may 
experience a considerable bill increase after transforming to the HHS. Therefore, to 
ensure the energy is affordable for end-users, the power system regulator and suppliers 
must assess the impact of HHS reform on customers in different socio-economic status. 
However, the socio-economic data for customers is relatively unheeded compared to 
usage data in the earlier studies which are introduced in Chapter 2.  The existing 
literatures universally investigate the effect of single socio-economic factor, which is 
insufficient to describe the state of customers’ life. But the interaction effect among 
factors could influence customers’ usage significantly, which should be investigated. 
In this chapter, we will propose a novel algorithm, the KLAM beam search, which takes 
the high-dimensional interaction effect of socio-economic factors into consideration 
meanwhile minimized the information loss. By using the proposed KLAM searching 
algorithm, the socio-economic factor combinations which have a significant effect on 
customers’ bill change in HHS process can be found. 
Therefore, the contribution for this chapter are: 1) This research, for the first time, 
assesses the impact of HHS on residential customers. The results provide a more in-
depth insight into the new vulnerable customers under the HHS, and meanwhile, could 
support the policymakers and suppliers to adopt measures timely; 2) A novel searching 
algorithm has been proposed, which can consider the high-dimensional interaction 
effect among factors meanwhile minimising the latent information loss caused during 
the dimensionality reduction. 
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The content of this chapter is under review by the IEEE Transactions of Power System, 
which titled as " Impact Assessment of Smart Meters on Electricity Cross-subsidies: A 
High-dimensional Interaction- Aware KLAM Algorithm". This chapter is structured in 
an alternative-based format. The rest of this chapter is constructed as follows: Section 
3.2 demonstrates the submitted paper, which including the introduction of the 
sensitivity analysis between bill changing and the socio-economic status of customers, 
the details of the proposed KLAM methodology, the case study and the results analysis. 
The conclusions are presented in Section 3.3. 
  Impact Assessment of HHS on Customer with 
Different Socio-Economic Status 
 
3.2.1 Background of the HHS 
Since the deregulation of electricity retail market in the UK in the early 1900s, energy 
suppliers have arisen who purchase electricity based on the estimation of their 
customers’ consumption in each half-hour period. Therefore, the settlement is an 
essential process to allocate regional consumption to each supplier in a top-down 
fashion. However, the UK’s wholesale electricity market prices change every half 
hourly while customers (end-users) are usually recorded biannually due to the absence 
of smart meters. This means a large mismatch between the top-down wholesale cost 
and bottom-up customer bills. In the UK, this problem has traditionally been addressed 
by typical load profiles (TLPs) [11]. 27 million residential customers are grouped into 
two classes that differentiate customers with and without economic electric heaters, 
each represented by a TLP to allocate customers’ accumulated consumption into each 
half-hourly settlement period. Due to the inevitable errors in the estimated TLPs, there 
clearly exists a cross-subsidy in the market: some customers are overcharged while 
others are undercharged. 
To remove the unfair cross-subsidy and hence increase the market liquidity, the UK 
government arranges to roll out 53 million smart meters to all households and small 
business by the end of 2020 [66]. With the accurate and timely smart metering data, the 
UK’s electricity retail market is expected to increase transparency efficiency and 
substantially reduce cross-subsidies [67]. Although the effect of reducing overall cross-
subsidy is visible, a significant uncertainty of individual customers’ future electricity 
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bills has been brought by introducing smart meter into the settlement. Therefore, it is 
crucial to identify customer groups that might be adversely impacted by the smart 
metering based half-hourly settlement, such that early intervention could be introduced 
to support the new vulnerable customers by policymakers. This paper fills this gap by 
identifying those socio-economic factors which are significant in determining the 
variation in the electricity bills. It is essentially a sensitivity analysis, which can 
evaluate the contribution of each socio-economic factor of households on the energy 
bill uncertainty caused by the degree of cross-subsidies. 
In the existing literature, the impact of different socio-economic status on load profile 
groups has been investigated in many fields. The pioneering research [17, 18, 40] 
analyse the correlation between socio-economic factors and energy consumption. Later, 
the mapping between usage and socio-economic data also has been conducted for the 
customer behaviour segmentation [68], energy conservation [21, 32] and load profile 
group assignment for new customers without smart meter installations [69]. In previous 
works, the model-based methods are widely employed to assume the functional form 
between energy consumption and several socio-economic factors, for example, the 
regression method [21, 32]. When more socio-economic factors are taken into account, 
to avoid the curse of dimensionality, dimension reduction methods, such as feature 
selection [68] or feature extraction [53, 70], are always adopted with the model-based 
algorithms to consider only a partial set of socio-economic factors.  
However, there are two challenges to directly adopt the previous algorithms in this 
paper’s analysis: 1) the literature works only focus on the energy consumption rather 
than the degree of cross-subsidies which lead to a future bill changing. The degree of 
the cross-subsidies more related to the difference between the real load pattern and the 
estimated one which is more complicated than the amount of energy consumption; 2) 
the interaction effect among different factors would be ignored during the rough discard 
of factors which finally lead to the latent information loss. Those “abandoned” factors, 
which are not salient on its own, may carry significant effects when they combined with 
other factors. 
To overcome the hurdles, this paper proposes a novel KLAM beam search algorithm to 
consider the interaction effect between socio-economic factors meanwhile minimising 
the latent information loss. The frame of the algorithm is beam search, which aims to 
avoid the curse of dimensionality by leaving the factor which satisfies the pruning rule. 
This paper adopts the results of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) as the pruning rule. 
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The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) are 
implemented to recycle the pruned socio-economic factors to minimize the potential 
loss. The KLAM algorithm will be conducted on the dataset collected from the Smart 
Metering Electricity Customer Behaviour Trails (CBTs). The socio-economic status of 
the new vulnerable customer groups under the half-hourly settlement will be first 
revealed. 
The contributions of this research are from two aspects. 
• For the policy impact assessment, it is the first time to investigate the impact of 
transforming to the half-hourly settlement on the bill change of customers in 
different social classes. The socio-economic status of the new vulnerable 
customer groups has been comprehensively depicted. This could guide the 
policy maker and suppliers to deploy opportune interventions. 
• For the technique aspect, this paper proposed a novel beam search algorithm, 
the KLAM, which can consider the high-dimensional interaction effect between 
factors meanwhile minimizing the information loss. It can be applied to solve 
the problem when the high-dimensional interaction among factors need to be 
considered. 
The rest of the paper is constructed as follow. Section II states the problems to address 
this sensitivity analysis between the socio-economic status and the degree of cross-
subsidies. The proposed KLAM beam search algorithm will be described in Section III. 
Section IV demonstrates the case study on CBTs dataset and the analysis and discussion 
will be displayed in Section V. The conclusions are finally drawn in Section VI.   
3.2.2 Problem Statement 
The object of this research is to assess the impact of transferring to the half-hourly 
settlement on customers with different socio-economic status. The sensitivity analysis 
can be applied to evaluate the contribution of each socio-economic factor on the future 
bill uncertainty caused by the elimination of cross-subsidies. However, as the cross-
subsidies are indirectly influenced by a combination of several socio-economic factors, 
the interaction effect among the factors could be significant and should be taken into 
consideration. Therefore, two challenges have emerged and need to be tackled: 
1) Considering the high-dimensional interaction effects; 
2) The trade-off between the computational expense and latent information loss. 
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A.  The high-dimensional interaction-aware sensitivity analysis 
The interaction among factors indicates a phenomenon that some factors influence the 
output by grouping rather than individual. A typical illustration of the interaction effect 
is the XOR digital logic gate problem, which is demonstrated in Table 3-1. Neither 
FACTOR A nor FACTOR B has a significant effect on the final output. However, once 
only we analysed the two factors together, the variation of the output could be explained 
perfectly. This example illustrates that the significant effect on the final output is from 
the interaction between FACTOR A and FACTOR B. The XOR digital logic gate is a 
two-dimensional interaction example. For this paper, the higher-dimensional 
interaction (interaction among three or more factors) could have great potential for 
supporting the sensitivity analysis between the degree of cross-subsidies and the socio-
economic factors. 
Table 3- 1: The XOR digital logic gate example for interaction effect 
FACTOR A FACTOR B FINAL OUTPUT 
OF XOR GATE 
0 0 1 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
 
Sensitivity analysis methods can be classified into three categories: 1) mathematical; 2) 
statistical; or 3) graphical. For the statistical methods, input factors are assigned 
probability distribution and assessing the effect of variance in factors on the output 
distribution [71]. By allowing one or more factors to vary simultaneously, the statistical 
methods show superiority over the others owing to the aware of interaction effect 
among factors. The widely applied statistical methods for the sensitivity analysis 
include the regression analysis, Mutual Information (MI) index, Response Surface 
Methods (RSM), Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST), and ANOVA. 
 However, the socio-economic factors, such as personal information factors (age, 
education level and job), environmental awareness and household appliance factors etc., 
are collected from the questionnaire to depict the status of the customers. Thus, the 
socio-economic data is discrete, and the number of factors is considerable. The methods 
like RSM and regression analysis are not appropriate to deal with the sensitivity 
analysis which has large inputs. Moreover, the reliability to the FAST method is poor 
for the discrete inputs [72]. Finally, the ANOVA has been employed to evaluate the 
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contribution of interaction among factors on the future bill uncertainty. Because 
ANOVA but not MI is often significant if one factor with a small frequency had a 
remarkable difference in the output [73]. Therefore, ANOVA is more suitable for the 
dataset with a relatively small sample size. 
B.  Computational expense and latent information loss 
By considering the high-dimensional interaction effect instead of the single socio-
economic factor, the computational complexity of this problem is exponential 
complexity with the increase of the input size.  
To address the computation issue, the traditional dimensionality reduction techniques 
such as feature selection or feature extraction will abandon some feature to decrease the 
computational burden. However, the abandoned factor which does not demonstrate 
significant effect by its own could have a significant effect when it interacts with other 
factors. This kind of latent information hiding in the interaction of non-promising 
factors would be lost through roughly dimensionality reduction process.  
Consequently, this paper adopts the beam search structure which is an optimization of 
best-first search that decrease the computation burden. Therefore, the beam search 
allows every factor to interact with all the other factors but keeps several most 
promising factors’ combinations to do further exploration, which called the beam width.  
The heuristic pruning rule keeps the size of the beam small to reduce the computational 
burden. In the paper, the ANOVA test result will be used as the pruning rule. 
Meanwhile, all the pruned socio-economic factors would be recycled to minimise the 
occurrence of information loss caused by undetected by ANOVA. 
3.2.3 The KLAM Beam Search Algorithm 
To overcome the two challenges mentioned above, this paper proposes a novel KLAM 
beam search algorithm. The fundamental object of the proposed algorithm is to detect 
the significant socio-economic factors which influence the variation of customers’ 
cross-subsidies.  
In the proposed KLAM algorithm, the ANOVA is applied as the pruned rule of the 
beam search to reduce the computational burden. Then, the KL-divergency and GMM 
are employed to recycle all pruned off factors to minimize the latent information loss. 
Therefore, as Figure 3-1 shown, the novel KLAM algorithm consists of two stages 
which are: 1) Significant factors detection; 2) Pruned factors recycling. The detailed 
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introduction of the algorithms applied at each stage would be further discussed in the 
following sub-section. 
 
Figure 3- 1: The structure of the KLAM beam search algorithm 
• Algorithm used at Stage I 
In this stage of the KLAM method, the primary objective is to reveal the significant 
socio-economic factors or their combinations, which influence the variation of 
customers’ future energy bills after the cross-subsidies have been removed. This is 
implemented by the high-dimensional interaction-aware sensitivity analysis based on 
ANOVA. Since considering the high-dimensional interaction among factors is an 
exponential complexity problem, therefore, to reduce the computational burden, the 
beam search strategy has been applied to detect the significant socio-economic factors’ 
combination. 
1) Beam search 
The structure of the beam search is demonstrated as Figure 3-2. The black node is the 
expanded node, which represents the social-economic factor at this node has a 
considerable effect on the cross-subsidies which make it has the chance to interact with 
other socio-economic factors in the further multi-way ANOVA. The number of the 
expanded nodes is the beam width of the beam search. On the opposite side, the white 
node indicates that the social-economic factor does not perform a significant influence 
on the cross-subsidies, which should be pruned off to reduce the computational burden. 
In other words, the ANOVA test result performs as the pruning rule in the proposed 
KLAM algorithm. 
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Figure 3- 2: The beam search structure in the KLAM beam search algorithm 
2) ANOVA 
ANOVA is the most efficient parametric method, which is devised to test the 
differences between several different groups of treatments, thus circumventing the 
problem of making multiple comparisons between the group means using t-tests. In this 
paper, each socio-economic factor can take on a certain number of choices, which are 
defined as levels of the socio-economic factor. The levels’ combinations of multi socio-
economic factors are called treatment. 
In the typical application of ANOVA, the null hypothesis (ℎ0) assumes that the means 
of the treatments are identical. Then, the test result of ANOVA would be utilized to 
decide whether the null hypothesis should be accepted or not. The test result of ANOVA 
can be calculated by the F-test. The F-value is a ratio of two variances, the between 




∑ 𝐽 × (𝑋𝑡̅̅ ̅ − ?̅?)
2𝑇
𝑡=1 (𝑇 − 1)⁄




𝑡=1 𝑇 × (𝐽 − 1)⁄
 
(3-1) 
where the subscript 𝑗 denotes the observations of every treatment 𝑡, 𝑗 taking value from 
1 to 𝐽. 𝑥𝑡𝑗  denotes the 𝑗
𝑡ℎ observation in the 𝑡𝑡ℎ  treatment group, 𝑋𝑡̅̅ ̅ is the mean in the 
𝑡𝑡ℎ  treatment group and the ?̅? represents the overall mean value of the data. 
The F-value indicates the number of times that the variance between groups exceeds 
the variance within the group. With the magnitude of F-value, the probability of 
obtaining this F-value by chance can be tabulated, which is called “p-value”. If there is 
no significant difference between treatments just as the null hypothesis said, then the 
variance calculated from the between-groups sums of squares and the within-group 
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sums of squares should be the same value. Therefore, a threshold value has been set to 
determine whether the null hypothesis should be accepted or not. If the magnitude of 
F-value is equal or greater than the value tabulated at the 5% level of probability, the 
null hypothesis that the effect of treatments is identical is rejected. The p-value is gained 
by tabulated F-test results calculated through ANOVA. With the magnitude of F-value, 
the p-value represents the probability of obtaining this F-value by chance. The higher 
the F-value is, the larger the relative variance among the group-means is. Thereby, the 
p-value will be smaller for the factor which has a significant effect on the variation in 
ANOVA significant test. 
For this high-dimensional interaction-aware sensitivity analysis, there are more than 
one socio-economic factor (independent). Hence, the multi-factor ANOVA model is 
used. Using the two-way ANOVA as an example, the null hypotheses are: 1) there is 
no difference in means of factor A; 2) there is no difference in means of factor B; and 
3) there in no interaction between factors A and B. Therefore, the F-value for each of 
those three cases the null hypothesis is needed to be tested in the two-way ANOVA 
model. Specifically, the variation of the response variable can be modeled as a linear 
combination of the effects of two factors and their interaction effect, which is given in 
(3-2) 
 
𝑉𝑚𝑑𝑘 = 𝜇 + 𝑒𝑚𝑑𝑘 + 𝐴𝑚 + 𝐵𝑑 + (𝐴𝐵)𝑚𝑑 
(3-2) 
In this model, 𝑉𝑚𝑑𝑘 is the value of the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ observation of the 𝑚𝑡ℎ level of factor A and 
the 𝑑𝑡ℎ  level of factor B. 𝜇  is the overall mean of the observations and 𝑒𝑚𝑑𝑘  is a 
random element reflects the natural variation and errors of measurement.  𝐴𝑚  and 
𝐵𝑑 represent the main effects of the two factors, and the interaction effect of those two 
factors are expressed by (𝐴𝐵)𝑚𝑑.  
Therefore, due to the F-test of the interaction term, (𝐴𝐵)𝑚𝑑 , the interacting factors 
could be detected even the effect of each factor own is insignificant. 
• Algorithm used at Stage II 
Due to the high computation expense of the high-dimensional interaction-aware 
sensitivity analysis, the beam search has to prune the non-promising factors according 
to the ANOVA results to decrease the computational burden. However, the beam search 
cannot guarantee that it will find the optimal solution. Therefore, Stage II aims to 
ameliorate the latent information loss by recycling the pruned socio-economic factors. 
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For the proposed KLAM beam search method, the p-value from the ANOVA is applied 
as the pruning rule to decide which factors would be expanded next. Therefore, the 
main information loss at Stage I of the proposed KLAM methods always happen in two 
circumstances where the F-value fails to reflect the significance:1) Small F-value due 
to the non-normal distribution; 2) Small F-value due to the overlapping of distributions. 
The detailed solutions for the information loss occurred in those two circumstances will 
be demonstrated respectively in the following sub-sections. 
1) Due to the non-normal distribution 
The ANOVA, as a sensitivity analysis method, has a disadvantage which is if the 
distribution of the response variable significantly departures from normality, the test 
result of ANOVA may not be robust [76]. Therefore, if the distribution of cross-
subsidies 𝛽𝑐 for a treatment group departures from the assumption of normality, the 
F-value and its corresponding tabulated p-value will fail to reveal the significant 
impact of this treatment. An extreme instance is demonstrated in Figure 3-3 where 
the blue distribution and the red distribution (the non-normal distribution) have the 
same mean values but different shapes. However, the unusual distributions cannot 
be detected through the ANOVA at Stage I which causing the information loss. 
 
Figure 3- 3: The example of information loss caused by the non-normal of treatments’ 
distributions 
Hence, the proposed KLAM method adopts the KL-divergence at the Stage II to 
avoid this kind of latent information loss. The KL-divergence measures how one 
probability distribution diverges from a second expected one [77]. Suppose that 
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𝑝0 and 𝑝1 are two probability densities, the KL-divergence is defined as (3-3) 
displayed. 
 








However, the KL-divergence is not symmetric. 𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑝0 ∥ 𝑝1), which represents the 
distance from 𝑝0 to 𝑝1, is usually different from the distance from  𝑝1 to 𝑝0. The 








All the pruned-off socio-economic factors will be recycled through the KL-
divergence to avoid the information loss due to the non-normal distributions. 
2) Due to the overlapping of the distributions 
When several factors are interacting, the significance of one distinguish treatment 
could be reduced due to the overlapping of other treatments’ distributions. The 
similar mean values for the overlapped treatments will lead to a relatively small 
growth of the F-value at Stage I. Consequently, there is a high probability that the 
corresponding interacted socio-economic factors would be pruned off at the second 
step of the Stage I. For example, there are two factors, and every factor has two 
levels. The distributions of the four treatments are shown as Figure 3-4. The 
interaction effect between those two factors is not such significant due to there are 
three distributions do not distinguish from each other. However, the distribution 
labelled with 𝑑𝐴,1, which represents the level of first factor is “A” and the level for 
the second question is “1”, is outstanding and demonstrates a different effect from 
other three treatments. Therefore, this kind of information is worth to do further 
analysis, however, cannot be detected in ANOVA. 
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Figure 3- 4: The example of information loss caused by the overlapping of treatments’ 
distributions 
To ameliorate this kind of information loss, the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
has been adopted in the Stage II. The GMM can make statistical inference about the 
properties of the sub-population when the probability density function (pdf) of the 
“hidden” subpopulation is the Gaussian distribution, which is also known as 
Gaussian mixture components. By this way, the outstanding distribution will be 
separated from other overlapped treatments, as Gaussian mixture component. 
When GMM is applied at the Stage II, there are two essential purity values still need 
to be tested. 
1) A ratio 𝜌𝑡 is employed to illustrate the purity of a specific treatment 𝑡 in 
𝑔𝑡ℎ Gaussian mixture component.  
2) A ratio 𝜌𝑔 to represents the purity of the 𝑔
𝑡ℎ Gaussian mixture component 
for all observations with treatment 𝑡. 
Only both of 𝜌𝑡  and 𝜌𝑔are high and over the purity threshold value Γ𝜌, it can guarantee 
that in the 𝑔𝑡ℎ  Gaussian mixture component, all observations are mainly from one 
treatment  𝑡  and most of the observations with treatment  𝑡  are only contained in 
Gaussian mixture component 𝑔. In this way, the specific treatment for the interacting 
factors could be taken into consideration again 
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3.2.4 The Implementation of the KLAM Searching Algorithm 
To validate the efficacy of the KLAM beam search algorithm, this section demonstrates 
the proposed algorithm on a real residential smart metering database of Irish households 
which is collected from the Smart Metering Electricity CBTs and publicized by 
Commission for Energy Regulation of Ireland. The smart data is recorded for over 1000 
customers at a half-hourly basis, from July 2009 to December 2010. Finally, once the 
incomplete data were removed, the yearly smart metering data for 993 residential 
households are involved in presenting the case study. Additionally, the Irish project 
also surveys the views of the socio-economic status for those households through a 
questionnaire which is demonstrated in Appendix A. With the real smart metering data 
and the socio-economic information of the real Irish households, the implementation of 
the high-dimensional interaction-aware sensitivity analysis can be achieved through 
four steps.  The four steps are 1) Socio-economic factors cleaning; 2) The cross-
subsidies quantification; 3) Stage I: significant socio-economic factors detection; and 
4) Stage II: pruned socio-economic factors recycling. The detailed introduction of the 
four steps would be given in the following sub-section and the notations used in this 
section are listed in Table 3-2. 
Table 3- 2:Notations of the algorithm 
Notation Description 
𝑞 Socio-economic question index 
𝑓𝑞 Socio-economic factor index for question 𝑞 
𝑐 Customer indicator 
𝑙𝑐
𝑞 The level chosen by customer 𝑐 for question 𝑞  
𝑄 The set for all socio-economic questions 
 𝐿𝑓𝑞  Total number of levels for question 𝑞 
𝛿𝑠𝑐 Energy bill calculated by half-hourly settlement for customer 𝑐 
𝑑 Day indicator 
ℎ Half-hour indicator 
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡  The start date of the smart meter record 
𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑  The end date of the smart meter record 
𝑆𝑐𝑑ℎ Smart metering data of a customer at one half-hourly period 
𝑝𝑑ℎ The wholesale price of the ℎ
𝑡ℎhalf-hour on 𝑑𝑡ℎday 
𝛿𝑝𝑐 Energy bill calculated by TLP-based settlement for customer 𝑐 
𝐿𝑃𝑑ℎ The load profile value for the ℎ
𝑡ℎhalf-hour on 𝑑𝑡ℎday 
𝛼𝑐 The annual advanced consumption for customer 𝑐 
𝐸𝑐𝑑ℎ The TLP estimated consumtion for customer 𝑐 the in the ℎ
𝑡ℎhalf-hour 
on 𝑑𝑡ℎday 
𝐺𝑆𝑃𝑑ℎ The GSP correction factor of the ℎ
𝑡ℎhalf-hour on 𝑑𝑡ℎday 
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𝛽𝑐 The degree of cross-subsidy for a customer 𝑐 
𝑊 Maximum beam width for the search 
𝑤 Counter for beam width 
𝑛 Index for the interaction factors’number 
𝑓𝑞
















The 𝑤𝑡ℎ new factors added in the 𝐼𝑛𝑤
𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
 which interacted with 
𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 at 𝑛-way ANOVA 
𝑓𝑞
𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑 All socio-economic factors which do not be marked as 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 
𝑡 The index of the treatment, take values from 1 to  𝑇 
𝑇 The total number of the treatments 
𝑔 The index of Gaussian misture component 
𝐺 Total number of Gaussian Misture components 
𝜌𝑡 The purity of a specific treatment t in  𝑔
𝑡ℎGaussian mixture 
component. 
𝜌𝑔 The purity of the 𝑔
𝑡ℎ Gaussian mixture component for all observations 
with treatment 𝑡. 
 Γ𝜌 The threshold value of purity 𝜌𝑔and 𝜌𝑡 
A The socio-economic factor definition 
The socio-economic information for every household is collected through a 
questionnaire. Two types of variables are applied to translate the survey answers to the 
factors: 1) dummy variable; and 2) ordinal variable. 
The dummy type factors only have two value, “1” and “0”, which are used to sort data 
into mutually exclusive categories, i.e. smoker/ non-smoker [74]. The variables in the 
ordinal factor type have natural, ordered categories [75]. These factors translate the 
questions whose options exist on an ordinal scale, for example, "Is your general health 
poor, reasonable, good, or excellent?" may have those answers coded as 1, 2, 3, and 4 
respectively. 
Therefore, every question can be treated as a socio-economic factor and the options for 
a question are defined as levels of the factor. Among multi-factors, the combination of 
levels defined as treatment. Each socio-economic factor contains the level chosen by 




𝑞 ,  𝑙2
𝑞 , ⋯ , 𝑙𝑐
𝑞} 
(3-5) 
where the question index 𝑞 ∈ [1, 𝑄]and the total number of the level for the question 
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𝑞 is represented by 𝐿𝑓𝑞 . Finally, the customers’ answers of the questionnaire are 
translated into 142 dummy or ordinal socio-economic factors 
B. The socio-economic factor definition 
The uncertainty The uncertainty of customers’ future bill is caused by the transferring 
from traditional TLP settlement to the smart metering based half-hourly settlement 
which can remove the cross-subsidies. Therefore, the cross-subsidies will be quantified 
by comparing the difference of the electricity bills accessed under two settlement 
process.  
Due to nearly 60% of the energy cost is coming from the wholesale market in the UK, 
the calculation will be scaled up based on the wholesale market cost. The accurate bills 
without cross-subsidies can be quantified by multiplying the usage with the 
corresponding wholesale market price and accumulating in (3-6): 
 







The energy bills estimated through the traditional TLP settlement process is commonly 
used when the smart meters are absence. Customers’ accumulative consumption has 
been read seasonally or half-annually. The TLP represents the load shape for all 
residential customers.  The real half-annual accumulative consumption would be 
allocated into each half-hour following the shape of TLP. 
Therefore, the first step of the traditional TLP settlement is to gain the annual advanced 
consumption, 𝛼𝑐 , by scaling up the real accumulated metered consumption to the 
annual level, based on the TLP fraction between a year and the corresponding period, 
just as (3-7) shown below. 
 















Then, the next step is allocating the annual advanced consumption 𝛼𝑐 into each half-









× 𝛼𝑐  
(3-8) 
In the practical traditional settlement process, the third step aims to correct the profiled 
error by creating a Grid Supply Point Group Correction Factors (GGCFs). The GGCFs 
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are used to ensure that the total energy allocated to suppliers in each settlement period 
(30 minutes) equals to the energy entering the Grid Supply Point (GSP) groups from 
the transmission system. However, due to the limit customer numbers, this research 
assumes that all customers are connected to the same supply point and the GSP Group 
Take equals to the total customers’ real consumption sum during each half-hour period. 
Therefore, for every half hour, the GGCFs, 𝐺𝑆𝑃𝑑ℎ, are calculated as (3-9) shown to fix 
the over or under energy accounting issue. 














Finally, the energy bill estimated through the traditional TLP settlement process can be 
calculated in (3-10). 
 







To better express the future bills’ uncertainty for every customer instead of simply 
minus the two bills, a parameter 𝛽𝑐 is developed in (3-11) to describe the degree of 
impact on customers’ bill after removing the cross-subsidies. 
 
𝛽𝑐 =




C.  Stage I: significant socio-economic factors detection 
After the generation of the socio-economic factors and quantification the cross-
subsidies, the proposed KLAM beam search method would be employed to reveal the 
significant socio-economic characteristics which influence the variation of customers’ 
future bill. The flowchart of Stage I has been displayed in Figure 3-5. The whole 
procedure could be introduced in 3 steps： 
1) Step 1: Using one-way ANOVA to test the significance of every individual socio-
economic factor on cross subsidies. The significant factors who pass the one-
ANOVA (p-value < 5%) are marked as 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 . 
2) Step 2: For every 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 , it has the chance to interact with all other socio-
economic factors (two-way ANOVA). However, to reduce the computation burden, 
the beam search sets the beam width  W as three. Therefore, only the top three 
factors which obtain the smallest p-value (meanwhile, p-value requires to smaller 
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than 5%) when interacting with the 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑. Those three socio-economic factors 
which have significant interaction effect with the 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑  will be marked as 
as 𝑓𝑞𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡
𝑛𝑤  and respectively store in corresponding set 𝐼𝑛𝑤
𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
(where n = 2 now and 
𝑤 changes from 1 to 3). 
3) Step 3: Then, the interaction effect test for each 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 would further move to 













passed the n-way ANOVA and have a significant interaction effect with 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑. 
Until the complement set,  ∁𝑄𝐼𝑛𝑤
𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
, becomes an empty set, the factors 
combination stored in every 𝐼𝑛𝑤
𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑
would be output. 
D. Stage II: pruned socio-economic factors recycling 
Due to the high computation expense, the beam search must prune the non-promising 
factors according to the ANOVA results, which could cause the latent information loss. 
Therefore, to minimise the information loss, Stage II is built to recycle all pruned socio-
economic factors by KL-divergence and GMM algorithms. 
The Program 2 displays the information recycling algorithm with pseudo code of KL-
divergence and GMM below. 
Program 2: Information recycling based on KL-divergence and GMM 
1: 
Load all the pruned off social-economic vectors 𝑓𝑞
𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑 and the degree of 
cross-subsidies 𝛽𝑐 
2: For every 𝑓𝑞
𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑: 
3: Calculate the distribution of each level, 𝑝0 and 𝑝1 
4: 
Calculate the averaged KL-divergence value of the 𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑝0 ∥ 𝑝1)  and 
𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑝1 ∥ 𝑝0) as equation (3-6) shown 
5: 
Sort each pair of the two levels by their KL-divergence value and do the 
significant test of the two levels’ effect on the cross-subsidies 𝛽𝑐.  
6: 
Sent the factor  𝑓𝑞
𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑 back to Stage I if any of its two levels have 
relatively high KL-divergence and passed the significant test. 
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7: End 
8: For the GMM algorithm 




Calculate the maximum treatment number of the two socio-economic 
factors: 𝑇 = 𝐿𝑓𝑞𝐴
𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑  ×  𝐿𝑓𝑞𝐴
𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑒𝑑 
11: For G from 2 to 𝑇: 
12: 
Assign the cross-subsidies 𝛽𝑐 into G Gaussian mixture components and 
label the customers with the mixture component number 𝑔 they belong 
to. 
13: 
Calculate the purity for the specific 𝑡𝑡ℎ treatment in customers labeled 
by 𝑔𝑡ℎ Gaussian mixture component: 𝜌𝑡  
14: 
Calculate the purity for the 𝑔𝑡ℎ Gaussian mixture component label in all 
customers have the 𝑡𝑡ℎ treatment: 𝜌𝑔 
15:  If (𝜌𝑔 ≥ Γ𝜌) ⋀  (𝜌𝑡 ≥ Γ𝜌) then: 
16: Do the significant test of the 𝑡𝑡ℎ treatment: 
17: If P-value < 5% then: 
18: 




19:     End if  
22: End if 
21:              G=G+1  
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Figure 3- 5:The flowchart of the KLAM beam search algorithm
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3.2.5 The Results Analysis of the Case Study 
Then, the answers of customers are translated into 142 dummy or ordinal socio-
economic factors. 
After quantifying the degree of the cross-subsidies𝛽𝑐 for each household, the sensitivity 
analysis between the  𝛽𝑐 and the interacting socio-economic factors will be explored 
through the KLAM beam search algorithm. The beam width 𝑊 is set as 3.  The inner 
implications of social status and the uncertainty of energy bills under the new half-
hourly settlement will be discussed. 
In general, 69 socio-economic factors have been highlighted by the proposed KLAM 
algorithm that the interaction-effect among them illustrates a significant influence on 
the change of customers’ future energy bill. Among them, 51 factors are detected at 
Stage I of the KLAM algorithm and the rest 18 factors are discovered through the 
recycling at Stage II. In the following sub-section, a detailed introduction of those 
significant interacted factors would be given. 
A.  Significant socio-economic factors detected at Stage I 
Seventeen of the 51 socio-economic factors demonstrate their impaction individually, 
with a p-value which less than 0.05, through the one-way ANOVA at the first step of 
Stage I. Those 17 original factors are marked as the  𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 and start to interact with 
other factors. Due to the difference in 𝐿𝑓𝑞for different factors and the limitation of the 
involved household number, three original factors show a significant effect on the 𝛽𝑐 
(p-value <0.05) in a four-way interaction and other 14 original factors have more 
outstanding significance in a five-way interaction. The detailed interacting socio-
economic factor groups are illustrated in the Table C-1 in the Appendix C. Table 3-3 
only lists the content of each original factor with the p-value before and after the 
interaction. It illustrates the amelioration of the p-value for each original factor after 
interacting with other factors.  The bold text represents the original factors in the four-
way interaction. After the interaction, the p-value for every factor combination is 
decreased. It is evident that the interaction effect among the 4 or 5 socio-economic 
factors could promote their influence on the amount of cross-subsidies 𝛽𝑐. 
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Table 3- 3: Original factors and their P-values detected in Stage I 
Number  Content of Question  Individually P-
value 
P-value for the 
interaction term 
Qu 84 The number of the electric 
cookers you own 
2.83× 10−6 
3.48× 𝟏𝟎−𝟕 
Qu 58 Describes how you cook 1.91× 10−5 1.37× 𝟏𝟎−𝟔 




Qu 92 Do you have Lap-top 2.99× 10−4 1.33× 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 












Qu 90 The number of TVs greater 
than 21 inch you won 
2.41× 10−3 
1.51× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 




Qu 105 How often would you use the 
plug-in electricity heater 
6.97× 10−3 
5.20× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 
Qu 2 Age of the CIE∗ 1.13× 10−2 5.57× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 




Qu 11 How many people typically in 
the house during the day 
1.25× 10−2 
9.82× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 




Qu 4 the Occupation of  CIE∗ 3.40× 10−2 2.44× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 




Qu 99 The number of the Wash 
Machines you own 
3.72× 10−2 
3.28× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
B.  Significant socio-economic factors recycled in Stage II 
To ameliorate the latent information loss, the KL-divergence and GMM are adopted at 
Stage II to recycle the abandoned factors which do not pass the significant test in the 
one-way ANOVA. The results of both will be detailed illustrated in the following sub-
section. 
1) Significant results detected by KL-divergence 
Firstly, for every pruned-off factor at this stage, the KL-divergence between every 
two levels of each factor has been evaluated. Then, there are 5 socio-economic 
factors whose two specific levels have high KL-divergence value and pass the 
significant test. The passing of significant test proofs that the different choice of 
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those two levels would impact the final bill changing. Finally, the 5 factors are 
sent back to the Stage I as original factors, 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 to interact with other factors.  
The output found out from the Stage I for those 5 recycled factors is demonstrated 
in Table 3-4. The detailed interacting socio-economic factor groups are 
demonstrated in the Table C-2 in the Appendix C. Due to only the partial 
customers, who choose level A or B for each factor, could be taken into account 
for the further interaction-aware sensitivity analysis, this reduces the data size to 
a certain extent. Thus, all those 5 recycled factors show an enhanced effect on 𝛽𝑐 
in four-way interactions than their own. 











Qu102 How often 
you use the 
electric 
shower 
1 (< 5mins) 3 (10-
20mins) 
1.74∗ 10−3 7.70× 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 
Qu 95 The number of 
TVs bigger than 
21 inch 
0 (None) 2   (Two) 4.85∗ 10−3 2.83× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 
Qu 29 You cannot get 
the people you 






2.33∗ 10−2 1.21× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
Qu 7 Do you 
regularly use 
the internet 
1(Yes) 2  (No) 2.66∗ 10−2 2.16× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
Qu 32 Do you agree with 
reduction of usage 
would not make a 






2.83∗ 10−2 1.82× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
 
2) Significant results detected by GMM 
The aim of GMM is to reveal the significant treatment of two different socio-
economic factors whose significance has been weakened by the overlapped 
distributions of other treatments and finally result in the pruning at Stage I. By 
setting the  Γ𝜌equals to 70%, there are 8 pairs of socio-economic factors which 
has significant treatments have been detected by GMM.  
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Due to the space limitation, this section only demonstration the interaction of one 
pair of factors (Qu. 64 and Qu. 85) instead of all eight pairs. The Qu. 64 surveys 
whether the households had to go without heating due to lack of money during 
the last 12 months. Qu. 85 is about the number of the electric heaters the 
households own. From (a) in Figure 3-6, it is visible that the distributions of 
treatment 1 (the red one) and 2 (the blue one) are distinct from each other. Their 
significant test is passed with p-value equals to 0.021. The result exposes that 
even the households have already stop heating because of lack of money, they 
would still experience an energy bill increasing if they own electric heaters. 
However, as Figure 3-6(b) displays, the overlapped distributions of other 
treatments have weakened its significance. 
 
Figure 3- 6: Interaction effect of one pair of factors found in Stage II 
3.2.6 Analysis and Discussion 
After the proposed KLAM algorithm found out the significant interacted socio-
economic factors, further analysis is required to understand which treatments would 
have a positive influence on the energy bill increasing under the new half-hourly 
settlement process. 
In the real database, for diverse factors’ combinations, the number of households in 
different treatments is dissimilar. Thereupon, this paper sets the confidence level as 95% 
to calculate the upper and lower bounds for the mean value of the cross-subsidies𝛽𝑐 for 
every treatment. The emphasis of this analysis is not on the treatments with a narrow 
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bound, but on the treatments whose upper and lower bounds are the same sign. For 
example, if the upper and lower bounds of 𝛽𝑐 for one treatment are both bigger than 
zero, we have 95% confidence that the future energy bills will increase for the 
households whose socio-economic makeups conform to this treatment. 
Due to the limitation of space, this paper demonstrates a partial of interacted-factor 
combinations in Table 3-5. Meanwhile, by comparing the bill increasing and decreasing 
group, Table 3-5 also displays the characteristic of every socio-economic factor in each 
combination. The reason why those factor-combinations are selected to be shown is 
that they perform some contrary conclusions to common sense in the literature.  
In previous studies [40], dwelling type factors, such as the number of rooms and the 
age of the house, and appliance factors have a significant positive effect on electricity 
usage. However, from Table 3-5 it can be observed that, with different interacting 
factors, the impact of one socio-economic factor on customers’ bill change is 
inconsistent. Using a dwelling age factor (Qu 36) as an example, by interacting with 
different factors, both of the newer houses group and the older houses group could have 
a positive influence on customers’ bill growth. Therefore, only with a particular 
treatment for a factor combination, there would be a credible result of the future bill 
changing. Moreover, the factors related to the employment status of the CIEs (Qu 3) 
and environment awareness (Qu 15) have been found a significant effect in this paper 
which is contrary to the conclusions in [27, 35, 40] that reported they are insignificant. 
Those opposite characteristics for the same factor have been highlighted in the same 
colour in Table 3-5.  
The inconsistent conclusions of previous literature and this research proves that 1) the 
bill difference caused by removing the cross-subsidies is different and more 
complicated than the amount of electricity usage. 2) The influence of single factors is 
not robust enough to provide a clear relationship with this problem. Hence, the high-
dimensional interaction-aware sensitivity analysis between socio-economic factors and 
the bill change is necessary.  
Finally, based on the outcomes found in this paper we highlight several contrary 
conclusions: 
1) The electricity appliance factors and dwelling related factors, unlike that they 
influence the consumption, do not always have a positive effect on the energy bill 
increasing. 
2) The factors related to the CIEs’ employ status and their environmental awareness 
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ought to gain attention because they can influence the future bill variation 
significantly by interacting with other factors. 
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Table 3- 5: Socio-economic factors show different impact on the cross-subsides 
Combination 1 Qu 97：The number of 
the Lap-tops you own 
Qu 90：The number of 
TVs greater than 21 inch 
you won 
Qu 74：Do you have 
the electric cooker 
Qu 15：Do you interested in 
changing the way you use 
electricity if it helps the 
environment 
Qu 86: The number of the 




Less More More households 
have 
Less households interested More 
Combination 2 Qu 3: The employment 
status of the CIE 
Qu 77: Do you have a 
water pump/electric well 
pump / pressurised water 
system 
Qu 90: The number of 
TVs greater than 21 
inch you won 
Qu 13: How many adults and 
children under 15 years old are 
typically in the house during the 
day 
Qu 39: How many bedrooms 
are there in your home 
Bill Increasing 
Group 
More CIEs get a job Same as the decreasing 
group 
Less Less people More bedrooms 
Combination 3 Qu 2: Age of the CIE Qu 74: Do you have the 
electric cooker 
Qu 92: Do you have 
Lap-top 
Qu 100: How often would you 
use the Tumble Dryer 




Elder More households have Less households have More frequently and longer Older house 
Combination 4 Qu 4: Social Class of 
CIEs 
Qu 75: Do you have the 
plug-in electric heater 
Qu 9: The description 
the people you live with 
Qu 100: How often would you 
use the Tumble Dryer 




Most belong to 
Working/non-
working class 
More households have More households 
have children 
younger than 15 
Less frequently and shorter Newer house 
Combination 5 Qu 41: Do you have plug in 
electricity heaters 
Qu 57: When heating is switched 
off, do you use your immersion 
Qu 74: Do you have the electric 
cooker 




More households have More households use More households have More CIEs are retired 
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Combination 𝟔∗ Qu 102: How often you use the 
electric shower 
Qu 4: Social Class of CIEs Qu 15: Do you interested in changing 
the way you use electricity if it helps 
the environment 
Qu 80: The number of Tumble 
dryers you own 
Bill Increasing 
Group 
More frequently Most belong to Working/non-
working class 
More households interested More 
Combination 𝟕∗ Qu 29: You cannot get the people 
you live with to reduce their 
usage 
Qu 39: How many bedrooms are 
there in your home 




More households disagree Less bedrooms Younger More households do 
*From KL-Divergence results
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3.2.7 Conclusions 
This paper investigates the socio-economic makeups of the customer groups that would 
be adversely impacted under the half-hourly settlement through a sensitivity analysis. 
To achieve this aim, a novel high-dimensional interaction-aware searching algorithm, 
the KLAM beam searching algorithm, has been proposed. After validating the proposed 
algorithm on a real dataset, this paper finds 14 five-way interacting factor-combinations, 
8 four-way interacting factor-combinations and 8 pair of factors with significant 
treatment. By analysing the effect of the interacted factors, there are some 
characteristics for the bill-increasing group are unusual and even contrary to the 
common sense in the literature. 
The paper contributes to a better understanding of the impact of transforming to the 
half-hourly settlement on customer groups with different socio-economic status. 
Furthermore, in the future, the algorithm proposed in this paper could be extended to 
apply on a larger dataset. This can support the regulators and policymakers both in the 
accurate vulnerable customer identification with a more comprehensive description of 
the customers’ socio-economic condition and in the active policy implementation. 
 
  Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, the socio-economic status of the customers who would be adversely 
affected in the half-hourly settlement process has been identified and analysed. There 
are two main contributions for this research, which are: 1) This research is the first time 
to assess the impact of the HHS reform launched by the Ofgem; 2) A novel interaction-
aware searching method has been proposed which can find a significant and 
comprehensive socio-economic condition. 
Taking the advantage of the effect of interaction among the socio-economic factors, 
there are some key findings which are contrary to previous studies: 
1) The electricity appliance factors and dwelling related factors could have 
negative effect on customers’ energy bill changing by interacting with other 
specific factors. However, those two kinds of factors are commonly found have 
positive effect on energy consumption. 
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2) The CIE’s employ status, their age and environmental awareness can influence 
the bill variation significantly in specific factor-interacting-combinations. 
However, those factors are rarely caught the attention in the previous literature, 
which is because of the effect of the single of them is inconclusive (mixing 
effect) or even no significant effect. 
By analysis the significant interacting socio-economic factor-combination, it can be 
found that in the new HHS process, the elder customers who owning more electric 
appliances or who living in an older house are most likely to be the new vulnerable 
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HIS chapter proposes a novel distribution UHE network pricing 
method which can accurately allocate customers’ network cost based on 
their usage data. Then, the significant social-economic criteria for the 
network bill variation will be given.  
The Impact of Network Cost 
Variation on Customers’ Electricity 









Chapter 3 has developed a high-dimensional interaction-aware KLAM algorithm, which can 
identify the impact of directly removing the cross-subsidies for the wholesale market cost on 
the domestic customers through the significant and highly-interacted social-economic criteria. 
Identically, the cross-subsidies are also existing in the customers’ network charges. 
In practice, this cost-reflective network charging methodology only applies to retailers (i.e. 
suppliers in the UK) and large customers. The vast small customers (i.e. domestic homes and 
small business) are paying bills which mix up energy-based generation cost and capacity-based 
network cost. There is a clear mismatch when retailers pay the DUoS by peak power in kW but 
later charge small customers by volumes in kWh. As a result, the network price signal cannot 
be transmitted through the retail market and reach the end customers. Massive domestic 
customers are charged based on their energy consumption with the same unit cost throughout 
the year.  
This limitation has introduced major cross-subsidies across customers, providing perverse 
incentives in the use of electricity and overstated incentive to the uptake of low carbon 
technologies regardless of time, location and operation approach. An example of this would be 
a customer with photovoltaic (PV) uses the network to export electricity in the daytime and 
import overnight. Over time, he may have zero net energy in terms of kWh and thus avoid the 
network cost completely, as Figure 4-1 demonstrated. Other customers will quietly bear this 


























The Daily Usage with PV of a net zero 
customer
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Figure 4- 1: Daily load profile for a PV net zero customer 
The research question is how to design a distribution network pricing for small customers in 
the retail market. Different pricing methodologies have been proposed in the past for retailers 
and large customers.  For example, to encourage the utilisation of energy storage, the concept 
locational marginal pricing (LMP) at the transmission system is adapted to distribution 
networks by formulating a distribution LMP [79]. An integrated distribution LMP method is 
presented in [80], which aims to mitigate the network congestion caused by the growth of the 
electric vehicles. In [81], the potential for employing the locational pricing to encourage tariff 
change is investigated, and an extensive review of network pricing is reported in [82]. In [83], 
nodal pricing in the distribution network has been proposed to reward the distribution 
generations for reducing line losses. The Long-run Incremental Cost Pricing (LRIC) [84, 85] 
provides locational cost-effective price signals to reflect customers’ impact on network 
investment. Paper [86] proposes a novel fuzzy logic based network pricing to accommodate 
the future flexible load. At the low voltage networks, Distribution Reinforcement Model [87] 
is widely used, which is based on the yard-stick principle. The approaches in these papers 
mainly focus on network operation rather than the customs' characteristics. Although 
methodologies in [88, 89] passively react to a set of projected profiles of future demand and 
generation, they cannot proactively influence their behaviours on the network. Given the 
increasing penetration of responsive technologies at the household level, it is critical to extend 
network charging methodologies for small customers. 
However, although different pricing methodologies had been proposed in many researches 
which are mentioned above, directly applying the existing methodologies to domestic 
customers will be extremely challenging due to high uncertainties of the network cost 
estimation. The current DUoS charges calculate the reinforcement cost by only considering the 
customers’ contribution at the historical annual peak point. However, due to the exceedingly 
volatile usage behaviour of domestic customers, there is a high uncertainty between the 
historical peak point ant the real network peak point in the future. Customers with low or even 
negative consumption at the historical peak point can evade the network charges, even though 
they might create a new peak at a different time point in the future. 
Therefore, the research objectives of this chapter are: 
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i) Extending the DUoS charging methodologies to small customers by proposing a novel 
network charging method which removes the cross-subsidies of network costs.  
ii) Investigating the impact of the bill changing on customer with different socio-
economic status. 
This rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the new network 
charging methodology for an individual domestic customer. Section 4.3 represents the details 
of the case study for the propose distribution network pricing method. The performance of the 
case study has been demonstrated in Section 4.4. Then, Section 4.5 presents the significant 
social-economic characteristics for the identification of the impact of removing the network 
cost cross-subsidies on domestic customers. The conclusions are drawn in Section 4.6. 
The structure of this chapter is written in an alternative-based format. The content of the novel 
distribution network pricing is prepared to submit to the IEEE Transaction on Smart Grid. The 
author is the third author of this work and collaborated with Dr Ran Li, Dr Shuangyuan Wang, 
Dr Chenghong Gu and Professor Furong Li. The contributions the author made in this work 
are: 1) writing the whole article; 2) writing the Matlab code to validate the proposed method in 
the case study and modifying the programming code of the proposed methodology; 3) 
participating in the primal discussion of the proposed methodology.  
 The Unit Home Equivalent Distribution Network 
Pricing Method 
This chapter, for the first time, proposes a Unit Home Equivalent (UHE) network pricing 
structure for domestic customers that will move away from the current energy-based pricing to 
a new position where both energy and capacity components will be factored to reflect the 
network cost. Inspired by the transport economics, a novel UHE value is proposed to measure 
the additional number of the same customer can be connected to the network without triggering 
reinforcement relative to a base customer (a unit constant load customer). Then the network 
investment cost for every smart metering customer is allocated based on its UHE value.  
The novelty of the proposed method lies in two aspects: 
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i) The proposed method provides a forward-looking signal. Instead of only considering the 
historical peak point, the proposed method evaluates the likelihood of future peak created 
by different customers at different time points. 
ii) The proposed method provides a behavioural incentive signal, enabling existing 
customers to reduce their network cost by modifying their usage behaviour. Without 
changing geographical locations, customers will be rewarded by reducing their likelihood 
of creating new peaks according to the network’s headroom profile. 
4.2.1 The Unit Home Equivalent 
Inspired by the Passenger Car Equivalent (PCE) value used in transport economics to allocate 
motorways cost, we propose a new DUoS charging method which allocates network investment 
to smart metering customers based on its equivalent value to a base home.   
For the same road capacity, the utilisation (maximum number of vehicles per unit time that can 
flow past the point) will be reduced by the introduction of longer and slower vehicles. In 
transport economics, such reduction is evaluated by PCE values, which are measured relative 
to a small passenger car as the base vehicle. For example, if a road can flow 100 base car or 50 
trucks, then the truck will have a PCE value of 2. 
Likewise, a network will have different capacities for different customer classes. A UHE value 
is introduced here to describe the maximum number of a type of customer that can be 
accommodated to an existing network before triggering the network reinforcement. A base 
home is defined as a control group to represents a home with a constant unity demand (1kW). 
The base capacity of the network, 𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒, is evaluated as the number of additional base homes 
that can be connected to the network. Similarly, the capacity of the network for customer𝑖, N𝑖, 
is defined as the number of customer 𝑖 that can be connected before reaching the capacity of 







The word capacity here indicates the number of new customers that can be accommodated in 
the network. For example, Figure 4-2 shows the load profiles of two customers, which have 
the same energy consumption but different patterns. The blue bars illustrate the load profile of 
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the substation. Customer-I has an evening peak coincident with the substation peak while 
customer-II has a morning peak and a trough during the substation peak. 
 
Figure 4- 2: Examples for substation and home load profiles 
The two types of customers have different impacts on future network investment. Customer-I 
type will accelerate the existing peak growth and bring forward network reinforcement; by 
contrast, customer-II type will flatten the substation load profile and increase the utilisation 
rate. It is noted that a large number of customer-II might create a new peak on the substation 
in the morning.  This is particularly important for customers with emerging technologies. For 
example, night-charging EV customers may have little contribution to existing network peak 
and thus paying no network charges.  However, massive EV customers might trigger a new 
peak at night, which brings forward the reinforcement.   
However, existing pricing methods either ignore or overemphasise such different impacts. The 
flat tariff used in the retail market will charge the two customers equally in that they have the 
same energy consumption.  The network charges currently used for suppliers and large 
customers only focus on peak contribution. As a result, customer-I will be responsible for all 
network reinforcement while customer II will get away with any network charges, despite the 























































Time of the day
Substation Load Customer I Load Profile
Customer II Load Profile
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In order to design a pricing method that reflects the incremental likelihood of network 
reinforcement caused by the usage behaviour of customers, the first step is to identify the 
Typical Headroom Profile (THP) of a circuit or a network component. THP represents the 
distribution of the network’s spare capacity over time rather than a single annual peak point. 
THP could be depleted quickly by introducing more low-utilisation customers. The Figure 4-3 
explains this point by relating UHE value to the slope of investment projections. The 𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒  is 
the number of unit homes can be connected where UHE=1. For customer-I type, only N1 
customers can be accommodated in the network before reaching the capacity. The slope of the 
investment projection line is proportional to the UHE value reflecting relative network peak 
growth caused by the customer.  
 
Figure 4- 3: Investment projection: number of additional base homes can be connected to the 
network without triggering reinforcement 
4.2.2 The Unit Home Equivalent in the Network 
The proposed UHE network pricing method could be implemented by two main steps. The first 
step is calculating the UHE values for each household. The second step is the Long-Run 
Incremental Network Incremental cost allocation based on customers’ UHE values. The 
detailed implementation of the two steps are discussed as follows.  
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The UHE value should reflect the impact of connecting a new customer to the network. By 
adding an additional customer 𝑖 at one node, the power flow change on every branch needs to 
be monitored quantified by the Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF), which is derived 
from the Jacobian matrix of power flow [90]. Assuming the change of real power transfer 
between two nodes, 𝑚 and 𝑛, is ∆𝑃𝑚 and the incremental power on line 𝑙 is  𝛥P𝑙, then the DC-







Assuming a network with 𝐾 lines and 𝐽 nodes (substations), the PTDF of each line and node 
can be expressed as a matrix 𝑇 with 𝐾 rows and 𝐽 columns. Then, with load or generation 
change P𝑗, the resulted power flow variation on line 𝑘, 𝛥P𝑘 is calculated by (4-3): 
 
𝛥P𝑘 = 𝑇kj × 𝑃𝑗 
(4-3) 
The substation load profile is defined as 𝑺. In our case, 𝑺 is a vector with 48 variables indicating 
half-hourly record over a day. Likewise, the customer load profile is defined as a vector 𝑯. If 
the maximum rated capacities of all lines are 𝑪  and the base power running on all lines is 𝑩, 
the equivalent value of customer i, i.e. the maximum number of new customers i can be 










Here, 𝜆 ∈ [1,48]is the index of the half-hour period when the maximum value in combined 















≤ 𝑪 − 𝑩 
(4-5) 
The unit home equivalent value 𝑵𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑗
 can be calculated similarly. The only difference is the 
load profile for the base home is set as a unit load profile, 𝕝, which has equal value 1kW for all 
48 points. 
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ii) Step 2: Long-run incremental cost calculation  
This paper implements the proposed UHE network pricing method with the Long-run 
Incremental Cost Pricing (LRIC), which is also adopted by the Ofgem as the one of the official 
charging methodologies in the UK [91]. 
In LRIC, it firstly derives the network cost of a component 𝑙, such as a line, for supporting the 
existing customers. With the capacity 𝐶𝑙, the load growth rate 𝑟 and the present power flow of 
component 𝑙, 𝐷𝑙 , the number of years, 𝑦𝑙, which indicates how far into the future the investment 
will be made can be determined from: 
 
𝐶𝑙 = 𝐷𝑙 × (1 + 𝑟)
𝑦𝑙 
(4-7) 
Rearranging (4-7) can calculate the value of 𝑦𝑙 as shown in (4-8): 
 
𝑦𝑙 =




Based on the 𝑦𝑙value and a discount rate 𝑑, the present value for component 𝑙 can be discount 







where 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑙is the modern equivalent asset cost of component 𝑙. 
Then, if the power flow changing along the component 𝑙 is ∆𝑃𝑙 as the result of the connection 
of customer 𝑖 at substation 𝑗, this will accelerate the future investment from 𝑦𝑙 to 𝑦𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑤.  
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In the proposed UHE network pricing method, the UHE value evaluates the impact of the 
household load upon a line. Customers may have different contributions to the incremental 
load on lines in the network. The ∆𝑃𝑙
𝑖caused by injection of a home 𝑖 on line 𝑙 is consistent with 













 is a normalisation process 
for UHE value.  Therefore, due to the utilisation of household 𝑖, the network investment has 
been accelerated from 𝑦𝑙 to 𝑦𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑖 . The value of 𝑦𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑤












The new present value 𝑃𝑉𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑤









Finally, the difference between those two present values, 𝑃𝑉𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑖  and  𝑃𝑉𝑙 , is the network 




𝑖 − 𝑃𝑉𝑙) × 𝛼 
(4-14) 
Where the 𝛼 is the annuity factor which is a constant. 
4.2.3 Theoretical Improvement of the UHE Pricing Method 
In theory, the proposed UHE network pricing improves the existing ratemaking methods in 
retail market by providing forward-looking signal to new customers and behaviour incentives 
to existing customers. 
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i) Forward-looking signal 
With the uncertainty from emerging technologies and behaviour changes, network peak time 
could vary significantly over time and location.  Traditional methods only rely on customers’ 
contribution to systems’ historical peak. The proposed UHE pricing provides a forward-
looking signal by considering the likelihood of new peaks at different time points. This is 
achieved by introducing the value of 𝜆𝑖  in (4-5), where 𝜆𝑖  represents the half-hour period 
number of new peaks. The UHE value in (4-6) represents the likelihood of the future peak at 
the point 𝜆𝑖.  
The UHE values are dynamic, reflecting the uncertainties of peak over time and location. New 
customers will have different UHE values when connected at different nodes, reflecting the 
load profile compatibility between the customer and local networks. The UHE value will also 
be updated over a period when the states of local network changes.   
The proposed method also prevents the over-incentives of “net-zero” customers. Under the 
proposed pricing, a “net-zero” household still needs to pay for the network cost despite its 
reduced or even negative energy consumption during system peak time. However, the price 
will generally be lower because of reduced likelihood of creating new peaks.  
ii) Behavioural Incentives 
For existing customers who have limited mobility, the UHE pricing provide appropriate 
behavioural incentives to guide customers modifying their load profiles to maximise the 
utilisation of existing networks. Three scenarios are discussed below to demonstrate how the 
value of UHE network price influences customers’ energy usage behaviours. 















(𝑪𝒍 − 𝑩𝒍 − 𝑺𝜆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑗
)


















, the (4-15) is simplified as (4-16): 
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From (4-16), it is evident that the UHE pricing value will be smaller for customer 𝑖 if this 
customer moves more power consumption from the 𝜆𝑖
𝑡ℎ
half-hour to the other half hours. The 
worst condition is that the customer does not attempt to reduce any consumption at 𝜆𝑖
𝑡ℎ
half-
hour, which leads 𝑯𝜆𝑖 = 𝑯𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑖. It shows customers can always benefit from UHE pricing by 
shifting their peak demand even the network peak remains unchanged.  
• Scenario 2: The new peak shifts away from substation’s existing peak time, but is coincident 




, 𝐇λi = 𝐇max_i); 





in (4-17) and (4-18):  
 𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒅𝒓𝒐𝒐𝒎𝜆𝑖
𝑗
 = (𝑪𝒍 − 𝑩𝒍 − 𝑺𝜆𝑖
𝑗
)   (4-17) 
 𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒅𝒓𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗
= (𝑪𝒍 − 𝑩𝒍 −  𝑺𝜆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑗
) (4-18) 













where 𝑯𝜆𝑖 = 𝑯𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑖  and therefore 𝐼𝐶𝑙





. The UHE price will be lower when new peak occurs at the time when the 
network has larger spare capacity. It encourages customers to shift demand to the idlest periods 
of the system.  
• Scenario 3: The new peak shifts away from substation’s existing peak time, and is not 




, 𝐇λi ≠ 𝐇max_i ); 
In this case, the value of 𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒅𝒓𝒐𝒐𝒎𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑗
/𝑯𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑖 will be a constant and 𝐼𝐶𝑙
𝑖is related to the 
ratio of 𝑯𝜆𝑖/𝑯𝒆𝒂𝒅𝒓𝒐𝒐𝒎𝜆𝑖
𝑗
. The UHE price will be lower if the customer contributes less 
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(smaller 𝑯𝜆𝑖) to the new peak. It prevents simultaneous responses from all customers that create 
higher peaks at other periods. It is worth to note that the UHE network price for Scenario 3 is 
always lower than the price in Scenario 2.  
 The Case Study for the UHE Method  
The proposed UHE pricing methodology is validated on a real distribution network within a 
Grid Supply Point area in the UK. The structure of the test system is depicted in Figure 4-4 
including 20 lines and 7 nodes. The parameters of the network are given in Table 4-1 and the 
DC-PTDF are calculated accordingly. For the long-run incremental cost, the discount rate 𝑑is 
set to 6.9% as the commonly accepted Minimum Acceptable Rate of Return by the UK's DNOs 
in setting network charges [85]. The load growth rate 𝑟 takes the value of 1.0% per annum 
based on the long-term projected load grow rate in the UK. The annuity factor α is set at 0.0741.  
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Table 4- 1: Parameters of the Test Network and DC-PTDF 







I II III IV V VI VII 
1 0.504 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 55.73 -12.59 1.99 £1,001,401 
2 0.000 0.487 0.148 0.458 0.148 0.000 0.000 78.87 -23.43 2.05 £1,845,674 
3 0.000 0.478 0.164 0.505 0.164 0.000 0.000 78.87 -24.18 1.98 £1,482,909 
4 0.000 -0.513 0.148 0.458 0.148 0.000 0.000 88.16 8.23 3.77 £324,708 
5 -0.496 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 52.70 12.48 2.01 £1,006,791 
6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.249 -0.246 54.87 6.41 2.04 £1,748,654 
7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.247 -0.244 35.67 6.54 1.93 £2,162,542 
8 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.247 -0.244 54.30 6.31 2.07 £446,882 
9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.252 0.255 57.27 -1.79 2.05 £597,966 
10 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.252 0.255 57.27 -1.79 2.05 £1,165,715 
11 -0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 50.75 12.51 2.05 £500,000 
12 -0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 50.75 12.51 2.05 £500,000 
13 0.000 -0.503 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 65.00 15.61 2.04 £500,000 
14 0.000 -0.497 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 65.00 15.42 2.07 £500,000 
15 0.000 -0.018 -0.358 -0.019 -0.358 0.000 0.000 51.25 12.19 1.94 £500,000 
16 0.000 -0.017 -0.330 -0.018 -0.330 0.000 0.000 51.25 11.23 2.11 £500,000 
17 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.249 -0.246 40.00 6.41 2.00 £500,000 
18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.247 -0.244 40.00 6.31 2.04 £500,000 
19 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.252 -0.255 50.00 1.79 2.02 £500,000 
20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.252 -0.255 50.00 1.79 2.03 £500,000 
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Figure 4- 4: The network structure of the test system 
The smart metering data is taken from the Low Carbon London project [92]. 10% of them own 
the Electric Vehicle (EV). The annually averaged load profile of each household is extracted. 
The peak demand of each substation is derived from metering data and its load profile is 
estimated using the network templates and classification tool developed in [93]. Figure 4-5 
depicts the estimated load profiles of the seven substations in the test network. Substation-I 
(Sub-I) and Sub-V are substations with a high proportion of commercial customers. Sub-V is 
in urban areas and thus has a higher proportion of domestic customers. Sub-II is dominated by 
Economy 7 customers who have a night peak around 1:00 a.m. due to the lower electricity rate. 
Sub-III is dominated by industrial customers with a consistent load throughout a day. Sub-IV 
serves motorway lighting with sharp edges in the morning and evening. Sub-VI and Sub-VII 
have a mix of domestic and small commercial customers. Sub-VI is located in a suburban area 
with only one evening peak while Sub-VII feeds a rural area with two peaks around noon and 
evening.  
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Figure 4- 5: Load profiles of seven substations  
A long-term impact (10 years) of the UHE pricing method is accessed in this case study and 
compared with the result of directly employing the LRIC charging model on the domestic 
customer. Through repeating the usage data of 1000 customers in the Low Carbon London 
project, we extend the data size to 10000 households to better observe the customer's injection 
impact on the network. In each year of the decade, the same 10000 homes will be seen as new 
customers who require to be connected into the local network. 
4.3.1 The LRIC Charging Model 
In the LRIC charging model, all of the new customers will be connected to the cheapest 
substation following the locational signals. For example, as Figure 4-6 shown, Sub-VII is the 
cheapest location for all customers’ injection. Then, all customers share the network cost based 
on their contribution to the peak period of Sub-VII.  
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Figure 4- 6: The LRIC cost for all of new customers under every substation 
By repeating this process 10 times, the 10-year impact of directly applying LRIC charging 
model could be accessed. 
4.3.2 The Proposed UHE Model 
To access the 10-year impact of the proposed UHE pricing method, there are two processes for 
the new 10000 customers in each year: 1) Choosing substation based on the forward-looking 
signals; 2) Responding the behavioural incentives after connection. 
i) Choosing substation based on the forward-looking signals 
In the UHE pricing model, the forward-looking signals consider the likelihood of new peaks at 
different time points caused by a household’s usage pattern. Therefore, the UHE price will 
guide every customer to the cheapest substation for its own, even it is not the most underutilised 
substation. For example, Figure 4-7 demonstrates the UHE price of ten typical customers under 
each substation. For the simplicity, the selected 10 customers are the typical sample for 10 load 
profile classes of the 10000 new customers, which clustered through K-means. From Figure 4-
7, it can be observed that the 10000 new customers are dispersed to different substations. 
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Figure 4- 7: The UHE price for 10 customers under every substation  
ii) Responding the behavioural incentives after connection 
The second process focus on the customers who have already been connected at the same 
substation. Although the substation is the cheapest node for the new injected customers, the 
UHE price among them still could be different due to the behavioural incentive signals.  
For example, Figure 4-8 illustrates the normalised UHE price of customers connected to the 
Sub-V. The black dots represent customers’ normalised UHE price. The x-axis indicates the 
time point of the most likely happened new peak. We extract the three home load profiles for 
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Figure 4- 8: The normalized UHE price of customers connected in Sub-V  
 
Figure 4- 9: Home load profiles for the different normalized UHE price values  
It is evident that the home load curve, which is most complementary to the substation’s load 
profile, would receive the lowest UHE price. This encourages other customers to respond to 
the incentive signals by modifying their usage pattern to reduce their network bill. In this case 
study, two scenarios are built up to examine the effectiveness of the behaviour incentive signals: 
• Scenario 1: 
It assumes that all of the customers will respond to the behavioural incentive signals 
after connection. The home load patterns for the existing customers in the substation 
will change to the home curve who receives the cheapest price. 
• Scenario 2: 
This scenario supposes that none of the customers will respond to the behavioural 
incentive signals. The new injected customers would keep their home load patterns 
Finally, the long-term impact of both the UHE pricing model Scenario 1 (with 100% 
responding) and Scenario 2 (with no responding) can be accessed by repeating those two 
processes to the new customers each year. 
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 Results and Discussion of the Case Study   
In this section, the long-term (10 years) impact on local network caused by the LRIC charging 
model and the two scenarios of the UHE pricing model will be analysed and compared. 
4.4.1 The Long-Term Impact on the Local Network Cost Change 
The investment cost of the 10 years for the LRIC model and two UHE scenarios has been 
demonstrated in Table 4-2. The accumulated investment cost during the ten years for each 
substation is displayed. Table 4-3 illustrates the total number of customers injected into each 
substation during the 10 years. The highest cost among three models is marked in red bold in 
the tables. 
Table 4- 2: The network investment cost in 10 years  
INVESTMENT 
COST IN 10 
YEARS (£) 
UHE SCENARIO 1:  
100% RESONPD 
UHE SCENARIO 2: 
NO RESPOND 
LRIC  
SUB- I £1,000,000 £1,000,000 £1,000,000 
SUB- II £2,170,382 £2,170,382 £2,170,382 
SUB- III £145,994.58 £130,396.08 £161,567.22 
SUB- IV £26,705.85 £51,132.39 £118,182.14 
SUB- V £28,763.49 £96,886.32 £76,497.68 
SUB- VI £85,467.30 £80,209.82 £110,364.60 
SUB- VII £69,243.22 £103,056.89 £55,141.47 
Total SUM £3,526,556.43 £3,632,063.50 £3,692,135.11 
 




UHE SCENARIO 1:  
100% RESONPD 
UHE SCENARIO 2: 
NO RESPOND 
LRIC  
SUB- I 0 0 0 
SUB- II 0 0 0 
SUB- III 32670 35540 30000 
SUB- IV 8690 10400 10000 
SUB- V 18750 13570 10000 
SUB- VI 11130 15990 30000 
SUB- VII 28760 24500 20000 
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Firstly, it can be noticed that both two UHE scenarios achieve a lower investment than the 
LRIC model. The effectiveness of the behaviour incentive signals is remarkable between the 
two scenarios. By responding to the incentive signals, the UHE Scenario 1 saves £105,507 
comparing to UHE Scenario 2. 
Secondly, the merits of the forward-looking signals also can be observed. Using Sub-III as an 
example, both two UHE scenarios guide more new customers connected under Sub-III than 
LRIC model. However, even the no-respond scenario model (which means the behavioural 
incentive signals do not affect) achieves lower investment cost than the LRIC model. It is 
evident that the forward-looking signals more effectively guide suitable customers to a 
substation than the pure locational signals. The forward-looking signals can effectively 
improve the utilisation of the network. 
Furthermore, the UHE price also can reflect the locational signals. Such as Sub-I and Sub-II, 
those two substations are highly-utilised from the beginning. The UHE pricing does not lead 
any new customers to be connected to those two substations. In the 10th year, the Sub-I 
triggered the investment of line-11and line-12, meanwhile, Sub-II achieve the capacity of line-
2 and line-4 due to the load growth rate. Therefore, the network cost of Sub-I and Sub-II is the 
same for all of the three models.  
4.4.2 The Long-Term Impact on the Local Network Consumption Change 
The substations’ load profiles in the final year resulted by UHE Scenario 1, Scenario 2 and the 
LRIC model are illustrated by the Figure 4-10, Figure 4-11and Figure 4-12 respectively. It is 
evident that the behaviour incentive signals can avoid boosting the original substation peak. 
More consumption is modified to other periods. Therefore, most of the substations' load 
profiles in UHE Scenario 1 trend to have a dual peak. 
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Figure 4- 10: Substations’ load profiles for 10th year in UHE Scenario 1  
 
Figure 4- 11: Substations’ load profiles for 10th year in UHE Scenario 2  
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Figure 4- 12: Substations’ load profiles for 10th year in LRIC model  
In Table 4-3, the consumption difference between the maximum and minimum values for each 
substation has been demonstrated. The difference value can represent the smooth of the 
substation load profile. As Table 4-3 demonstrated, the UHE Scenario 1 achieves the smoothest 
load profile for most of the substations, except Sub-VI. The main reason is displayed in Figure 
4-13. In Figure 4-13, the original load profiles for Sub-III and Sub-VI are demonstrated. It is 
clear that two substations have similar profile-shape. However, the headroom capacity of Sub-
III is higher than the Sub-VI. Hence, the Sub-III can provide cheaper UHE price to attract more 
customers who have complementary home load profiles to smooth its load profile. Until 9th 
year, Sub-VI gradually gets the chance to smooth its load profile by injected more suitable 
customers due to the increasing UHE pricing of Sub-III. Therefore, due to the case study only 
analyse 10 years, it is not long enough to smooth the load profile of Sub-VI. 
The UHE Scenario 2 model only relies on the forward-looking signals to disperse new 
customers to suitable substations. Such as the Sub-III and Sub-IV in Scenario 2 are still better 
flattened by injected in suitable customers, even they connected more new customers than the 
LRIC model. However, for Sub-V and Sub-VII, the substation load profiles resulted in 
Scenario 2 achieve larger gap between peak and bottom values, comparing with the LRIC 
model.  That is due to more customers are assigned to Sub-V and Sub-VII in Scenario 2 than 
LRIC. 
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SUB- I 11.75 11.75 11.75 
SUB- II 11.76 11.76 11.76 
SUB- III 24.04 24.98 28.11 
SUB- IV 13.07 15.45 19.82 
SUB- V 13.73 22.18 21.47 
SUB- VI 25.55 17.98 19.59 
SUB- VII 13.75 23.17 18.87 
 
Figure 4- 13: The original load profiles for Sub-III and Sub-VI  
By comparing the performance of two scenarios of UHE pricing method and the traditional 
LRIC pricing model, the advantages of the proposed UHE pricing method can be found. The 
performance demonstrates that the looking forward signals could accommodate new users to 
the most appropriate substation to improving the utilisation and deferring the reinforcement. 
Alongside, the behavioural incentive signals can smooth the load profile of the substation with 
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 Identification the Impact of UHE Energy Bill  
The previous section has illustrated the UHE pricing method, which can evaluate the 
network cost for every individual customer. However, by removing the network cost cross-
subsidies, there will be an impact in different degree on customers’ energy bill. Therefore, in 
this section, the high-dimensional interaction-aware KLAM algorithm which proposed in 
chapter 3 has been adopted to identify the social-economic characteristics for the impact of 
network bill change.  
To demonstrate the assessment of the impact, the UHE pricing method is applied on the 
same smart metering dataset as used in Chapter 3, which is the Irish households’ dataset in the 
Smart Metering Electricity CBTs [94]. Unlike assessing the long-term impact in Section 4.4, 
this section focuses on the difference of allocation the network cost between evenly or through 
UHE pricing method. Therefore, all of the 1000 Irish residential households are supposed to 
be connected under the Sub-6 whose substation load profile is shown in Figure 4-14.  
 
Figure 4- 14: The substation load profile for Sub-VI 
4.5.1 The Network Cost Resulted by Using UHE Pricing Method  
Every individual residential customer would have a specific UHE price according to its 
yearly mean load profile. For the simplicity of showing the UHE price for Irish customers, the 
normalized load profiles for all of 1000 customers have been clustered into 10 groups by the 
K-means method, which shown in Figure 4-15. The typical load profile for each group is 
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represented by the bold red line. The UHE price for different typical load patterns is shown in 
Table 4-5. It is evident that the different load pattern could result in different unit UHE price. 
The cheapest load pattern is marked in red in Table 4-5, which is the most complementary load 
shape with the Substation load profile. 
Then, the cross-subsidies of network cost can be quantified by compared the UHE bill with 
the traditionally averaged allocated bill, shown in (4-20) 
 
𝛽𝑁𝑒𝑡_𝑐 =




where the 𝛽𝑁𝑒𝑡_𝑐  represents the degree of network cost cross-subsidies for customer 𝑐 . 
The 𝛿𝑈𝐻𝐸𝑐 is the network cost calculated by the UHE price and the 𝛿𝑎𝑐 is the averaged network 
bill based on the consumption of the customer 𝑐. 
Table 4- 5:The UHE price for different load pattern customers 
Load pattern class number UHE price (£/kW) 
Class 1 6.95 
Class 2 5.04 
Class 3 4.39 
Class 4 5.28 
Class 5 5.15 
Class 6 5.28 
Class 7 4.82 
Class 8 3.96 
Class 9 4.86 
Class 10 4.76 
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Figure 4- 15: The typical load profile of ten classes 
4.5.2 The Significant Socio-Economic Criteria for the Network Bill 
Variation 
After quantifying the degree of the cross-subsidies of the network cost, 𝛽𝑁𝑒𝑡𝑐 ,  for every 
customer, the KLAM algorithm is applied to find the significant interacted socio-economic 
factors.  
There are totally 10 socio-economic factors detected through the one-way ANOVA, which 
have significant influence on the amount of network cross-subsidies (p-value < 0.05). Then, 
those ten original factors marked as the selected factors, 𝑓𝑞
𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑, and start to interact with 
other socio-economic factors. Table 4-6 lists the content of the ten selected factors with the p-
value before and after interacting with other socio-economic factors. For every originally 
selected factor, the p-value has been ameliorated by interacting with other factors. It is evident 
that the interaction effect among several socio-economic factors has a more significant 
influence on the amount of network cost cross-subsidies. 
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Table 4- 6:The P-value of the original significant socio-economic factors  
Number  Content of Question  Individually 
P-value 
P-value for the 
interaction term 
Qu 86 The Number of the Stand-alone freezer 
you own 
1.01× 10−5 2.99× 𝟏𝟎−𝟔 
Qu 39 How many bedrooms in your home 8.01× 10−4 4.74× 𝟏𝟎−4 
Qu 3 The employment status of the CIE∗ 9.26× 10−4 8.46× 𝟏𝟎−4 
Qu 116 The proportion of energy-saving light 
bulbs in your home 
1.21× 10−3 6.01× 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 
Qu 97 Number of the Lap-top you own 1.45× 10−3 1.29× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 
Qu 35 Do you own or rent your home 5.32× 10−3 4.45× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 
Qu 128 Will you decide to choose an appliance 
with a higher energy rating in the future 
8.05× 10−3 5.56× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 
Qu 138 The percentage of electricity being 
generated from renewable sources 
9.61× 10−3 8.70× 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 
Qu 37 The approximate floor area of your home 1.22× 10−2 1.10× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
Qu 90 Number of TV greater than 21 inch you 
won 
1.36× 10−2 1.20× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
By setting the beam width 𝑊 as 3, only the top 3 factors’ combination with the smallest p-
value for each originally selected factor would be output by the Stage I of the KLAM beam 
searching algorithm. To ensure the number of customers can be involved in each treatment 
(level’s combination of interacted factors), all of the ten original factors are interacted with up 
to 4 other socio-economic questions.  
The abandoned factors are recycled in Stage II through the KL-divergence and GMM. There 
are two pruned-off socio-economic factors whose two specific levels have high KL-divergence 
value and significantly affect the cross-subsidies value. Table 4-7 displays those two recycled 
factors with their significant test results before and after the interaction. The GMM aims to 
reveal the significant treatments whose significance may be weakened by the overlapped other 
treatments. However, for this case study, the GMM does not find any pair of socio-economic 
factors whose treatment effect can pass the significant test. 
Table 4- 7: The P-value of the socio-economic factors detected in Stage II 






Qu 125 Do you decide to 
make minor changes 





2.68× 10−2 2.41× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
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to the way you use 
electricity 
Qu 36 How old is your 
house 
1  
(< 15 years) 
3 
(> 40 years) 
3.28× 10−2 2.36× 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 
In this section, due to the limitation of space, the most significant interacted-factor 
combinations are demonstrated in Table 4-8. The detailed information of every involved socio-
economic factor can be found.  
Additionally, the confidence level is set as 95% for the bill changing influenced by a specific 
treatment of an interacted-factor combination. In other words, there is 95% confidence that the 
future network cost will increase (or decrease) as long as the household with the socio-
economic makeups conforms to the treatment. Therefore, in Table 4-8, the socio-economic 
characteristics for the bill increasing customers for each interacted-factor combination are 
summarized by comparing the treatment chosen by the bill-increasing group and bill-
decreasing customer group.  
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Table 4- 8: The significant socio-economic factor combinations and their impact on cross-subsidies 
No.1 
  Qu 86 Qu 133 Qu 44 Qu 17 Qu 69 
  
Number of the 
Stand-alone 
freezer you own 
The approximate 
income of all adults 
in the household 
Do you heat your 
home by solid fuel 
Have you already 
done a lot to reduce 
your electricity usage 
Do you own watching 




Own less freezer 
in home Earn less income 
More households 
heat home by solid 
fuel 
Fewer households 
have reduced their 
usage 
All households choose 
yes 
No.2 




there in your home 
Your home is hard to 
keep warm due to it 
is not well insulated 
How many adults are 
typically in the house 
during the day 
Number of the plug-in 
electric heater you 
own 
Do you own watching 









All households have 
one adult in home 
during the day 
Own more heaters in 
home 
All households choose 
yes 
No.3 
  Qu 3 Qu 97 Qu 14 Qu 15 Qu 69 
  
The employment 
status of the chief 
income earner 
(CIE) 
Number of the Lap-
top you own 
Do you interested in 
changing the way you 
use electricity if it can 
reduce the bill 
Do you interested in 
changing the way you 
use electricity if it 
helps the environment 
Do you own watching 




More of them are 
retired or 
unemployed 






All households choose 
yes 
No.4 
  Qu 116 Qu 25 Qu 14 Qu 19 Qu 69 
  
The proportion of 
energy-saving 
light bulbs in your 
home 
Did you take any 
energy reduction 
activities to reduce 
your bills last year 
Do you interested in 
changing the way you 
use electricity if it can 
reduce the bill 
Would you like to do 
more to reduce 
electricity usage 
Do you own watching 
machine in your home 
Bill 
Increasing 




interested in  
More households 
like to 
All households choose 
yes 
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No.5 
  Qu 97 Qu 12 Qu 13 Qu 34 Qu 69 
  
Number of the 
Lap-top you own 
How many children 
(<15) live in your 
home 
How many children 
(<15) are in the house 
during the day 
The type of your 
house 
Do you own watching 





top in home 
Have more 
children living with 
Stay longer in home 
during the day  
More households live 
in detached/ semi-
detached house 
All households choose 
yes 
No.6 
  Qu 35 Qu 33 Qu 31 Qu 59 Qu 128 
  
Do you own or 
rent your home 
How much do you 
believe you could 
reduce your usage 
Do you want to be 
told how much 
electricity you can use 
Is your home kept 
adequately warm 
Will you decide to choose 






rent house from a 
local authority 










  Qu 128 Qu 5 Qu 62 Qu 132 Qu 58 
  




Do you have internet 
access in your home 
Your home is hard to 
keep warm due to it is 
not well insulated 
The level of education 
of the chief income 
earner (CIE) 











education level  
More households use 
electricity instead of gas 
No.8 
  Qu 138 Qu 6 Qu 23 Qu 124 Qu 127 
  




Do you have 
broadband in your 
home 
Would you like to do 
more to reduce 
electricity usage 
Do you want to help 
the Ireland 
environment by your 
participation in a trial 
Would you like to know 
the electricity amount of 
the appliances  
Bill 
Increasing 







All households choose 
yes 
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No.9 
  Qu 37 Qu 44 Qu 124 Qu 94 Qu 121 
  
The approximate 
floor area of your 
home 
Do you feat your 
home by solid fuel 
Do you want to help 
the Ireland 
environment by your 
participation in a trial 
How many TV (less 
than 21 inch) do you 
own 
Do you want to learn 
how to reduce the energy 
usage by your 
participation in a trial 
Bill 
Increasing 




want to help 
Have more TV in 
home 
All households choose 
yes 
No.10 
  Qu 90 Qu 10 Qu 100 Qu 89 Qu 54 
  
Number of TV 
greater than 21 
inch you won 
How many adults 
live in your home 
How often would you 
use the Tumble Dryer 
Do you have TV (less 
than 21 inch) 
Do you use renewable 
energy to heat water 
Bill 
Increasing 
Group More TV owned 
More adults live 
together 
Less frequently and 
shorter 
More households 
have more than one 
TV 
Less households use 
renewable energy 
No.11* 
  Qu 125 Qu 10 Qu 13 Qu 75 
 
  
Would you like to make 
minor changes to the way 
you use electricity 
How many adults live in 
your home 
How many children (<15) are 
typically in the house during 
the day 





Group Fewer households will 
More adults live 
together 
Stay longer in home during 
the day  More households have  
No.12* 
  Qu 36 Qu 56 Qu 7 Qu 83 
  
How old is your house Do you have timers to 
control when your 
heater comes on and off 
Do you use the internet 
regularly  
How many electric 
shower (pumped from 




Group Newer house 
Fewer households 
have Less frequently and shorter Own less in home  
* represents the original selected factor is detected by the KL-Divergence results 
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From Table 4-8, it is also can be observed that the impact of a single socio-economic 
factor on customers’ network bill change could be different by interacting with various 
factors. For example, Qu.44 and Qu.97, which are highlighted in the same colour in 
Table 4-8, demonstrate the contrary characteristics for the bill increasing customer 
group. To summaries the socio-economic characteristics, the socio-economic questions 
are categorized into four groups which regard to 1) the awareness of energy-saving 
(marked in purple); 2) personal information (marked in yellow); 3) dwelling 
information (marked in green) and 4) appliances information (marked in blue). Based 
on the results found by the KLAM algorithm, several conclusions of the socio-
economic characteristics of the high network cost customers can be resulted: 
• The awareness of energy-saving is weak for the high network cost customers. 
They are willing to do more to reduce their bill but not for the environment. 
Less of them do the energy reduction activities in reality or use renewable 
energy. 
• People in the high network cost group live with a large family. More people are 
retired or unemployed with lower income. 
• The houses for the high network cost customer group are relatively newer and 
smaller than the lower network cost group. Most high cost customers rent a 
house and always feeling not warm enough due to the poor insulation of the 
house. 
• The television, electric heater and the washing machine are the significant 
electricity appliances for the high network cost customer group, which applies 
the positive effect on the network bill growth. On the opposite side, the Stand-
alone freezer, electric shower and tumble dryer have the negative impact on the 
network cost. 
Comparing to the socio-economic characteristics for the high wholesale market cost 
customers, the network cost for individuals is more depended on the factor related to 
the energy-saving awareness and the lifestyle of the customers instead of the appliances 
owned in the home.  
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 Chapter Summary 
The aim of this chapter is to assess the impact of removing the cross-subsidies in the 
network cost for customers in different socio-economic status. The contributions for 
this research can be introduced from two aspects.  
Firstly, this research proposes a novel Unit Home Equivalent (UHE) distribution 
network pricing method for individual customers. By removing the cross-subsidies in 
the network cost, the main contribution of this proposed pricing is that the network 
signal can be sent to the end-users. The cost-reflective price signals can guide the 
customers to modify their usage behaviour and achieve higher utilisation of the network. 
The proposed UHE pricing moves away from the current energy-based pricing to a new 
position where both energy and capacity components will be factored to reflect the 
long-run network cost. The proposed method has two fundamental breakthroughs:  
i) Forward-looking signal: instead of only considering customers’ contribution 
to historical peaks, the proposed method evaluates the likelihood of future 
peaks created by different customers at different time points.  
ii) Behavioural incentives: the proposed method encourages not only new 
customers to under-utilised locations but also existing customers to change 
energy usage behaviours according to the network’s headroom profile.  
The result shows the proposed pricing will encourage existing customers to adjust 
energy usage behaviours to defer network reinforcement and guide the connection of 
new customer to the location with maximum usage of spare capacity. 
Secondly, the impact of the network cost variation caused by applying the UHE pricing 
on customers in different socio-economic status has been assessed in this research. The 
socio-economic characteristics for the higher network cost customers are valuable for 
the suppliers and policymakers to design further interventions and tailored services. 
The socio-economic characteristics of the high network cost customers more are more 
relating to energy-saving awareness, which are summarized as: 
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• The awareness of energy-saving is weak for the high network cost customers. 
They are willing to do more to reduce their bill but not for the environment. 
Less of them do the energy reduction activities in reality or use renewable 
energy. 
• People in the high network cost group live with a large family. More people are 
retired or unemployed with lower income. 
• The houses for the high network cost customer group are relatively newer and 
smaller than the lower network cost group. Most high cost customers rent a 
house and always feeling not warm enough due to the poor insulation of the 
house. 
• The television, electric heater and the washing machine are the significant 
electricity appliances for the high network cost customer group, which applies 
the positive effect on the network bill growth. On the opposite side, the Stand-
alone freezer, electric shower and tumble dryer have the negative impact on the 
network cost. 
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HIS chapter investigates the application of collaborating socio-
economic data with the load data to establish a cost-reflective 
customer classification framework for customer with different 
available input data. 
The Impact of Socio-Economic 
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   Introduction 
As mentioned in previous chapters, after the privatisation of the energy market in the UK, a 
large influx of new energy suppliers emerges in the energy retail market which significantly 
increases the competition in the market. The suppliers purchase the energy from the wholesale 
market with a half-hourly changed price and sell them back to their customers. With accurate 
customers’ load forecasting, the suppliers set a flat unit price for residential customers for 
simplicity. However, due to the boosted renewable energy sources in households, the large 
uncertainty of the renewable energy output makes the customers’ load profiles more volatile. 
Under the pressure of surviving in the ever-competitive electricity retail market, suppliers need 
to provide a cost-reflective electricity bill to the individual customer instead of roughly 
averaged allocate the cost in traditional to gain a competitive edge. 
The accurate estimation of customers’ supply cost can assist suppliers in attracting and 
profiting those low-cost customers with a lower price, meanwhile, it also allows suppliers to 
launch timely interventions to help the high-cost customers to reduce their supply costs, such 
as the DSR and more tailored pricing schemes. Thus, a cost-reflective customer classification 
becomes a critical method for suppliers to manage millions of customers into a manageable 
number of supply-cost groups. 
Comparing with the proposed classification methodology, the load profile-based approaches 
face two deficiencies when fulfilling this object: 
1) The historical load data for the customers is unavailable. 
In the UK, the historical smart metering data for a new switch-in customer is inaccessible 
for the new supplier. Besides, there are some households failing to provide their usage data 
due to the privacy issues or the absence of smart meters. Therefore, adopting load profile-
based approaches to segment customers’ cost level could be impractical. 
2) The influential features are more interpretable for further analysis  
At the perspective of suppliers, gaining the influential load features is more intuitive than 
the load profiles for further analysis about the intervention designing (e.g. the demand side 
response). 
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For the two reasons, a cost-reflective customer classification framework has been proposed in 
this chapter by collaborating customers' usage data with socio-economic factors. Three 
scenarios are built based on the available data for customers to estimate the energy cost level 
for new switched-in customers. The novelties for the novel classification framework are:  
• It is applicable for the different input data type, e.g. only load data input, only socio-
economic information input or both of the load and socio-economic data input.  
• It can result in interpretable features which have a significant impact on customers’ energy 
cost. This is convenient for further intervention designing 
The structure of this chapter is written in an alternative-based format. The content of the 
proposed cost-reflective classification framework is prepared to submit to the Energy Policy. 
The author is the first author of this work and collaborated with Dr Minghao Xu.   
This rest of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the background of this 
research. Section 5.3 the proposed cost-reflective classification framework. The 
implementation of the case study has been demonstrated in Section 5.4. Then, Section 5.5 
presents the analysis of the results of the case study. The conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6. 
 Background of the Research 
With a large influx of new energy suppliers in the UK, the competition in the electricity retail 
market has significantly increased. The number of electricity suppliers has increased from 6 to 
66 [95] after the privatisation of the energy market. The market share of the “big six” has 
dropped from 98% in 2012 to 82% up to the second quarter of 2017 [96]. To gain a competitive 
edge in this market, suppliers are developing tailored tariffs and services for different 
customers. A forefront challenge is how to accurately estimate the supply cost of individual 
customers. Customer classification has been an effective method to divide millions of 
individuals into a manageable number of groups, where customers share some similar 
characteristics within each of the group.  
For traditional electricity customer classification methods, the common characteristic is 
defined as the load shape or load profile. The overall methodology consists of two steps: 1) An 
unsupervised learning to cluster customers with similar load profile into the same group; 2) A 
supervised learning to classify the new customers into the clusters based on his load profile.  
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Although this load-profile based method has been widely used by previous works [97-99] to 
design different tariff bands associated with different load profile classes to promote electricity 
business, it essentially reflects the characteristic of load profiles rather than supply cost. In fact, 
these two characteristics can hardly conform to each other for individual customers due to the 
following two reasons: 
1) The average load profile cannot represent the daily energy usage of individual 
customers:  
A load profile is the average energy usage pattern of a group of customers over a time 
period like a season or a year [98]. However, the individual supply cost is dependent on 
his hourly energy usage because the price of energy market varies in real time (e.g. half-
hourly in the UK). A case study has been reported in [100][6] that even two customers 
with same load profile actually have very different daily load profiles.  
2) The variation of individual load profile does not always conform with the energy 
price  
The variation of the wholesale price only reflects the demand and supply equilibrium at 
the aggregated level. For individual customers, their daily load profiles are volatile and 
can be inconsistent with the wholesale price. It is therefore inaccurate to use load-profile 
based customer classification to represent the energy supply cost. 
This chapter proposes a framework of cost-reflective customer classification for suppliers to 
identify the actual supply cost of their customers. It enables direct classification of customers 
into different cost levels using cost-related features. For wider applicability, the framework 
consists of three models to cope with different scenarios of available data: Scenario 1) 
customers who only provide smart metering data; Scenario 2) customers who only provide the 
socio-economic information and Scenario 3) customers providing both two types of data. Each 
model has four stages of supply cost quantification, feature design, feature selection and 
classification. Feature selection techniques are adopted over feature extraction owing to the 
simplicity of the original features which are interpretable for suppliers to identify targeted 
customers to provide the tailored service. 
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 The Cost-Reflective Customer Classification 
Framework 
 The structure of the proposed cost-reflective customer classification framework is presented 
in Figure 5-1. It consists of four stages: 
 
Figure 5- 1: The structure of the proposed customer classification framework 
Stage 1: Supply Cost Quantification  
On the supply side, wholesale energy cost varies at half-hourly basis. With the advanced 
smart meters, suppliers can accurately quantify the actual supply cost of individual 
customers. However, the current retail price is fixed, representing the average over time 
and customers. This leads to cross-subsidies within customers. Some customers pay less 
than their actual cost and the deficit will be shouldered by the rest of customers. Customers 
need to be segmented into different actual supply cost groups so as to be treated with 
tailored services. Three cost groups are identified (high-cost, medium-cost and low-cost) 
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by calculating the difference between the actual supply cost and the retail price on 
customers’ bills. 
Stage 2: Hand-designed Features 
Features are generated from the raw smart metering data at this stage for two reasons:  
i) To avoid the curse of dimensionality. Specifically speaking, the raw smart metering 
data are sampled half-hourly and add up to 17520 features over a year. Direct use 
of the high-dimensional raw data will lead to the over-fitting of the classification 
model as the number of observations is much smaller than the number of features.  
ii) To convert questionnaires to categorical variables which can be used in the 
classification model. The socio-economic data are usually collected through the 
questionnaire. It is essential to convert the survey answers to ordinary and dummy 
variable.  
Stage 3: Feature Selection 
Feature selection aims to identify a subset of features which are relevant to customers’ 
supply cost. Features with low relevance will be removed. Another method for 
dimensionality reduction is feature extraction. It creates new features as functions of the 
original features to be informative and non-redundant. However, instead of adopting 
feature extraction methods such as PCA, the feature selection method is employed at this 
stage to retain high interpretability of the selected features.  
Stage 4: Classification  
The objective of the final stage is to develop a classification model to predict customers’ 
supply cost level based on features selected at stage 3. A number of smart metering and 
socio-economic features would be used to describe one each observation (customer). In 
practice, the smart metering data and socio-economic data may not be available for all 
customers. Hence, the classification algorithm is chosen to build three classification 
models for different types of input data. Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 are designed for the 
input data which only contains smart meter data or socio-economic information 
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respectively. Classification model in Scenario 3 is built for the input dataset which includes 
both of the smart metering data and socio-economic data.  
The specific adopted methods and their detailed operation for each stage are presented in the 
following sub-sections. 
5.3.1 Supply Cost Quantification of Individual Customers Based on Smart 
Metering Data 
In reality, the supply cost is made up of several aspects as illustrated in Figure 5-2 [101]. From 
the breakdown of both gas and electricity bills, nearly two-thirds of the bill are contributed by 
wholesale supply cost.  
 
Figure 5- 2: The breakdown for gas and electricity bills 
Therefore, in this paper, the supply cost for each customer is scaled up based on their wholesale 
market cost, which is quantified through (5-1): 
 
𝛿𝑛 =








where 𝛿𝑛 indicates the supply cost of customer 𝑛 over the period from  𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 to 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑. The smart 
metering data are half-hourly collected and denoted by 𝑆. 𝑝𝑖𝑗 represents the electricity price 
over the 𝑗𝑡ℎ half-hourly period on the 𝑖𝑡ℎ day. The coefficient 𝛾 indicates the share of the 
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wholesale market cost in the total supply cost (e.g. 𝛾 equals to 59% for electricity as Figure 5-
2 shows). 
Instead of paying the supply cost 𝛿𝑛, the majority of domestic customers are charged against a 
fixed price  𝑝𝑓 regardless of the time of use.  The difference is calculated in (5-2) 
 
𝑛 =













 According to the value of 𝑛, customers are segmented into three groups: high-cost, medium-
cost and low-cost as demonstrated in (3):  
 
𝐿𝑛 = {
1                           𝑖𝑓  <  −1%         𝐿𝑜𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
0       𝑖𝑓 − 1% ≤  ≤ +1 %    𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑖𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 
2                          𝑖𝑓  <  +1%         𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
 
(5-3) 
where 𝐿𝑛 represents the label assigned to customer 𝑛.  
By following (5-3), the actual supply cost levels of customers will be represented by label 0, 1 
and 2.  
5.3.2 Feature Generation from the Smart Metering and Socio-Economic 
Data 
Feature generation from the raw data will assist in the further classification model 
establishment. Instead of the massive half-hourly smart metering data, smart metering features 
effectively avoid the curse of dimensionality of the classification model. Moreover, adopting 
features can improve the applicability of the classification models. For example, if customers 
don’t get hold of the same length of the smart metering data, the feature-based classification 
models could still deduce customers’ actual electricity usage habits. 
For the socio-economic data, feature generation is a conversion process. The information in 
the questionnaire is transformed into socio-economic features to better support the 
classification models. 
• Smart metering feature generation 
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The 56 smart metering features are constituted by the widely-used features in other 
researches [56, 102] and features designed by this paper, which are detailed listed in the 
Table 5-1. Due to the significant seasonal effect on customers’ usage, load features are 
generated specifically across every time horizon, which are winter data, spring data, 
summer data, and autumn data and whole year data. Meanwhile, within each season or the 
annual period, the load features are extracted on a finer time horizon, such as the weekday, 
weekend and the entire season. All the 56 load features describe the original household 
load profiles from four aspects:  
1) Consumption related features, such as the average daily peak demand, average demand for 
specific periods and so on; 
2) Ratio related features, like the average ratio of mean over max demand; 
3) Occurrence related features. For instance, the average peak demand time and the hours 
when the demand is above the mean value. 
4) Statistical features, for example the average of correlation coefficient between two 
adjacent days and the standard deviation of the usage. 
• Socio-Economic feature generation 
The socio-economic information of households was collected through a questionnaire on 
a survey. Socio-economic questions can be categorized into two variable types: 1) dummy 
variable; and 2) ordinal variable. The dummy variables only have two options, “1” and 
“0”, which are used to sort data into mutually exclusive categories (such as smoker/non-
smoker) [56].  
The ordinal data is a categorical, statistical data type where the variables have natural, 
ordered categories [75]. These data exist on an ordinal scale, for example, the survey 
question "Is your general health poor, reasonable, good, or excellent?" may have those 
answers coded as 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 
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Table 5- 1: The explanation of 56 load features 
Consumption related features Occurrence time-
related features 
Ratios features Statistical 
features 
c_bd_ave c_t_ave_night o_bd_above_mean r_ave_bd/wd r_t_ave_evening/ave_noon s_bd_ave_sd 
c_bd_ave_day c_t_ave_noon o_bd_ave_peak_time r_bd_ave_mean/max r_t_ave_morning/ave_noon s_t_ave_corr 
c_bd_ave_evening c_t_ave_min o_t_above_mean r_bd_ave_min/max r_t_ave_night/ave_day s_t_ave_sd 
c_bd_ave_morning c_t_ave_peak o_t_ave_peak_time r_bd_ave_min/mean r_t_ave_noon/ave_total s_wd_ave_sd 
c_bd_ave_night c_wd_ave o_wd_above_mean r_bd_ave_evening/ave_noon r_wd_ave_mean/max  
c_bd_ave_noon c_wd_ave_day o_wd_ave_peak_time r_bd_ave_morning/ave_noon r_wd_ave_min/max   
c_bd_ave_min c_wd_ave_evening  r_bd_ave_night/ave_day r_wd_ave_min/mean   
c_bd_ave_peak c_wd_ave_morning  r_bd_ave_noon/ave_total r_wd_ave_evening/ave_noon   
c_t_ave c_wd_ave_night  r_t_ave_mean/max r_wd_ave_morning/ave_noon   
c_t_ave_day c_wd_ave_noon  r_t_ave_min/max r_wd_ave_night/ave_day  
c_t_ave_evening c_wd_ave_min  r_t_ave_min/mean r_wd_ave_noon/ave_total  
c_t_ave_morning c_wd_avepeak    
  
Where the first bit :{ c= consumption-related features; r= ratio-related features; s: statistic-related features; o= occurrence time-related features ;} 
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• Selecting Features Algorithm  
Classification with all features will result in the over-fitting and high variance problems. 
Moreover, the irrelevant features could degrade the performance of classification models 
both in speed (due to the high-dimensionality) and predictive accuracy (due to the 
irrelevant features). Thus, a feature selection algorithm is required to select the most 
discriminable features.  
From feature generation in stage 2, it can be noticed that there are two characteristics of 
the features: 
1) Containing both discrete features (i.e. the dummy features) and continuous features (i.e. 
ordinal and numerical features);  
2) Strong interaction between features. For example, the socio-economic feature, “how 
many children in your household”, is not independent with feature “the square meters are 
your house”. 
 Hence, the feature selection algorithm employed in this stage is required to be robust to 
feature interactions and being applicable for discrete and continuous data. 
• Developing the Classification Models 
The fourth stage is classification with the significant features selected. Multiple 
classification methods can be employed depending on the dataset. The Irish data used in 
this paper has a small sample size with high in dimension. Hence, the complex 
classification models with more parameters, such as the neural networks, are not suitable 
as they require large training samples to avoid overfitting and reduce the variance. While 
the kernel methods are suitable to operate this kind of dataset because the kernel trick can 
avoid the computation burden of the product of high-dimensional features by simply 
computing the inner products.  
Base on the data used in this paper, the two classic kernel techniques, such as the Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and Kernel Fisher Analysis (KFA) are assessed and compared 
with the performance achieved by the Artificial Neural Network (ANN). 
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 Implementation of the Proposed Framework  
The proposed cost-reflective customer classification is tested on a publicly available dataset 
with residential energy consumption data of 836 Irish households. This smart meter dataset is 
collected from the Smart Metering Electricity Customer Behaviour  Trails (CBTs), launched 
by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) [94], with the socio-economic information 
for each customer who was involved. The smart meter data was recorded at half-hourly basis 
from 14th July 2009 to 31st December 2010. The socio-economic data are demonstrated in the 
form of a questionnaire which comprises 142 questions to describe the socio-economic 
information for each customer. 
To find out the most appropriate feature selection and classification algorithms, a series of 
state-of-art methods are adopted at stage 3 and 4. Their results have been compared with each 
other within the proposed framework, which are: 
1) Support Vector Machine: SVM is a widely-used kernel classification method [103, 104]. 
This model directly employs SVM without feature selection to be a control group for 
performance of other algorithms.  
2) Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-SVM: PCA [105] is a popular feature extraction 
method for dimensionality reduction. By comparing with the result of this model, the 
effectiveness of the feature selection algorithm can be validated.  
3) ReliefF-SVM: ReliefF algorithm has been used in many research [106, 107] to reduce the 
dimension. It is adopted and collaborates with SVM to segment customers through their 
supply cost.  
4) ReliefF-KFA: Like SVM, KFA is another kernel classification technique adopted in other 
research [108]. The fourth model adopts the ReliefF and KFA at stage 3 and 4 respectively.  
5)  ReliefF-ANN: The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) displays a strong discriminative 
ability for residential customers’ socio-economic features in many previous works [109]. 
Hence, the fifth model utilises the neural network after ReliefF to investigate its 
performance on cost-reflective classification.  
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To compare the classification performances of different models objectively, the 4-folds cross-
validation has been applied to all models. It can avoid the overfitting and selection bias by 
using all observations for both training and validation.  Then, with the 80% of the total 
residential customers training, the accuracy of each classification model has been presented in 
Table 5-2. 
Table 5- 2: Comparison results between ReliefF-SVM and other methods 





Scenario 1  73.92% 69.85% 74.88% 65.07% 69.05% 
Scenario 2 54.29% 37.35% 53.31% 49.75% 53.76% 
Scenario 3 71.29% 61.51% 75.00% 61.00% 69.05% 
Among the tested algorithms, the ReliefF-SVM model reaches the best classification result in 
Scenario 1 and Scenario 3. Although the performance of the SVM model is better for Scenario 
2, the ReliefF-SVM achieves a slightly inferior accuracy with a significantly reduced feature 
number. The SVM model uses all the geo-demographic. However, ReliefF-SVM reduce the 
feature number to 70. By comparing its results with the SVM model and PCA-SVM model, 
the effectiveness of feature selection can be substantiated. 
Therefore, the ReliefF is employed to weight and rank the features inputting in each scenario 
and SVM is used to build the three classification models. To avoid features with wider numeric 
range dominating those in smaller range, all the extracted features are normalized before 
selection.  
The ReliefF [110] estimates features’ weights according to their ability to discriminate between 
instances which are near to each other. For this purpose, the differences between the values of 
feature 𝑓in instances X and Y, 𝑋𝑓and 𝑌𝑓, can be defined as (5-4) when𝑋𝑓 and 𝑌𝑓are discrete 
features, as (5-5) when𝑋𝑓 and 𝑌𝑓 are continuous features. This also enable the ReliefF to handle 
both of those two types of data. 
 
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑋𝑓, 𝑌𝑓) = {
0        𝑖𝑓 𝑋𝑓 = 𝑌𝑓 
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 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑋𝑓 , 𝑌𝑓) =
|𝑋𝑓 − 𝑌𝑓|
max (𝑓) − min (𝑓)
 (5-5) 
With the given training data set 𝛿, the ReliefF algorithm cycles trough a randomly selected 
instance set 𝑚. For each instance  𝑅𝑖which is an element of set 𝑚, ReliefF searches for 𝑘 
instances who are its nearest neighbors in the same or different classes respectively, named the 
nearest hits and the nearest misses. Hits and misses are denoted respectively by 
{𝐻1, 𝐻2, ⋯ , 𝐻𝑘} and  {𝑀1(𝐶),𝑀2(𝐶),⋯ ,𝑀𝑘(𝐶)} where  𝐶  represents the class where each 
miss 𝑀𝑘belongs to. The weight of each feature can be estimated and iterated based on the value 
of 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑅𝑖, 𝐻𝑗)and 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓(𝑅𝑖 , 𝑀𝑗(𝐶)). The update-weight function of the ReliefF algorithm is 


















The weight of feature 𝑓 , 𝑊[𝑓], approximates the difference of two probabilities. The first 





. It represents the probability of the 
different value of feature 𝑓 between the selected instance  𝑅𝑖 and its nearest instances hits  𝐻𝑗. 
Another probability is the third element of the (5-6), which describes the different value of 
feature 𝑓 between  𝑅𝑖 and its nearest instances misses 𝑀j(𝐶).  
Due to the “nearest instance” condition, the ReliefF weights are averaged over local estimates 
in a smaller part of instance subspace instead of the global instances [111]. This enables ReliefF 
to be aware of the contextual information. Therefore, ReliefF can correctly estimate the quality 
of features where features have strong interactions [107]. The pseudo-code of the ReliefF 
algorithm is as follows: 
ReliefF Algorithm (𝜹,𝒎 ): 
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1: Input the training supply cost instance set 𝛿 with the cost label of 
each instance. 
2: Set the initial value of all feature’ weight as zero: 𝑊[𝐹] = (0,0,⋯ ,0) 
3: For i from 1 to 𝑚 do: 
4: Randomly select an instance 𝑅𝑖 
5: Find 𝑘 nearest hits for 𝑅𝑖,  𝐻𝑗 
6: For each class 𝐶 ≠ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑅𝑖)do:  
7:        Find 𝑘 nearest miss for 𝑅𝑖from class 𝐶,  𝑀𝑗(𝐶) 
8: For F from 1 to 𝐹 do: 
9:        𝑊[𝐹] is iterated by the update-weight function in (6)   
10: End; 
11: Output the vector 𝑊[𝐹]of estimations of the qualities of features 
Then, according to the weight of each feature, the features could be sorted by the ReliefF 
algorithm. Equation (5-7) would be used to select the appropriate subsets of features, 𝐼, which 
should be fed into the SVM: 
 Θ(𝐼) ≥ Θ(Ω)  𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 ∀Ω ∈ 𝐹, Ω ≠ 𝐼|𝐼 ∈ 𝐹 (5-7) 
where 𝐹 represents the subset of all features and the function Θ() denotes the classification 
function.  
The primary goal of using SVM is to classify the unseen data by maximizing the distance 
between the data points who are the closest to the separating hyperplane. The two-class 
problem shown in Figure 5-3 [112] is an example of adopting SVM to separate the dot marks 
and the rectangle marks based on a hyperplane (the dashed line).  
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Figure 5- 3: Two-class classification problems example for SVM 
The solid lines on both sides of the hyperplane demonstrate a gutter, the optimized goal is to 
find a hyperplane with the maximum gutter width. By using an orthogonal vector ?⃑?  and bias 𝑏, 
the point 𝑥𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ (1, 𝑙), which indicates an n-dimensional input vector, on those three lines 
satisfies: 
 {
?⃑? ∙ 𝑥𝑖⃑⃑  ⃑ + 𝑏 = 0,           𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒  
 ?⃑? ∙ 𝑥𝑖⃑⃑  ⃑ + 𝑏 = +1           𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
?⃑? ∙ 𝑥𝑖⃑⃑  ⃑ + 𝑏 = −1,          𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑥𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 
 (5-8) 
To formulate the expression of the gutter width  𝐷,  we set two closest points to the 
hyperplane 𝑥1⃑⃑  ⃑, 𝑥2⃑⃑⃑⃑ , which also called as Super Vectors (SVs). The margin of the gutter 𝜌 can be 












Therefore, it become an optimization problem with constrain (5-10): 
 𝑦 ∙ (?⃑? ∙ 𝑥𝑖⃑⃑  ⃑ + 𝑏) − 1 ≥ 0, 𝑦 ∈ {+1,−1} (5-10) 
To deal with this kind of optimal problem, it is easier to solve in its dual formulation (5-11) in 
terms of the Lagrange multipliers 𝛼𝑖 by maximizing: 
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 𝐿 =  
1
2
‖?⃑? ‖2 − ∑ 𝛼𝑖 [ 𝑦𝑖(?⃑? ∙ 𝑥𝑖⃑⃑  ⃑ + 𝑏) − 1]
𝑖
 (5-11) 
where 𝐿 is the Lagrangian. Hence, (5-11) follows from the saddle point condition constrains 
by the partial derivatives of L. Finally, we can get (5-12). 
 𝐿 =  −
1
2







From (5-12), we find that the performance of maximization of the separable models in SVM 
only depends on the inner product of each two samples. To handle the nonlinearly separable 
cases, SVM can extend to map the input vector into higher dimensional space through a kernel 
function which also depends on the inner product.  
In this research, the three classification models are built by SVM with the Radial Basis 
Function (RBF) kernel function [112], which is defined as (5-13), to segment customers’ cost 
level with different types of input dataset. 
 
𝐾(𝑥𝑖⃑⃑  ⃑,   𝑥𝑗⃑⃑⃑⃑ ) = exp (−






 Results and Analysis 
In this section, the classification result achieved by adopting ReliefF and SVM in the proposed 
classification framework is compared with the load-profile based classification on the same 
Irish dataset.  
Furthermore, the effect of the selected features on actual supply cost has been investigated to 
summarize the discriminative characteristics for each cost level customers. 
5.5.1 Comparison with Load-Profile Based Classification 
The load-profile based classification is implemented through two steps: 
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Step 1: Unsupervised clustering for customers’ load profiles  
Before clustering, the load profile for each customer is represented by the yearly average 
energy usage pattern after normalization. Then, two popular clustering methods, the K-
means [113] and Euclidean distance based hierarchical algorithm [114, 115], are adopted 
as the candidate to cluster customers with similar load profile into the same group. The 
cluster number is set from 3 to 7 for both methods.  
After clustering, the largest actual cost group among the customers in the same cluster 
would be treated as the cost label for this cluster. In other words, no matter how many 
clusters there are, all clusters would be concluded into three cost groups, which are high, 
medium and low. 
Step 2: Supervised classification for new customers with three different types of input 
data  
In this step, the SVM is adopted to classify customers into different load-profile clusters. 
Customers who are allocated into each cluster would be represented by the cost label of 
that cluster. Finally, with 80% of training, the accuracy results after a 4-folds cross-
validation for three Scenarios are calculated.  
The accuracy results show that the hierarchical clustering performs better than the K-
means one, which have been demonstrated in Table 5-3. Considering the performance for 
all three scenarios, 3 clusters is the best number for the cluster. However, by comparing 
with the proposed classification framework, the ReliefF-SVM model in Table 5-2 achieves 
better accuracy than the load-profile based one in Scenario 1 and Scenario 3. Although in 
Scenario 2 the hierarchical clustering reaches high accuracy, there is still an error between 
the correct load-profile class and the right cost label. The cost label for each load-profile 
class is represented by the real cost level for the largest proportion of customers, which 
cannot represent every customer in that load-profile class. When there are 3 clusters, the 
error between the load profile groups and the cost labels are 11.32% for high-cost label, 
18.03% for medium-cost label and 9.33% for low-cost label. Therefore, by considering the 
error between load profile groups and the real cost label, the accuracy results of supply 
cost classification based on hierarchical clustering algorithm are 64.33%, 52.99% and 
66.73% for the three scenarios respectively 
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Hence, the proposed classification framework would be more accurate to identify the 
actual supply cost for customers. The framework improves the accuracy by 16.40%, 0.60% 
and 12.40%. 
Table 5- 3: Classification accuracy results based on hierarchical clustering algorithm 
Cluster Number Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Accuracy of ReliefF-SVM model  74.88% 53.31% 75.00% 
3 clusters 72.54% 64.64% 73.60% 
4 clusters 71.77% 57.78% 68.54% 
5 clusters 69.86% 58.73% 66.75% 
6 clusters 60.05% 34.21% 50.60% 
7 clusters 60.29% 33.85% 51.08% 
5.5.2 Results Analysis for the Selected Features 
An advantage of the propose cost-reflective customer classification framework is easy-
interpretable. The features which are selected by the feature selection algorithm have the 
potential to provide insights into the key drivers of the difference between supply cost groups. 
This knowledge can aid suppliers in designing more tailored services to reduce the cost for the 
high-cost group. 
The feature selection algorithm figures out that the best feature-number is 25 for Scenario 1, 
70 for Scenario 2, 65 for Scenario 3. To further concentrate on the analysis of the most 
significant features, this research will analysis the most frequently selected feature in all three 
Scenarios throughout the cross-validation. 
• Results analysis for Smart Metering Features 
The ability to produce interpretable discriminative features is an advantage for the proposed 
cost-reflective customer classification framework. Among all the selected features, some of 
smart metering features show strong discriminative ability in customers’ supply cost level by 
their own. The specific relation between those features and the supply cost should be valuable 
for energy suppliers to guide them to provide more premium service (tariff plans design, usage 
recommendation and so on) to survive in this competitive market.  
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The selected smart metering features are listed in Table 5-4, followed with the information 
about the selection rate in two Scenarios throughout the cross-validation. The nomenclature for 
the smart metering features is shown at the bottom of the table. If a smart metering feature is 
coded like “r_wd_ave_night/ave_day”, it represents a ratio-related feature about the ratio 
between average night consumption and average daytime consumption for the weekend. 
Table 5- 4: The smart meter features selected by ReliefF algorithm 
No. Feature Name Selection Rate in 
Scenario 1 
























The impacts of the top 7 smart metering features in Table 5-4 are demonstrated in Figure 5-3. 
The cost levels of all 836 customers are plotted with different colours against the corresponding 
feature for each column. Customers are ranked by the values of each feature of the 
corresponding column. The highest value goes to the top of this column while the customer 
with the lowest value goes to the bottom. Consequently, the y-axis only represents the 
accumulated number of customers and each row does not necessarily represent the same 
customer.  
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The Figure 5-4 shows that all those 7 smart metering features are negatively correlated with 
the actual supply cost. The high cost label customers always have a high value for these 7 
features.  
Among them, the 4th feature (r_wd_avemorning/avenoon) and the 5th feature 
(r_t_avemorning/avenoon) are related with the ratio of demand happened during the morning 
(6 a.m.to 10 a.m.) and noon (10 a.m. – 2 p.m.). Additionally, the other five smart metering 
features describe the usage happened during the night period (1 a.m.-5 a.m.). From these results, 
the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1) Ratio between the consumption during the morning and the noon has negative influence 
on the supply cost level;  
2) Ratio between the consumption during the night and the whole day has negative 
influence on the supply cost level.  
 
Figure 5- 4: The impact of top 7 smart metering features on cost groups  
The last four features in Table 5-5 are only selected in Scenario 3. The relationship between 
those four features and the actual supply cost is demonstrated in Figure 5-5, which was 
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displayed in the same way as Figure 5-4. In Figure 5-5, the 8th feature 
(r_bd_avemorning/avenoon) and 10th feature (c_wd_ave_night) show a negative correlation 
with the customer supply cost which coincides with the findings in Figure 5-4. On the contrary, 
the 9th (s_t_ave_sd) and 11st (s_bd_ave_sd) smart metering features are positively correlated 
with supply cost. Both of those two features are related to the standard deviation for the average 
consumption. Therefore, third conclusion is: 
3) The dispersion degree (variance) of the whole consumption has positive influence on 
the supply cost level.  
 
 Figure 5- 5: The impact of four smart metering features on cost groups   
• Results Analysis for Socio-Economic Features 
The socio-economic features whose average selection rate are over 50% in both Scenario 2 and 
Scenario 3 would be chosen to analysis. Table 5-5 presents detailed information and the 
selection rate in each Scenario throughout the cross-validation process. There are 10 geo-
demographic features exhibiting their outstanding discriminative ability on customers’ supply 
cost in both two Scenarios. The options of the features are included in the table as well. 
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The impacts of different answers for each socio-economic feature are demonstrated in Figure 
5-6. Feature 1 to feature 10 represent those ten socio-economic features in Table 5-5 
respectively. Each bar in Figure 5-6 represents a subgroup within which customers have the 
same answer for the corresponding feature. Different cost levels are illustrated by different 
colours. The length of the area rendered by different colours denotes the percentage of the 
corresponding cost level. Additionally, at the bottom, a comprehensive data table has been 
given to display the specific percentage values.  
From Figure 5-6, the 7th feature shows that owing multiple TVs has a remarkable influence on 
the medium cost group. The proportion of medium cost group increase from 5.263% (do not 
have a TV) to 29.41% (have more than 3 TVs). Additionally, the owning of other electrical 
appliances, such as tumble dryers, washing machines, game consoles has positively related 
with the supply cost. However, the lap-top computers (the 8th  feature) have contrary impaction 
on the supply cost. Therefore, it can be concluded as:  
1) The electricity appliances (except the lap-top computer) have positive influence on the 
supply cost level;  
Both 9th and 10th socio-economic features are related the energy saving consciousness of the 
customers. Using the 9th feature as an example, customers, who are unsatisfied with the 
opportunity of selling back extra solar power, are highly possible to generate more solar energy 
than they could consume. From Figure 5-6 it can be found that the proportion of high cost 
group decreases with the dropping of satisfaction level. However, the willingness to reduce 
more usage is negatively correlated with the customers’ supply cost. Therefore, it can be 
concluded as:  
2) The energy saving consciousness has inconsistent effects on customers’ actual supply 
cost level.  
Table 5- 5: The socio-economic features selected by ReliefF algorithm 
No. Feature Description Options for 
each Feature 
Selection Rate 
in Scenario 2 
Selection Rate 
in Scenario 3 
1 Frequency of using the TV’s 
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2 Number of housemates are 
typically in the house during 
the day (e.g. 5-6 hours/ day) 
Real Number 
96.3% 96.3% 




4 Number of Games consoles 










6 Frequency of using the Games 






7 Number of the TV’s greater 
than 21 inches in your home 
Real Number 
65.0% 77.4% 
8 Number of the Lap-top 
computers in hour home 
Real Number 
70.8% 85.4% 
9 Satisfaction of the opportunity 
to sell back extra electricity 
you may generate (from solar 




from high~ Low 98.8% 98.8% 
10 Would you like to do more to 









 Figure 5- 6: The distributions of three cost groups for 10 socio-economic features
Feature 7Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4 Feature 5 Feature 6 Feature 8 Feature 9 Feature 10
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 Chapter Summary 
This chapter proposed a novel framework to do the customer classification based on 
customers’ actual supply cost. Compared to existing customer classification method, 
the propose classification framework has two superiorities. 
i) The accurate cost level estimation for customers with different types of input 
data 
The proposed framework builds three scenarios for customers with different input 
data: Scenario 1) who only provide their smart metering data; Scenario 2) who only 
provide their socio-economic information; Scenario 3) who have socio-economic 
information with smart metering data. In this way, the suppliers would not be 
limited by the absence of customers’ historical smart metering data when 
estimation their supply cost. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology is 
evaluated on the CER Irish dataset. The accuracy of the three scenarios can reach 
74.88% and 53.31% and 75.00% respectively, which improves the accuracy by 
16.40%, 0.60% and 12.40% compared to the existing classification method. 
ii) The interpretability of the significant features which drive the difference 
between supply cost. 
The interpretability of the resulted features is valuable for suppliers and policy 
makers. Their strong discriminative ability in customers’ cost level can provide 
valuable insights into customers’ characteristics in different cost groups. This 
knowledge can guide the suppliers and policy makers to design more premium 
and tailored services, such as tariff designs, demand-side responses programs 
Based on a case study of Irish smart metering data, the proposed cost-reflective 
classification framework reveals key findings which were not discovered by the 
traditional load-profile classification methods. They are summarised as follows: 
1) The ratio between the consumption during the morning and the noon has a 
negative influence on the supply cost level. 
2) The ratio between the consumption during the night and the whole day has a 
negative influence on the supply cost level; 
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3) The dispersion degree (variance) of the whole consumption has a positive 
influence on the supply cost level; 
4) The electricity appliances (except the lap-top computer) have a positive 
influence on the supply cost level; 
5) The energy saving consciousness has inconsistent effects on customers’ actual 
supply cost level. 
These findings can assist the suppliers to launch more tailored tariff plans and services 
for different cost levels customs, which strengthen the competitiveness of the suppliers 
in the highly competitive retail market. 
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HIS chapter utilised the socio-economic data with the load 
features and the TOU tariff data to detect the significant features 
for customers’ responsiveness to different tariff plans.   
 
 
The Impact of Socio-Economic 
Features on the Responsiveness 
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 Introduction 
As mentioned in previous chapters, renewable electricity generation capacity evolved very fast 
over the past decade. This brought a huge challenge in keeping the supply and the demand in 
synchronous to accommodate the intermittent renewable power into the grid. The demand 
flexibility in the residential sector, which occupies the biggest portion (30% - 40%) of the total 
electricity consumption in numerous countries [116, 117], has caught attention as a potential 
solution to equilibrate the network [118, 119]. In recent decade, various Demand-side Response 
(DR) schemes emerged to motivate customers via designed incentives to modify their usage 
pattern. 
However, although many literatures investigate the potential demand response of residential 
customers, there is limited evidence as to how this potential can be fully attained and at what 
cost [120]. The respond of different households is not equal to the same DR programme. The 
responsiveness may be related to many factors, such as the load pattern, electrical appliances, 
and energy-saving awareness of customers and so on. The author in [120] after reviewing a 
series of literature indicates that the real response may only 1% ~ 10% peak load reduction and 
0% ~ 5% total energy consumption reduction for a DR programme which is expected to achieve 
a reduction around 15% ~ 20 % for peak demand and 10% for the total demand.  
Therefore, many researchers have focused on the investigation of potential responsiveness of 
residential customer, which can be categorised into two types of research:  
1) Analysis based on customers’ characteristics: 
The investigated customers’ characteristics include the consumption characteristics and 
the socio-demographic characteristics, such as building type, appliances and so on. In the 
early literature, researchers paid more attention to understand the impact of residential 
customers’ load behaviour through data-mining. They aimed to improve the efficiency of 
DR programmes through more appropriate customer targeting based on their consumption 
characteristics [14, 100, 114, 121-124].   
Later, in many practical DR experiments [50, 52, 125-128], the researchers found that there 
are huge deviations among the DR responsiveness results. This difference is mainly caused 
by diverse socio-economic conditions of customers. Hence, the housing category [36, 127], 
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appliances utilisation [36, 129-131], and socio-demographic features [36, 50] have been 
taken into consideration which might explain the DR responsiveness. 
2) Simulation based on demand flexibility sources 
This kind of responsiveness research concentrates on the discrete demand flexibility 
sources. The main objective is to understand the availability and consumption of electrical 
appliances. Then, the households’ responsiveness to the DR could be aggregated up by 
setting up the optimal control strategies based on the utilisation time and magnitude for 
every appliance [132-134]. The kind of research is more employed to access the impact of 
Demand-Side Management (DSM) programmes. For example, in [132] the time-shiftable 
appliances, such as washing machine, dishwasher and the power-shiftable appliances like 
the electrical water heaters and storage has been simulated and optimally scheduled based 
on their consumption and utilisation characteristics to achieve the best result of the DSM. 
However, the major challenges for the existing research of responsiveness are: 
1) Ignoring the interaction effect: 
For those researches which attempt to link the responsiveness with the load or socio-
economic characteristics of the household, most of them investigate the impact of every 
single feature. Fewer studies consider the effect among features interaction on customers’ 
response. The impact of features interaction has little be discussed. Although some work, 
such as [36], have utilised the regression algorithm to identify the determinants for load 
shifting, which considers the interaction effect. However, the socio-economic status of a 
household should be depicted by many features, including the dwelling information 
features (e.g. house type, floor area), appliance features (e.g. ownership, frequency of use, 
number of the same appliance), customers’ personal features (e.g. income, education, age, 
family number) and psychological features (e.g. energy-saving awareness, willingness-to-
participate). Every feature may have a significant effect on customers’ responsiveness by 
interacting with several other features. The regression algorithm is not appropriate to 
handle the analysis which has a considerable number of inputs. 
2) Simulation based on the assumption of customers’ willingness 
For the analysis based on demand flexibility sources, those simulations of appliances’ 
DR potential mentioned above are based on assumptions about the customers’ willingness 
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to participate and the ability to fulfil the load schedule. Several studies had surveyed the 
influence of customers’ attitude on the DR final achievement [135-138]. Although [139, 
140] indicates that segmenting households based on their willingness-to-participate in DR 
could support more efficient strategies, the attitude-behaviour gaps [141, 142] still a barrier 
of the flexibility in the real life. 
Therefore, to handle those challenges, this chapter proposes a framework for DR programmes 
which can pre-evaluate customers’ responsiveness for different tariff plans by taking the 
interaction effect among customers’ load characteristics and socio-economic characteristics. 
The data utilised in this chapter are collected from a smart metering trial conducted in Ireland 
[143], in which both smart metering data and the socio-economic survey data were provided 
with 4 different types of Time-Of-Use (TOU) tariffs. The Irish data allows the investigation of 
what interacted characteristics segments households’ responsiveness to a specific TOU tariff.    
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: Section 6.2 displays the experimental data 
description and the data pre-processing. Section 6.3 introduces the details of the proposed 
framework of the responsiveness analysis. The results and discussion are demonstrated in 
Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 illustrates the summary and conclusions.     
 Experimental Data Description 
The main objective for this chapter is utilising the interacted socio-economic features with 
other features (such as the load feature and intervention TOU tariff features) to detect the 
significant determinants of DR potential responsiveness. 
6.2.1 The TOU Tariff Types 
The data utilised in this work are published by the Commission of Energy Regulation in Ireland 
[143]. The trials collect the smart metering data at half-hour basis for 4225 residential 
households with their socio-economic survey answers. The trails lasted from July 2009 to 
December in 2010. From 1st July to 31st December 2009 is the benchmark period, and all 
households are charged with the normal Electric Ireland Tariff is 14.1 pence per kWh. Then 
four types of TOU tariffs were applied to participants from 1st January 2010 to the end of 2010, 
which name as Tariff A, B, C, and D. The weekday and weekend tariffs for those four types of 
TOU are displayed in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2, respectively. 
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 Figure 6- 1: The four types of weekday TOU Tariffs 
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6.2.2 The Definition of Customers’ Responsiveness 
In most of the responsiveness analysis studies, the load reduction [36] or the capacity of the 
shifted load toward the off-peak time period [58] are utilised to quantify the responsiveness of 
each household. However, by transforming to the smart grid, the considerable challenge faced 
by the residential customers is the affordability of the time-varying bill after removing the 
buffer provided by the flat tariff, which has been investigated in Chapter 3 and 4. The DR 
programmes would be an efficient procedure to assist customers to save their energy bill. 
Additionally, in the findings report for this Irish customer behaviour trails [94], researchers 
noticed that the barriers to peak demand reduction are mainly due to the difficulty of linking 
the bill decrease with the behaviour change. Therefore, in this analysis, the degree of the unit 
price change before and after TOU intervention would be used to represent the responsiveness 
label of every customer, which is calculated as (6-1) shown below: 
 
𝛽𝑟_𝑐 =




where the 𝛽𝑟_𝑐 represents the responsiveness of customer 𝑐. The 𝑈𝑣𝑐 indicates the unit price 
based on the bill calculated by the TOU tariff, and the 𝑈𝑓𝑐 represents the flat tariff before the 
DR programmes implemented. In this experiment, the 𝑈𝑓𝑐equals to 14.1 pence per kWh, but 
the 𝑈𝑣𝑐  depends on the usage behaviour of each customer 𝑐  which may result in different 
𝑈𝑣𝑐 value. For each kind of TOU tariff intervention, the responsiveness can be categorized into 
three groups based on the 𝛽𝑟_𝑐values: 1) The Benefit Group ( 𝛽𝑟_𝑐 < −1%); 2) The Neutral 
Group (−1% <  𝛽𝑟_𝑐 < 1%); 3) The Afflicted Group where 𝛽𝑟_𝑐 > 1%. 
6.2.3 The Load Features and Socio-economic Features  
In this chapter, the load features are employed to describe a customer more comprehensively 
with socio-economic features. Therefore, the input dataset for each customer should contain 
both 142 socio-economic features and household load information. However, the raw smart 
metering data are sampled at a granularity of one measurement every 30 minutes. The finer 
dataset for every customer incredible boost the dimensionality of the input data. There are a 
variety of methods for the dimensionality reduction, for instance the Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) [105], feature selection [144, 145] and clustering algorithms [146, 147]. 
However, the load features are extracted to keep the interpretability of every feature, which is 
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important for the post analysis. Hence, 56 load features are extracted to describe the 
consumption behavioural which are listed in Table 5-1.  
In this experiment, the load features mainly used to depict the original usage characteristics 
before taken any DR incentives. Thereupon, the load features are generated based on the smart 
metering data in 2009. 
  
Figure 6- 3: The divided time period for consumption related load feature 
 Proposed Responsiveness Analysis Framework 
In this chapter, an interaction-aware responsiveness pre-evaluating framework is proposed to 
identify the significant criteria for customers’ responsiveness to different TOU tariffs. The 
framework analyses the interaction effect among households’ intuitionistic and inherent 
features, such as the psychological, socio-economic and load features, to achieve the 
appropriate customer-targeting for different TOU tariff plans. The flowchart of the proposed 
framework is demonstrated in Figure 6-4., which consists of three steps: 1) calculating the 
customers’ responsiveness; 2) the features pre-processing and the searching method; 3) Pre-
evaluate new customers based on the significant criteria. 
1) Step 1: Calculating the customers’ responsiveness 
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The first step calculates the energy bill before and after applying the DR scheme to the 
customers. In this research, to exclude the seasonal impact on customers’ consumption, 
the smart metering data in 2010 are chosen from the same date period in 2009. The 
responsiveness of each customer is defined as the bill difference before and after the DR 
stimulation, which can be calculated by (6-1). 
1) In the second step, the significant load and socio-economic features are generated for 
every customer. Then, the high-dimensional interaction-aware KLAM search 
methodology is adopted to detect the critical features which influence customers' 
responsiveness significantly under a specific TOU tariff plan. 
2) Step 3: Pre-evaluation to accommodate new customers 
After the significant socio-economic and load characteristics being detected in the Step 2, 
it can be used to pre-evaluate the possible responsiveness for a new customer under a DR 
programme. In this way, based on fewer significant feature-combinations, new customers 
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Figure 6- 4: The flowchart of the propose framework 
 Results and Discussion 
In order to determine what kind of social groups would be benefited under the introduction of 
a specific TOU tariff, this research investigates the determinate characteristics (include both 
load and socio-economic characteristics) of the customers who have an effective response to a 
TOU tariff. The proposed framework is demonstrated against the real data from Ireland.  
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The number of features for every customer increase to 198, including 56 load features 
generated based on the usage data in July to September 2009 and 142 socio-economic features 
collected from the survey. After cleaning the features and responsiveness label for every 
customer, the total number of customers participated in every TOU tariff plan is shown in Table 
6-1. 
Table 6- 1: The Number of Participants for Different TOU Tariffs 
 Tariff A Tariff B Tariff C Tariff D 
Number of 
participants  
580 216 593 217 
There are four types of TOU tariff applied to customers, which are drawn in Section 6.2.1. 
From Tariff A to Tariff D, the price gap between off-peak layer and peak time layer becomes 
bigger gradually, and the energy bill becomes more sensitive to the way of customers’ usage 
behaviour change. The Figure 6-5 demonstrates the population proportion of three 
responsiveness groups for those four TOU tariffs. It can be noticed that, following the rise of 
price stimulate, more customers would benefit from the DR programme by responding to the 
tariff signals. The occupation of the customers in the benefit group changed from 23.8% to 
nearly 30.1%.  However, meanwhile more customers changed from the neutral group to the 
afflicted group. The main reason is the high stimulation tariff will have a more severe penalty 
to those customers who didn't respond or inappropriate response. Hence, it is important to 
detect which load or socio-economic criteria or their combinations influence the customers’ 
responsiveness under different TOU tariff plans. 
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 Figure 6- 5: Population breakdown for responsiveness groups 
Thence, the KLAM beam searching method is applied to detect the significant load and socio-
economic characteristics for different TOU tariffs. Due to the space limitation, this section 
concentrates on the significant features for all four TOU tariffs and the unique influential 
features for each TOU plans. A 95% confidence level is employed to all conducted tests. 
6.4.1 The Common Significant Features for Different TOU Tariff Plans 
In Table 6-2, the significant features, which have significant influence on customers’ 
responsiveness under different tariff plan, are listed. Among them, Feature 16 illustrates its 
significant impact under all of the four TOU tariffs. Additionally, with the incentive of tariff 
growth, Feature 38 has the significant influence on customers’ responsiveness only under Tariff 
C and Tariff D. The other four features have been detected in the one-way ANOVA for Tariff 
A, B, and C.  
Besides the explanation of the features, the averaged feature level for the benefit-customer 
group under every Tariff plan are displayed in Table 6-2. For Feature 161 which is the only 




















Benefit Group Neutral Group Afflicted Group
Population Breakdown for Responsiveness Groups
Tariff A Tariff B Tariff C Tariff D
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The larger number the longer daily using time. It is obvious that the high incentive TOU tariff 
plans are more appropriate with the higher feature value households.  
The larger values of Feature 10, 11 and 49 indicate that the maximum and minimum values of 
customers’ load profile are closer to the mean demand, and the load profiles are smoother. 
Feature 38 proof the later noon peak customers are more suitable for high stimulate TOU price. 
Feature 38 describes the average time when the load peak happened in the business day. This 
feature only shows its significant impact on Tariff C and D. Furthermore, the more considerable 
value of Feature 16 and Feature 161 suggest customers with the higher consumption level of 
night and appliances may be more appropriate for high incentive tariffs. 
Table 6- 2: The Common Significant Features for Different TOU Tariffs 
Feature 
Number 




Averaged Ratio: Night / Day 
consumption for the entire time period 
0.1913 0.3901 0.6111 0.5870 
10 
Averaged Ratio: Mean / Max 
consumption for the entire time period 
0.2015 0.1570 0.2547  
11 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for the entire time period 
0.0998 0.1894 0.3084  
49 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for all weekends 
0.0717 0.1002 0.3314  
161 
How long do you use your electric 
cooker at daily level 
1.714 3 3  
38 
Average hour numbers of Peak time 
for all business day 




Therefore, by horizontal comparison for the common features among different tariffs, the 
characteristics of the benefit customer groups for the TOU tariff who has larger price gap 
between the lowest and highest value can be summarized as: 
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• The customers with a smoother original load profile are more suitable. 
• The customers whose larger part of demand are consumed during the night time period 
are more suitable. 
• The customers who have a later noon load peak during the business day. 
• The customers who utilise the electric cooker longer time are more suitable. 
Then, the interacted feature-combinations for those common significant features have been 
investigated and displayed in Table 6-3. Due to the difference in the number of participated 
customers for those four tariff plans, some significant features could only do three-way 
interaction to ensure there are enough customers in every treatment. This research set a 95% 
confidence level to calculate the upper and lower bounds for the mean value of the customers’ 
responsiveness level resulted in each interacted feature-combination. All the feature 
combinations shown in Table 6-3 at least have two treatments:  
1) The upper bound of the treatment is less than zero. This guarantees that 95% of customers 
will be benefited by responding to the TOU tariff (unit price decreasing) after opening the trial 
to all population; 
 2) The lower bound of treatment is large than zero. Customers in this treatment have 95% 
confidence to experience a unit price growth in the DR programme (afflicted in the DR). 
The characteristics extract for the benefit customer group are compared with the failure to 
response group under the same TOU plan. By this way, this research can obtain which socio-
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Table 6- 3: The significant interacting-feature combinations for common significant features 
No.1 
  Feature 16 Feature 20 Feature 162  
Tariff A 
Averaged Ratio: Night / Day 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged correlation 
coefficient of current day 
and the previous day 
How long do you use your 




group Smaller ratio value Smaller Correlation value Using shorter   
  Feature 16 Feature 98 Feature 168  
Tariff B 
Averaged Ratio: Night / Day 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Do you use plug-in heaters 
to heat your home 
Frequency of using the 
Desk-top computers at 
daily level  
Benefit 
group Larger ratio value 
Both do not use plug-in 
heaters Using longer  
  Feature 16 Feature 79 Feature 86 Feature 51 
Tariff C 
Averaged Ratio: Night / Day 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Have you already changed 
your way to use energy for 
bill reduction  
Can you get the people 
live with you to reduce 
their electricity usage 
Averaged Ratio: Morning 
/ Noon consumption for 
all weekends 
Benefit 
group Larger ratio value 
More households haven't 
changed before trials 
More households choose 
yes Smaller ratio value 
  Feature 16 Feature 14 Feature 84  
Tariff D 
Averaged Ratio: Night / Day 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged Ratio: Evening / 
Noon consumption for the 
entire time period 
Do you think it is 
inconvenient to reduce 
your usage  
Benefit 
group Larger ratio value Smaller ratio value 
More households think it 
is inconvenient  
No.2 
  Feature 10 Feature 15 Feature 162  
Tariff A 
Averaged Ratio: Mean / Max 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
How long do you use your 
plug-in electric heater at 
daily level  
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Benefit 
group Larger ratio value Larger ratio value Using shorter  
  Feature 10 Feature 15 Feature 170  
Tariff B 
Averaged Ratio: Mean / Max 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
How long do you use your 
Game consoles at daily 
level  
Benefit 
group Smaller ratio value Smaller ratio value Using shorter  
  Feature 10 Feature 15 Feature 183 Feature 29 
Tariff C 
Averaged Ratio: Mean / Max 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
Would you make major 
changes to the way you 
use electricity 
The averaged minimum 
consumption in business 
day 
Benefit 
group Larger ratio value Smaller ratio value 





  Feature 11 Feature 15 Feature 97 Feature 183 
Tariff A 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
Do you use central 
storage heating to heat 
your home 
Would you make major 
changes to the way you 
use electricity 
Benefit 
group Smaller ratio value Smaller ratio value 
Less customers use 
central heating 
More households choose 
yes 
  Feature 11 Feature 15 Feature 69  
Tariff B 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
How many children under 
15 lived in your house 
 
Benefit 
group Larger ratio value Smaller ratio value 
Lived with more 
children     
  Feature 11 Feature 15 Feature 107 Feature 149 
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Tariff C 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for the entire time 
period 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
Do you use electric 
instantaneous heater to 
heat water  
Do you have Lap-top 
Computers 
Benefit 
group Larger ratio value Larger ratio value More households use 
 More households do not 
have 
No.4 
  Feature 49 Feature 15 Feature 157 Feature 188 
Tariff A 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for all weekends 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
How long do you use your 
Tumble dryer at daily 
level 
As part of the trial, how 
much do you think your 
bill would decrease 
Benefit 
group Smaller ratio value Larger ratio value Using shorter 
More households think 
the bill would reduce less 
  Feature 49 Feature 15 Feature 69  
Tariff B 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for all weekends 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
How many children under 
15 lived in your house 
 
Benefit 
group Smaller ratio value Smaller ratio value 
Lived with more 
children     
  Feature 49 Feature 15 Feature 69 Feature 96 
Tariff C 
Averaged Ratio: Min / Mean 
consumption for all weekends 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for the 
entire time period 
How many children under 
15 lived in your house 
How many bedrooms in 
your home 
Benefit 
group Larger ratio value Larger ratio value 
Lived with more 
children    Have more bedrooms 
No.5 
  Feature 161 Feature 35 Feature 90 Feature 159 
Tariff A 
How long do you use your 
electric cooker at daily level 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for all 
weekends 
how much do you think 
you can reduce your 
usage 
How long do you use your 
electric instant shower at 
daily level 
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Benefit 
group Using shorter  Smaller ratio value 
More households think 
they would reduce less Using shorter 
  Feature 161 Feature 35 Feature 194  
Tariff B 
How long do you use your 
electric cooker at daily level 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for all 
weekends 
Do you satisfy with the 
competition among energy 
suppliers  
Benefit 
group Using longer  Smaller ratio value 
More households 
unsatisfied with it  
  Feature 161 Feature 35 Feature 65 Feature 195 
Tariff C 
How long do you use your 
electric cooker at daily level 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for all 
weekends 
Do people lived with you 
use internet regularly 




group Using longer  Larger ratio value 
More households choose 
No 
More households 
unsatisfied with it 
No.6 
  Feature 38 Feature 35 Feature 24 Feature 88 
Tariff C 
Average hour numbers of Peak 
time for all business day 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for all 
weekends 
Average evening 
consumption for all 
business day 
Do you want to be told 
how much electricity you 
can use 
Benefit 
group Smaller Larger ratio value 
Smaller evening 
consumption value 
More households do not 
want to be told 
  Feature 38 Feature 35 Feature 145  
Tariff D 
Average hour numbers of Peak 
time for all business day 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for all 
weekends 
Number of Immersion 
 
Benefit 
group Averaged peak time is shorter Smaller ratio value Have less  
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From Table 6-3, it is evident that Feature 15 and 35 have a significant interaction effect with 
the common significant features (except Feature 16). Feature 15 and 35 are the load features 
related to the ratio between the noon consumption and total demand across the entire time and 
all weekends respectively. However, the peculiarity of the Feature 15 and 35 for the benefit 
groups is not consistent under the same TOU tariff, for example, the Tariff A. This may be the 
main reason for why those two features did not demonstrate their outstanding influence 
individually. Those two features could only play a driving role by interacting with other 
specific features. 
By analysis the KLAM results of every common significant feature, it is can be summarized 
from Table 6-3 that: 
1) Tariff A: 
• The Tariff A can benefit the customers whose load profiles are not relatively smooth. 
This is due to the benefit group has a relatively larger gap between maximum and mean 
consumption. 
• Tariff A is more suitable for households with relatively smaller consumption level. Due 
to the using time of plug-in heater, tumble dryer and electric instant shower for the 
benefit group are shorter at the daily level. 
• The psychological characteristic for customers who successfully respond to the Tariff 
A is contradictory. Feature 188 and 90 both demonstrate that the customer didn’t believe 
they can reduce their usage and bill. 
2) Tariff B: 
• Tariff B can benefit the customers who have relatively small noon consumption 
• Households who can benefit by responding to the Tariff B have more children under 15 
years old.  
3) Tariff C: 
• The customers with smoother load profiles (minimum and maximum load values are 
both closer to the mean demand) show significant superiority under TOU Tariff C. 
• Tariff C prefer the customers with relatively higher consumption level. Due to the 
benefited customer group reveals high minimum consumption and large noon demand. 
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The number of children in a household is also bigger. However, the evening 
consumption of the profited group is relatively small. 
4) Tariff D: 
• The customers benefited under this Tariff D have more flatten load profiles. The 
consumption during the night period is large. However, the load during noon and 
evening are relatively smaller. 
• More customers in the benefited group consider energy usage reduction as inconvenient. 
6.4.2 The Unique Significant Features for Different TOU Tariff Plans 
To analysis what kind of customers are more appropriate to a specific TOU tariff plan in a more 
comprehensively way, this Section analysis the unique significant features and their interacting 
feature-combinations for each tariff. Table 6-4 to Table 6-7 display the unique features and its 
interacted feature-combinations which demonstrated significant impact on customers’ 
responsiveness for each TOU tariff.  
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Table 6- 4: The unique significant features for Tariff A 
Tariff A 
  Feature 13 Feature 20 Feature 177 Feature 182 
  
Averaged Ratio: Morning / 
Noon consumption for the 
entire time period 
Averaged correlation 
coefficient of current day 
and the previous day 
Are the external walls of 
your home insulated 
Would you make minor 
changes to the way you 
use electricity 
Benefit 
group Smaller ratio value Smaller Correlation value More households have Most households will 
  Feature 23 Feature 21 Feature 97 Feature 67 
  
Average consumption of 
business day during the 
daytime period 
Averaged Ratio: Business 
Day / Weekends 
consumption for the entire 
time period 
Do you use central storage 
heating to heat your home 
How many people (>15) 




consumption Smaller ratio value More households use Live with less people 
  Feature 72 Feature 53 Feature 173 Feature 71 
  
Do you interested in 
changing the way you use 
electricity if it helps 
environment 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / 
Total consumption for all 
weekends 
The approximate 
proportion of energy saving 
light bulbs in your home 
Do you interested in 
changing the way you use 
electricity if it reduces the 
bill 
Benefit 
group More people choose yes Smaller ratio value Larger proportion More people choose yes 
  Feature 176 Feature 20 Feature 196 Feature 73 
  
Is your attic insulated, if so 
when was the insulation 
fitted 
Averaged correlation 
coefficient of current day 
and the previous day 
Are you satisfied with the 
overall cost of electricity 
(Before trials) 
Can you reduce bill by 
changing the way the 




More people do not have 
an insulated attic Smaller Correlation value 
More satisfied with the 
bill 
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Table 6- 5: The unique significant features for Tariff B 
Tariff B 
  
Feature 85 Feature 52 Feature 93 
  
Do you know enough about the 
appliances' consumption in order to 
reduce bill 
Averaged Ratio: Evening / Noon 
consumption for all weekends 
The age of your house 
Benefit 
group Know less Larger ratio value Elder houses 
  
Feature 138 Feature 53 Feature 160 
  
How many dishwashers do you own Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for all weekends 
Frequency of using the electric 
shower at daily level 
Benefit 
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Table 6- 6: The unique significant features for Tariff C 
Tariff C 
  Feature 68 Feature 15 Feature 27 Feature 99 
  
How many people 
(>15) stay at home 
during the day  
Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for the entire 
time period 
Average consumption of 
business day noon period 
Do you use gas to heat your 
home 
Benefit 
group Less people in  Larger ratio value 
Smaller consumption 
value More households choose No 
  Feature 91 Feature 15 Feature 93 Feature 199 
  
The house type Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for the entire 
time period 
How old is your house Do you agree with the 
environmental damage related 




detached house Smaller ratio value Elder house More households agree with it 
  Feature 122 Feature 35 Feature 164 Feature 37 
  
Have you ever had to 
go without heat on a 
cold day 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for all weekends 
Frequency of using the 
immersion to heat water 
at daily level 
Hour numbers when 
consumption is over the 
averaged value 
Benefit 
group Never Smaller ratio value Using shorter 
Longer time over averaged 
value 
  Feature 189 Feature 15 Feature 164 Feature 60 
  
The Education Level of 
the CIE 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for the entire 
time period 
Frequency of using the 
immersion to heat water 
at daily level 
The employment status of the 
CIE 
Benefit 
group Lower education level Smaller ratio value Using longer Unemployed or self-employed 
  Feature 190 Feature 15 Feature 61 Feature 85 
  
The income level of 
your household 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for the entire 
time period 
The social class of the 
CIE 
Do you know enough about the 
appliances' consumption in 
order to reduce bill 
Benefit 
group Higher income level Smaller ratio value More AB, 𝑪𝟏∗ grade Know more 
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*: The Social Grade AB represents customers who work on Higher and intermediate managerial, administrative, professional occupations;  
C1 represents customers who work on Supervisory, clerical & junior managerial, administrative, professional occupations 




Table 6- 7: The unique significant features for Tariff D 
Tariff D 
  
Feature 92 Feature 53 Feature 195 
  
Do you own or rent your home Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for all weekends 




Have some households rent 
house from a local authority Smaller ratio value 
More households unsatisfied with 
it 
  
Feature 170 Feature 35 Feature 188 
  
How long do you use your Game 
consoles at daily level 
Averaged Ratio: Noon / Total 
consumption for all weekends 
If you believe your bill will decrease 
after the trial, how much do you 
think it could decrease? 
Benefit 
group 
Using shorter Smaller ratio value 
They believe they can reduce less 
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Through analysis the unique significant feature-combinations, the load and socio-
economic characteristics of benefited customers under each TOU tariff can be 
summarised below: 
1) For Tariff A: 
• Do not require regular load profile for the customer: due to the low 
correlation coefficient (Feature 20) value for the benefited customer group. 
• The consumption level for the benefit customers is comparatively low and 
there are fewer people (>15) living together. 
• The benefited customers under TOU Tariff A have relatively stronger energy-
saving awareness (Feature 71, 182 and 72) and equip more energy-saving 
device, such as the external walls, central storage heating and energy-saving 
light bulbs. 
2) For Tariff B: 
• The evening consumption is comparatively higher and the demand during the 
noon period is lower for the benefited customer group. 
• The benefited customers have less energy-saving awareness and less 
knowledge of the consumption difference between appliances (Feature 85). 
Meanwhile, those customers utilise the electric shower for a longer time each 
day. 
• The houses are elder for the profited customers who were accommodated in 
Tariff B. 
3) For Tariff C: 
In Table 6-6, the KLAM results for the unique significant features demonstrate a 
contrary conclusion summarized in Section 6.4.1. In Table 6-3, the larger total 
consumption level and noon consumption are important characteristics for the 
benefit group. However, there are some specific conditions for low consumption 
level or low noon demand households, which makes them also can effectively 
response to the Tariff and reduce their energy bills. 
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• Relatively lower education level customers who are unemployed or self-
employed can be benefited by responding to Tariff C with a small noon 
consumption. 
• The income level for a household also become significant. The higher income 
level household who also know relatively more about the energy saving also 
can be profited under Tariff C with a small noon consumption.  
• Housing type and age for customers also become an important feature related 
to the effective responsiveness for Tariff C.  Customers live in the bungalow 
or semi-detached elder houses, have energy-saving awareness and with lower 
noon consumption are more likely to be benefited under Tariff C. 
4) For Tariff D: 
• Most of the customers who successfully response to Tariff D rent house from 
a local authority instead of owning a house. 
• Customers in the benefited group use fewer electric appliances, such as the 
game consoles.    
 Chapter Summary 
This chapter proposes a framework to pre-evaluate the customers’ responsiveness based 
on their socio-economic data and load characteristics for different Tariff plans. By 
considering the interaction effect among features, the significant socio-economic 
criteria and load characteristics of the effective response group can be detected. Those 
detected significant features can help various DR schemes to target the most appropriate 
customers quickly.  
The framework is validated on a case study where four different TOU tariffs are 
provided. From Tariff A to Tariff D, the price stimulation becomes greater gradually. 
Following the growth of the price stimulation, both the proportions of customers who 
are benefited and the customers who are afflicted in the DR programme are increasing. 
The case study resulted that the smoother load profile, higher consumption level, larger 
proportion of the night demand and more children in the family are the significant 
characteristics of the successfully respond customers under high price-stimulation TOU 
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tariffs. Additionally, the opposite characteristics of the same feature could have a 
consistent impact on customers’ responsiveness by interacting with different features.  
The detailed significant load and socio-economic characteristics of the benefited 
customers under each TOU tariff are concluded as below: 
1）For Tariff A: 
The consumption level of the benefited customers is relatively lower. Those 
customers live with fewer people in their household. The use of appliances such as 
the plug-in heater, electric instant shower and tumble is comparatively small. 
Furthermore, the daily load profiles for those customers are not smooth (larger 
difference between daily max and min demand) and regular (lower correlation value 
of the consumption of two adjacent days). 
The environmental awareness of the benefited customers is stronger and equipped 
with more energy-saving devices, for instance, the external walls and energy-saving 
bulbs. However, those customers demonstrated less confidence in how much energy 
they can reduce in the DR scheme than the afflicted customers. 
2）For Tariff B: 
Tariff B is suitable for the customers who have higher evening consumption but 
smaller noon demand. 
The age of houses is elder for customers who are benefited under Tariff B. Their 
households have more children (under 15 years old).  However, the benefited 
customers have less energy-saving awareness. 
3）For Tariff C: 
The customers with lower education level, who are unemployed or self-employed 
with a smaller noon consumption are appropriate to the Tariff C.  
On the contrary, customers with larger noon consumption but know more about the 
energy-saving knowledge, higher income level customers also can benefit in Tariff 
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C.  Customers who live with more children have larger noon consumption but lower 
evening consumption also appropriate to Tariff C. 
The customers who live in elder bungalow or semi-detached house with stronger 
energy-saving awareness are more benefited under Tariff C. 
In Tariff C, the customers with smoother load profiles are benefited significantly. 
4）For Tariff D: 
The load profiles are more flatten for the customers who successfully response to 
Tariff D. Meanwhile, the night consumption is high, but the noon and evening energy 
consumption is small. 
Tariff D is more suitable for the customers who rent a house and with fewer electric 
appliances, such as the game consoles. 
Most of the customers in the benefit group for Tariff D think to reduce energy usage 
is inconvenient. This may not prove they have weak energy-saving awareness 
because the consumption level for those customers is relatively lower. Therefore, 
energy reduction could be more difficult for them. 
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HIS chapter demonstrates the conclusions of the thesis by outlining the 
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 Conclusions 
Nowadays, the increasing of the LCTs in the power system not only introduces an 
attractive opportunity to transform to a greener energy system but also brings 
tremendous uncertainty and challenges to the energy suppliers and regulators. Under 
this circumstance, the smart meters are widely installed to provide the fine-grained 
usage data for the individual customers, which help suppliers to understand their 
customers better. On the other hand, the Half-Hourly Settlement reformation is applied 
to remove the cross-subsidies among customers and bring the market signals to 
encourage customers to modify their usage behaviour optimally. 
In the dynamic smarter energy market, it requires the suppliers and regulators have a 
deeper understanding in their customers’ usage behaviour, not only from the smart 
metering data but also from the socio-economic data of each household.  
This thesis aims to develop a comprehensive investigation of the effect of socio-
economic data. Two research explores the effect of high-dimensional interacting socio-
economic data on customers’ wholesale market cost and distribution network cost 
respectively. Additionally, the effect of socio-economic data has been validated in two 
demand-side applications which are a cost-reflective customer classification model and 
a responsiveness re-evaluation framework to different TOU tariffs. The two 
conclusions for the thesis could be summarized as follow: 
i) Firstly, the influence of the interacted socio-economic factors on customers’ bill 
change has been proved as significant. The ownership and utilisation of 
electrical appliances have an influence on both wholesale market cost and 
network cost. The energy-saving awareness factors impact more on the network 
bill. 
ii) Secondly, the socio-economic data facilitates cost-reflective customers' 
classification. The classification accuracy has been improved when socio-
economic data collaboration with the load features. Even when the load features 
are inaccessible, the socio-economic data could estimate customers' cost level 
as a remedy. Additionally, the customers’ responsiveness to different TOU 
tariffs can be pre-evaluated by identifying the significant socio-economic 
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criteria and load characteristic. The case study resulted that the smoother load 
profile, higher consumption level, larger proportion of the night demand and 
more children in the family are the significant characteristics of the successfully 
respond customers under high price-stimulation TOU tariffs. With the 
significant criteria, the assignment of customers to different TOU plans could 
be more appropriate. 
The more detailed conclusions of significant socio-economic data effects carried 
out from the investigations in this thesis are shown in the following sub-chapters. 
 The Socio-Economic Criteria for the Wholesale 
Market Cost Variation 
A high-dimensional interaction-aware search methodology has been proposed, which 
called the KLAM beam search algorithm, to detect the socio-economic factor-
combinations which have a significant effect on customers’ wholesale market cost 
variation in the HHS process. With the novel KLAM methodology, there are some key 
findings which are contrary to previous studies: 
i) The electricity appliance factors and dwelling related factors could have 
negative effect on customers’ energy bill changing by interacting with other 
specific factors. However, those two kinds of factors are commonly found have 
positive effect on energy consumption; 
ii) The CIE’s employ status, their age and environmental awareness can influence 
the bill variation significantly in specific factor-interacting-combinations. 
However, those factors are rarely caught the attention in the previous literature, 
which is because the effect of the single of them is inconclusive (mixing effect) 
or even no significant effect. 
By analysis the significant interacting socio-economic factor-combination, it can be 
found that in the new HHS process, the elder customers who owning more electric 
appliances or who living in an older house are most likely to be the new vulnerable 
customers who may need help from the government.  
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 The Socio-Economic Criteria for the Network 
Cost Variation 
In order to remove the cross-subsidies of network cost among customers, a novel Unit 
Home Equivalent pricing method has been proposed to calculate the accurate network 
cost based on their smart metering data. Comparing to the current energy-based pricing, 
the proposed method has two fundamental breakthroughs:  
i) Forward-looking signal: instead of only considering customers’ contribution 
to historical peaks, the proposed method estimates the possibility of future 
peaks created by different customers at different time points.  
ii) Behavioural incentives: the proposed method encourages not only new 
customers to under-utilised locations but also existing customers to change 
energy usage behaviours according to the network’s headroom profile. 
After moving to the precise network cost, the socio-economic characteristics for the 
high network cost customers have been detected by the KLAM beam search method. 
The significant interacted socio-economic characteristics are: 
• The awareness of energy-saving is weak for the high network cost customers. 
They are willing to do more to reduce their bill but not for the environment. 
Less of them do energy reduction activities in reality or use renewable 
energy. 
• People in the high network cost group live with a large family. More people 
are retired or unemployed with lower income. 
• The houses for the high network cost customer group are relatively newer 
and smaller than the lower network cost group. Most high-cost customers 
rent a house and always feeling not warm enough due to the poor insulation 
of the house. 
• The television, electric heater and the washing machine are the significant 
electricity appliances for the high network cost customer group, which 
applies the positive effect on the network bill growth. On the opposite side, 
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the Stand-alone freezer, electric shower and tumble dryer have the negative 
impact on the network cost. 
 The Impact of Socio-Economic Features on 
Cost-Reflective Customer Classification 
In this chapter, the socio-economic data cooperate with the smart metering data in a 
customer classification application.  
In the fully competitive retail market, identification of the customers’ energy cost level 
is crucial for suppliers, especially small suppliers. However, due to the challenge of the 
availability issues of the historical smart metering data for new switched-in customers, 
the load profile-based approaches for the classification face huge challenge.  
Hence, a cost-reflective customer classification framework has been proposed where 
the socio-economic information can remedy the problem caused by the absent of smart 
metering data. The framework consists of three models to cope with different scenarios 
of available data: Scenario 1) customers who only provide smart metering data; 
Scenario 2) customers who only provide the socio-economic information and Scenario 
3) customers providing both two types of data. The proposed framework has three 
superiorities: 
i) The framework can select the interpretable features; 
ii) The framework builds several classification models to cope with different 
scenarios of input data; 
iii) The framework improves the accuracy by 16.40%, 0.60% and 12.40%for each 
scenario of input data. 
Based on a case study of Irish smart metering data, the proposed cost-reflective 
classification framework reveals key findings which were not discovered by the 
traditional load-profile classification methods. They are summarised as follows: 
• The ratio between the consumption during the morning and the noon has a 
negative influence on the supply cost level. 
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• The ratio between the consumption during the night and the whole day has a 
negative influence on the supply cost level; 
• The dispersion degree (variance) of the whole consumption has a positive 
influence on the supply cost level; 
• The electricity appliances (except the lap-top computer) have a positive 
influence on the supply cost level; 
• The energy saving consciousness has inconsistent effects on customers’ actual 
supply cost level. 
 The Impact of Socio-Economic Features on the 
Responsiveness to Different Tariff Plans 
 In this chapter, the socio-economic data cooperates with the smart metering data and 
the different TOU tariff data to establish a framework to identify the significant criteria 
for customers’ responsiveness under different tariff plans. There are four kinds of TOU 
tariffs in the investigation. From Tariff A to Tariff D, the difference between the peak 
price and the minimum price for each TOU tariff becomes greater gradually. 
With the increase of the price simulation, the load and socio-economic characteristics 
for customers who can save their energy bill by responding to the TOU tariff have been 
identified through the proposed framework: 
i) For Tariff A: 
• Do not require regular load profile for the customer: due to the low correlation 
coefficient value for the benefited customer group. 
• The consumption level for the benefit customers is comparatively low and there 
are fewer people (>15) living together. 
• The benefited customers under TOU Tariff A have relatively stronger energy-
saving awareness and equip more energy-saving device, such as the external 
walls, central storage heating and energy-saving light bulbs. 
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• The Tariff A can benefit the customers whose load profiles are not relatively 
smooth. This is due to the benefit group has a relatively larger gap between 
maximum and mean consumption. 
• Tariff A is more suitable for households with relatively smaller consumption 
level. Due to the using time of plug-in heater, tumble dryer and electric instant 
shower for the benefit group are shorter at the daily level. 
• The psychological characteristic for customers who successfully respond to the 
Tariff A is contradictory. Two features demonstrate that the customer didn’t 
believe they can reduce their usage and bill. 
ii) For Tariff B: 
• The evening consumption is comparatively higher and the demand during the 
noon period is lower for the benefited customer group. 
• The benefited customers have less energy-saving awareness and less knowledge 
of the consumption difference between appliances. Meanwhile, those customers 
utilise the electric shower for a longer time each day. 
• The houses are elder for the profited customers who were accommodated in 
Tariff B. 
• Tariff B can benefit the customers who have relatively small noon consumption 
• Households who can benefit by responding to the Tariff B have more children 
under 15 years old. 
iii) For Tariff C: 
• Relatively lower education level customers who are unemployed or self-
employed can be benefited by responding to Tariff C with a small noon 
consumption. 
• The income level for a household also become significant. The higher income 
level household who also know relatively more about the energy saving also 
can be profited under Tariff C with a small noon consumption.  
• Housing type and age for customers also become an important feature related 
to the effective responsiveness for Tariff C.  Customers live in the bungalow or 
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semi-detached elder houses, have energy-saving awareness and with lower noon 
consumption are more likely to be benefited under Tariff C. 
• The customers with smoother load profiles (minimum and maximum load 
values are both closer to the mean demand) show significant superiority under 
TOU Tariff C. 
• Tariff C prefer the customers with relatively higher consumption level. Due to 
the benefited customer group reveals high minimum consumption and large 
noon demand. The number of children in a household is also bigger. However, 
the evening consumption of the profited group is relatively small. 
iv) For Tariff D: 
• Most of the customers who successfully response to Tariff D rent house from a 
local authority instead of owning a house. 
• Customers in the benefited group use fewer electric appliances, such as the 
game consoles.    
• The customers benefited under this Tariff D have more flatten load profiles. The 
consumption during the night period is large. However, the load during noon 
and evening are relatively smaller. 
• More customers in the benefited group consider energy usage reduction as 
inconvenient. 
 The Limitations of the Research 
Although the effect of socio-economic data on customers’ bill variation and 
applications’ performances has been validated, there still are two main limitations of 
this work. 
The first limitation is the high requirements for the dataset. This thesis investigates the 
relationship between socio-economic information and other data sources (such as the 
smart metering usage data, the responsiveness data). Therefore, it requires that the 
dataset must collect both smart metering data and socio-economic information for the 
same households. Due to the high cost of data collection, the datasets seldom recorded 
the smart metering data and socio-economic information at the same time. The strict 
requirement blocks massive other datasets to do the validation research for the 
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conclusions resulted in this thesis. The four studies in this thesis are all based on the 
same Irish dataset, which was collected in the electricity smart metering customer 
behaviour trails. Although the confidence level has been set as 95% to guarantee the 
generalization of the findings in the research, the particularity of the conclusions still 
might exist.  
The second limitation is the conciseness of the conclusions resulted from the high-
dimensional interacting-aware methodology. Although there are several advantages for 
exploring the effect of multi interacting socio-economic factors (such as stronger effect, 
more comprehensive description of the socio-economic status), the complexity of the 
resulted socio-economic factors makes it difficult to be summarised and spread. To 
solve this limitation, cooperation with the researcher from social science could be 
helpful. 
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HIS chapter draws the future works and potential research topic related 
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 Future Works 
The effect of the socio-economic data has already been proven in this thesis. The 
proposed interaction-aware KLAM beam searching method allows many applications 
taking the effect of customers’ socio-economic status into consideration. Some 
potential research topics in the future works can be discussed. 
8.1.1 Development of Tariff Design based on Customers’ Flexibility 
In this thesis, the impact of socio-economic data on customers’ responsiveness to 
different TOU tariff has already been investigated. The responsiveness of customers in 
different socio-economic status can be estimated.  
In the UK, the change in the wholesale market price is mainly due to the increasing 
demand. During the peak demand period, the more expensive generator will be 
dispatched to generate electricity to meet the demand. In this condition, the use of 
different electrical appliances during the system peak time should be charged with 
different tariff. For example, if there are two households, one of them owns an electric 
vehicle which will be charged during the system peak period. The other household with 
little flexibility and maintains its basic energy consumption. Obviously, this two 
categorize customers need to be stimulated with different TOU tariff. A greater 
stimulation is needed to encourage the EV users to avoid charging their car during the 
peak hour. On the contrary side, for the vulnerable customers with little or none flexible 
demand, applying the high stimulation TOU tariff on them would cause the socio issues 
Therefore, the TOU tariff should be designed based on customers’ socio-economic 
characteristics. Basically, it should be designed based on the ability of customers' 
responsiveness. 
8.1.2 Deeper Investigation between Socio-Economic Data and 
Customers’ Usage Behaviour 
The usage behaviour of an individual customer is potentially decided by the customers’ 
interacted socio-economic data. By investigating the deeper causality between the 
customers’ socio-economic data and their energy usage behaviour, there are many 
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applications could be better achieved, such as the 1) extraction of more precise typical 
load profiles for residential customers; 2) load forecasting for individual household; 3) 








Irish Smart Meter Trial Socio-economic Information 
Questionnaire 
QUESTION 200    
PLEASE RECORD SEX FROM VOICE 
 
 1  Male 
 2  Female 
 
QUESTION 300    
May I ask what age you were on your last birthday? 
INT: IF NECCESSARY, PROMPT WITH AGE BANDS 
 
 1  18 - 25 
 2  26 - 35 
 3  36 - 45 
 4  46 - 55 
 5  56 - 65 
 6  65+ 
 7  Refused 
 
QUESTION 310    
What is the employment status of the chief income earner in your household, is he/she 
 
 1  An employee 
 2  Self-employed (with employees) 
 3  Self-employed (with no employees) 
 4  Unemployed (actively seeking work) 
 5  Unemployed (not actively seeking work) 
 6  Retired 
 7  Carer: Looking after relative family 
 
QUESTION 400  OPEN  
IF [ Q310 , 1 , 2 , 3 ]   
SAVE IN CLASS  
What is the occupation of the chief income earner in your household? 
 
QUESTION 401    
SOCIAL CLASS 
Interviewer, Respondent said that occupation of chief income earner was.... 
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 1  AB 
 2  C1 
 3  C2 
 4  DE 
 5  F [RECORD ALL FARMERS] 
 6  Refused 
 
QUESTION 405    
Do you have internet access in your home? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 406    
IF [ Q405 , 1 ]  
Do you have broadband in your home? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 407    
Do you use the internet regularly yourself? 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
 
QUESTION 408    
Are there other people in your household that use the internet regularly? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 410    
What best describes the people you live with? 
READ OUT 
 
 1  I live alone 
 2  All people in my home are over 15 years of age 
 3  Both adults and children under 15 years of age live in my home 
 
QUESTION 420    
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IF [ Q410 , 2 , 3 ]  
How many people over 15 years of age live in your home? 
 
 1  1 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 
 6  6 
 7  7 or more 
 
QUESTION 430    
IF [ Q410 , 2 , 3 ]  
And how many of these are typically in the house during the day (for example for 5-6 
hours during the day) 
 
 1  1 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 
 6  6 
 7  7 or more 
 8  None 
 
QUESTION 43111    
IF [ Q410 , 3 ]  
How many people under 15 years of age live in your home? 
 
 1  1 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 
 6  6 
 7  7 or more 
 
QUESTION 4312    
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IF [ Q410 , 3 ]  
And how many of these are typically in the house during the day (for exanmple for 5-
6 hours during the day) 
 
 1  1 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 
 6  6 
 7  7 or more 
 8  None 
 
QUESTION 431    
And now, I would like to ask you a few questions about your general attitudes 
towards energy, electricity use and the 
electricity bill. 
Please rate each of the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is strongly 
agree and 5 is strongly disagree 
 
QUESTION 4311    
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 
 3  I we am are interested in changing the way I we use electricity if it 
reduces the bill 
 4  I we am are interested in changing the way I we use electricity if it 
helps the environment 
 5  I we can reduce my electricity bill by changing the way the people I we 
live with use electricity 
 
 
PUT IN state Q4311,1  
QUESTION 4331    
PUT IN state Q4311,2  
 
QUESTION 4331    
 
PUT IN state Q4311,3  
QUESTION 4331    
I we am are interested in changing the way I we use electricity if it reduces the bill  
 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
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PUT IN state Q4311,4  
QUESTION 4331    
I we am are interested in changing the way I we use electricity if it helps the 
environment  
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state Q4311,5  
QUESTION 4331    
I we can reduce my electricity bill by changing the way the people I we live with use 
electricity 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
QUESTION 432    
And now, I would like to ask you a few questions about your own efforts to date to 
reduce your electricity usage in your 
household. 
Please rate each of the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is strongly 
agree and 5 is strongly disagree 
 
QUESTION 4321  MULTIPLE  
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  I we have already done a lot to reduce the amount of electricity I we 
use 
 2  I we have already made changes to the way I we live my life in order to 
reduce the amount of electricity we use. 
 3  I we would like to do more to reduce electricity usage 
 4  I we know what I we need to do in order to reduce electricity usage 
 
PUT IN state1 Q4321,1  
QUESTION 4332    
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I we have already done a lot to reduce the amount of electricity I we use 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 1 ]  
 2  2 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 1 ]  
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state1 Q4321,2  
QUESTION 4332    
I we have already made changes to the way I we live my life in order to reduce the 
amount of electricity we use. 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 2 ]  
 2  2 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 2 ]  
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state1 Q4321,3  
QUESTION 4332    
I we would like to do more to reduce electricity usage 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 3 ]  
 2  2 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 3 ]  
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state1 Q4321,4  
QUESTION 4332    
I we know what I we need to do in order to reduce electricity usage 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 4 ]  
 2  2 
    ADD TO Q4321 [ 4 ]  
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state1 Q4321,5  
 
QUESTION 4332    
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QUESTION 433    
IF [ Q4321 , 1 , 2 ]  
Thinking about the energy reduction activities undertaken by you or your 
family/household, in the last year, did your 
efforts reduce your bills? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 3  Don't know 
 
QUESTION 434  NUMBER  
IF [ Q433 , 1 ]   
Approximately what % savings on average did you achieve on the average bill? 
 
QUESTION 435    
IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 \ # Q4321 , 1 , 2 ]  
Please rate each of the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is strongly 
agree and 5 is strongly disagree 
 
QUESTION 4351    
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  It is too inconvenient to reduce our usage of electricity 
 2  I do not know enough about how much electricity different appliances 
use in order to reduce my usage 
 3  I am not be able to get the people I live with to reduce their electricity 
usage 
 4  I do not have enough time to reduce my electricity usage 
 5  I do not want to be told how much electricity I can use 
 6  Reducing my usage would not make enough of a difference to my bill 
 
PUT IN state2 Q4351,1  
QUESTION 4352    
IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 ]  
It is too inconvenient to reduce our usage of electricity 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state2 Q4351,2  
 
QUESTION 4352    
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IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 ]  
I do not know enough about how much electricity different appliances use in order to 
reduce my usage 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state2 Q4351,3  
QUESTION 4352    
IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 ]  
I am not be able to get the people I live with to reduce their electricity usage 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state2 Q4351,4  
QUESTION 4352    
IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 ]  
I do not have enough time to reduce my electricity usage 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state2 Q4351,5  
QUESTION 4352    
IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 ]  
I do not want to be told how much electricity I can use 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
PUT IN state2 Q4351,6  
QUESTION 4352    
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IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 ]  
Reducing my usage would not make enough of a difference to my bill 
 
 1  1 - strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5 - strongly disagree 
 
QUESTION 43521    
IF [ Q4321 , 3 , 4 , 5 ]  
If you were to make changes to the way you and people you live with use electricity, 
how much do you believe you could 
reduce your usage by? 
 
 1  Nothing 
 2  less than 5% 
 3  Between 5% and 10% 
 4  Between 10% and 20% 
 5  Between 20% and 30% 
 6  More than 30% 
 
 
QUESTION 450    
I would now like to ask some questions about your home. Which best describes your 
home? 
 
 1  Apartment 
 2  Semi-detached house 
 3  Detached house 
 4  Terraced house 
 5  Bungalow 
 6  Refused 
 
QUESTION 452    
Do you own or rent your home? 
 
 1  Rent (from a private landlord) 
 2  Rent (from a local authority) 
 3  Own Outright (not mortgaged) 
 4  Own with mortgage etc 
 5  Other 
 
QUESTION 453  NUMBER  
What year was your house built 
INT ENTER FOR EXAMPLE: 1981- CAPTURE THE FOUR DIGITS 
 
QUESTION 4531    
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IF [ Q453 , 9999 ]  
Approximately how old is your home? 
 
 1  Less than 5 years old 
 2  Less than 10 years old 
 3  Less than 30 
 4  Less than 75 
 5  More than 75 years old 
 
QUESTION 6103  NUMBER  
What is the approximate floor area of your home? 
 
QUESTION 61031    
IF [ Q6103 < 999999999 ]  
Is that 
 
 1  square meters 
 2  or square feet 
 
QUESTION 460    
How many bedrooms are there in your home 
 
 1  1 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5+ 
 6  Refused 
 
QUESTION 470  MULTIPLE  
Which of the following best describes how you heat your home? 
 
 1  Electricity (electric central heating storage heating) 
 2  Electricity (plug in heaters) 
 3  Gas 
 4  Oil 
 5  Solid fuel 
 6  Renewable (e.g. solar) 
 7  Other 
 
QUESTION 47001    
Do you have a timer to control when your heating comes on and goes off? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 4701  MULTIPLE  
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Which of the following best describes how you heat water in your home? 
 
 1  Central heating system 
 2  Electric (immersion) 
 3  Electric (instantaneous heater) 
 4  Gas 
 5  Oil 
 6  Solid fuel boiler 
 7  Renewable (e.g. solar) 
 8  Other 
 
QUESTION 47011    
Do you have a timer to control when your hot water/immersion heater comes on and 
goes off? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 4801    
IF [ Q4701 , 2 ]  
Do you use your immersion when your heating is not switched on? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 4704    
Which of the following best describes how you cook in your home 
 
 1  Electric cooker 
 2  Gas cooker 
 3  Oil fired cooker 
 4  Solid fuel cooker (stove aga) 
 
QUESTION 471    
Returning to heating your home, in your opinion, is your home kept adequately 
warm? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 472  MULTIPLE  
IF [ Q471 , 2 ]  
Do any of the following reasons apply? 
 
 1  I prefer cooler temperature 
 2  I cannot afford to have the home as warm as I would like 
 3  It is hard to keep the home warm because it is not well insulated 
 4  None of these 
 
QUESTION 473    
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Have you had to go without heating during the last 12 months through lack of money? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 474  MULTIPLE  
IF [ Q473 , 1 ]  
Have any of the following ever applied to you? 
 
 1  I had to go without heat on a cold day 
 2  I had to go to bed to keep warm 
 3  I lit the fire late or switched on the heat late because I did not have 
enough fuel or money for fuel 
 4  None of these 
 
QUESTION 490    
Please indicate how many of the following appliances you have in your home? 
 
QUESTION 49001  MULTIPLE  
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  Washing machine 
 2  Tumble dryer 
 3  Dishwasher 
 4  Electric shower (instant) 
 5  Electric shower (electric pumped from hot tank) 
 6  Electric cooker 
 7  Electric heater (plug-in convector heaters) 
 8  Stand alone freezer 
 9  A water pump or electric well pump or pressurised water system 
 10  Immersion 
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,1  
QUESTION 49002    
Washing machine 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 1 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 1 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 1 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,2  
QUESTION 49002    
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 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 2 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 2 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 2 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,3  
QUESTION 49002    
Dishwasher 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 3 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 3 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 3 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,4  
QUESTION 49002    
Electric shower (instant) 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 4 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 4 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 4 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,5  
QUESTION 49002    
Electric shower (electric pumped from hot tank) 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 5 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 5 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 5 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,6  
QUESTION 49002    
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 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 6 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 6 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 6 ]  
 
IF [ 1 & Q4704 , 1 & Q49002 , 1 ]  ADD TO Q49002 [ 2 ]  
PUT IN state3 Q49001,7  
 
QUESTION 49002    
Electric heater (plug-in convector heaters) 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 7 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 7 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 7 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,8  
QUESTION 49002    
Stand alone freezer 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 8 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 8 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 8 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,9  
QUESTION 49002    
A water pump or electric well pump or pressurised water system 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 9 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 9 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 9 ]  
 
PUT IN state3 Q49001,10  
QUESTION 49002    
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 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 10 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 10 ]  
 4  More than 2 
    ADD TO Q49001 [ 10 ]  
 
QUESTION 4901    
And how many of the following entertainment appliances do you have? Only those 
that are actually used should be mentioned? 
 
QUESTION 4902  MULTIPLE  
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  TV’s less than 21 inch 
 2  TV’s greater than 21 inch 
 3  Desk-top computers 
 4  Lap-top computers 
 5  Games consoles, such as xbox, playstation or Wii 
 
PUT IN state4 Q4902,1  
QUESTION 490002    
TV’s less than 21 inch 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 1 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 1 ]  
 4  3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 1 ]  
 5  More than 3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 1 ]  
 
PUT IN state4 Q4902,2  
QUESTION 490002    
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TV’s greater than 21 inch 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 2 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 2 ]  
 4  3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 2 ]  
 5  More than 3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 2 ]  
 
PUT IN state4 Q4902,3  
QUESTION 490002    
Desk-top computers 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 3 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 3 ]  
 4  3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 3 ]  
 5  More than 3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 3 ]  
 
PUT IN state4 Q4902,4  
 
QUESTION 490002    
Lap-top computers 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 4 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 4 ]  
 4  3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 4 ]  
 5  More than 3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 4 ]  
 
PUT IN state4 Q4902,5  
QUESTION 490002    
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Games consoles, such as xbox, playstation or Wii 
 
 1  None 
 2  1 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 5 ]  
 3  2 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 5 ]  
 4  3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 5 ]  
 5  More than 3 
    ADD TO Q4902 [ 5 ]  
 
QUESTION 4903    
In a typical day, how often would you or your family/household use each appliance - 
please think of the total use by all 
household/family members 
 
QUESTION 49003    
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  Washing machine 
 2  Tumble dryer 
 3  Dishwasher 
 
PUT IN state5 Q49003,1  
QUESTION 49004    
Washing machine 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 load a day typically 
 2  1 load typically 
 3  2 to 3 loads 
 4  More than 3 loads 
 
PUT IN state5 Q49003,2  
QUESTION 49004    
Tumble dryer 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 load a day typically 
 2  1 load typically 
 3  2 to 3 loads 
 4  More than 3 loads 
 
PUT IN state5 Q49003,3  
QUESTION 49004    
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INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 load a day typically 
 2  1 load typically 
 3  2 to 3 loads 
 4  More than 3 loads 
 
QUESTION 490004    
IF [ Q49001 , 4 ]  
Electric shower (instant) 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 5 mins 
 2  5-10 mins 
 3  10-20 mins 
 4  Over 20 mins 
 
QUESTION 4900004    
IF [ Q49001 , 5 ]  
Electric shower (pumped from hot tank) 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 5 mins 
 2  5-10 mins 
 3  10-20 mins 
 4  Over 20 mins 
 
QUESTION 4900005    
IF [ Q49001 , 6 ]  
Electric cooker 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 30 mins 
 2  30-60 mins 
 3  1-2 hours 
 4  Over 2 hours 
 
QUESTION 4900006    
IF [ Q49001 , 7 ]  
Electric heater (plug-in) 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 30 mins 
 2  30-60 mins 
 3  1-2 hours 
 4  Over 2 hours 
 
QUESTION 4900007    
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IF [ Q49001 , 9 ]  
Water pump 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 30 mins 
 2  30-60 mins 
 3  1-2 hours 
 4  Over 2 hours 
 
QUESTION 4900008    
IF [ Q49001 , 10 ]  
Immersion water 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 30 mins 
 2  30-60 mins 
 3  1-2 hours 
 4  Over 2 hours 
 
QUESTION 4900009    
IF [ Q49001 , 8 ]  
Stand alone Freezer 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  For part of the year (4-6 months) 
 2  All year 
 
QUESTION 49011    
And considering the following appliances - please indicate the daily level of total use 
by all household/family members 
 
QUESTION 49021    
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  TV’s less than 21 inch 
 2  TV’s greater than 21 inch 
 3  Desk-top computers 
 4  Lap-top computers 
 5  Games consoles, such as xbox, playstation or Wii 
 
PUT IN state6 Q49021,1  
 
QUESTION 49022    
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TV’s less than 21 inch 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 hour a day or a few hours a week typically 
 2  1 - 3 hours per day typically 
 3  3-5 hours per day typically 
 4  More than 5 hours per day typically 
 
PUT IN state6 Q49021,2  
QUESTION 49022    
TV’s greater than 21 inch 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 hour a day or a few hours a week typically 
 2  1 - 3 hours per day typically 
 3  3-5 hours per day typically 
 4  More than 5 hours per day typically 
 
PUT IN state6 Q49021,3  
QUESTION 49022    
Desk-top computers 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 hour a day or a few hours a week typically 
 2  1 - 3 hours per day typically 
 3  3-5 hours per day typically 
 4  More than 5 hours per day typically 
 
PUT IN state6 Q49021,4  
QUESTION 49022    
Lap-top computers 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 hour a day or a few hours a week typically 
 2  1 - 3 hours per day typically 
 3  3-5 hours per day typically 
 4  More than 5 hours per day typically 
 
PUT IN state6 Q49021,5  
QUESTION 49022    
Games consoles, such as xbox, playstation or Wii 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Less than 1 hour a day or a few hours a week typically 
 2  1 - 3 hours per day typically 
 3  3-5 hours per day typically 
 4  More than 5 hours per day typically 
 
QUESTION 455    
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Does your home have a Building Energy Rating (BER) - a recently introduced 
scheme for rating the energy efficiency of your 
home? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 3  Don’t know 
 
QUESTION 4551    
IF [ Q455 , 1 ]  
What rating did your house achieve? 
 
 1  A 
 2  B 
 3  C 
 4  D 
 5  E 
 6  F 
 7  G 
 
QUESTION 4905    
And now considering energy reduction in your home please indicate the approximate 
proportion of light bulbs which are 
energy saving (or CFL)? 
INT:READ OUT 
 
 1  None 
 2  About a quarter 
 3  About half 
 4  About three quarters 
 5  All 
 
QUESTION 4906    




 1  None 
 2  About a quarter 
 3  About half 
 4  About three quarters 
 5  All 
 
QUESTION 4907    
Does your hot water tank have a lagging jacket? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 
QUESTION 4908    
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Is your attic insulated and if so when was the insulation fitted? 
INT:PROBE TO PRECODES 
 
 1  Yes, within the last 5 years 
 2  Yes, more than 5 years ago 
 3  No 
 4  Don’t know 
 
QUESTION 4909    
Are the external walls of your home insulated? 
 
 1  Yes 
 2  No 
 3  Don’t know 
 
QUESTION 1060    
I would now like to ask a few questions about your decision to participate in the 
national smart meter trial. 
Thinking about the reasons why you chose to participate, please rate each of the 
following potential reasons on a scale of 
1 to 5 where 1 is very close to your reason and 5 is not at all a reason. 
 
QUESTION 1061  MULTIPLE  
DUMMY QUESTION  
QUESTION 1062    
 
QUESTION 5000    
 
QUESTION 5511  MULTIPLE  
I would now like to ask you about your expectations about your participation in the 
trial. I must stress that you should 
not interpret these questions as meaning that any of these will happen as a part of the 
trial 
Which of the following do you think will be benefits? 
READ OUT 
 
 3  Learn how to reduce my energy usage 
 4  Learn how to reduce my electricity bill 
 5  Do my part to help the environment by my participation 
 6  Do my part to make Ireland become more up to date 
 
QUESTION 5512    
Thinking of what will be the main consequences of your participation in the trial, for 
each of the following statements, 
please state whether you agree or disagree using a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 in Strongly 
agree and 5 is strongly disagree? 
 
QUESTION 55122  MULTIPLE  
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DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  My household may decide to make minor changes to the way we use 
electricity 
 2  My household may decide to make major changes to the way we use 
electricity 
 3  My household may decide to be more aware of the amount of 
electricity used by appliances we own or buy. 
 5  In future, when replacing an appliance, my household may decide to 
choose one with a higher energy rating 
 
PUT IN state10 Q55122,1  
QUESTION 55123    
My household may decide to make minor changes to the way we use electricity 
 
 1  1-Strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Strongly disagree. 
 
PUT IN state10 Q55122,2  
 
QUESTION 55123    
My household may decide to make major changes to the way we use electricity 
 
 1  1-Strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Strongly disagree. 
 
PUT IN state10 Q55122,3  
QUESTION 55123    
My household may decide to be more aware of the amount of electricity used by 
appliances we own or buy. 
 
 1  1-Strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Strongly disagree. 
 
PUT IN state10 Q55122,4  
 
PUT IN state10 Q55122,5  
QUESTION 55123    
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In future, when replacing an appliance, my household may decide to choose one with 
a higher energy rating 
 
 1  1-Strongly agree 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Strongly disagree. 
 
PUT IN state10 Q55122,6  
 
QUESTION 5414    
How do you think that your electricity bills will change as part of the trial? 
 
 1  No change 
 2  Increase 
 3  Decrease 
 
QUESTION 5415    
IF [ Q5414 , 2 ]  
By what amount? 
 
 1  less than 5% 
 2  between 5% and 10% 
 3  between 10% and 20% 
 4  between 20% and 30% 
 5  more than 30% 
 6  don’t know 
 
QUESTION 54155    
IF [ Q5414 , 3 ]  
By what amount? 
 
 1  less than 5% 
 2  between 5% and 10% 
 3  between 10% and 20% 
 4  between 20% and 30% 
 5  more than 30% 
 6  don’t know 
 
QUESTION 5418    
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Moving on to education, which of the following best describes the level of education 
of the chief income earner 
 
 1  No formal education 
 2  Primary 
 3  Secondary to Intermediate Cert Junior Cert level 
 4  Secondary to Leaving Cert level 
 5  Third level 
 6  Refused 
 
QUESTION 402  NUMBER  
And considering income, what is the approximate income of your household - this 
should be before tax, you should include 
the income of all adults in the household? Please note that this figure will remain 
completely confidential and will not be 
reported at an individual level. 
[ATTEMPT TO CAPTURE ANNUAL] 
INTERVIEWER: IF THE RESPONDENT SAYS THEIR INCOME IS 50 GRAND 
or THOUSAND PLEASE ENTER 50000 DO NOT ENTER JUST 50 
 
QUESTION 4021    
IF [ Q402 = 9999999 ]  
Can you state which of the following broad categories best represents the yearly 
household income BEFORE TAX? 
 
 1  Less than 15,000 Euros 
 2  15,000 to 30,000 Euros 
 3  30,000 to 50,000 Euros 
 4  50,000 to 75,000 Euros 
 5  75,000 or more Euros 
 6  Refused 
 
QUESTION 403    
IF [ Q402 < 9999999 ]  
Is that figure 
 
 1  Per week 
 2  Per month 
 3  Per year 
 
QUESTION 404    
IF [ Q402 < 9999999 ]  
Can I just double check is that figure.. 
 
 1  Before tax 
 2  or after tax 
 
QUESTION 55101    
Thinking about electricity and its use, generation and sale in the Irish context, please 
indicate your level of 
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satisfaction with each of the following were 1 is very satisfied and 5 is very 
dissatisfied: 
 
QUESTION 55111    
DUMMY QUESTION  
 
 1  The number of suppliers competing in the market 
 3  The percentage of electricity being generated from renewable sources 
 5  The overall cost of electricity 
 6  The number of estimated bills received by customers 
 7  The opportunity to sell back extra electricity you may generate (from 
solar panels etc) to your electricity supplier 
 8  The environmental damage associated with the amount of electricity 
used 
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,1  
QUESTION 55112    
The number of suppliers competing in the market 
 
 1  1-Very Satisfied 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Very Dissatisfied 
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,2  
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,3  
QUESTION 55112    
The percentage of electricity being generated from renewable sources 
 
 1  1-Very Satisfied 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Very Dissatisfied 
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,4  
QUESTION 55112    
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,5  
QUESTION 55112    
The overall cost of electricity 
 
 1  1-Very Satisfied 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Very Dissatisfied 
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PUT IN state8 Q55111,6  
QUESTION 55112    
The number of estimated bills received by customers 
 
 1  1-Very Satisfied 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Very Dissatisfied 
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,7  
QUESTION 55112    
The opportunity to sell back extra electricity you may generate (from solar panels etc) 
to your electricity supplier 
 
 1  1-Very Satisfied 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Very Dissatisfied 
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,8  
QUESTION 55112    
The environmental damage associated with the amount of electricity used 
 
 1  1-Very Satisfied 
 2  2 
 3  3 
 4  4 
 5  5-Very Dissatisfied 
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,9  
QUESTION 55112    
 
PUT IN state8 Q55111,10  
QUESTION 55112    
 
QUESTION 30000    









• Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) 
In statistics, the mixture model is a probabilistic model whose mixture probability 
density function (PDF) for all observations can be described as weighted sums of PDFs 
of the finite number of sub-populations (the sub-populations is also called mixture 
component). In GMM, the PDF of every sub-population is a normal distribution. 
Suppose the PDF of the overall observations is 𝑝(𝑥), which is consisted by 𝐾 Gaussian 
mixture component. Then, the PDF of all observations can be written as (B-1) shown 
below: 
 





where 𝑥 represents each observation, 𝑝(𝑘) is the probability of observation 𝑥 is belong 
to 𝑘𝑡ℎ  mixture component. Due to in GMM, the PDF of every mixture component 
follow the normal Gaussian distribution, (B-1) can be rewritten as (B-2). 
 





In (B-2), the 𝜋𝑘 is the weight of the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ mixture component. Since the total probability 
of every mixture component density equals to 1, the sum of 𝜋𝑘  subject to (B-3). 
𝒩(𝑥 |𝜇𝑘, Σ𝑘) represents the normal distributions of 𝑘
𝑡ℎ mixture component where the 





= 1  (0 < 𝜋𝑘 < 1) 
(B-3) 
Then, it becomes a parameter estimation problem where the parameters of 𝜋𝑘, 𝜇𝑘, and 
Σ𝑘 need to be estimated for each mixture component. 
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The Expectation Maximum (EM) algorithm is applied to estimate those three 
parameters. The EM is an iteration method which alternates the parameters values 
between performing an Expectation (E) step and a Maximisation (M) step.  
In the E step, the initial parameters values are used to calculate the expectation of the 
log-likelihood function. For given total 𝐽  observations, the log-likelihood function, 
𝐿(𝑥𝑗 , 𝐾), is calculated by (B-4):  
 






   
(B-4) 
Once the parameters are estimated, for each observation 𝑥𝑗, the probability of it can be 
assign to mixture component 𝑘 can be calculated by (B-5).  
 
𝑝(𝑘|𝑥𝑗) =
𝜋𝑘 ∙ 𝒩(𝑥𝑗  |𝜇𝑘, Σ𝑘)
∑ 𝜋𝑔 ∙ 𝒩(𝑥𝑗  |𝜇𝑔, Σ𝑔)
𝐾
𝑔=1
   
(B-5) 
Then, the M step will estimate parameters 𝜋𝑘, 𝜇𝑘, and Σ𝑘 by maximising equation (B-



























   
(B-8) 
The final parameters can be figured out by repeating E step and M step until the 
difference of max (log 𝐿(𝑥𝑗 , 𝐾)) values between two adjacent iterations converge. 
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• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
The principal component analysis is defined as an orthogonal linear transformation, 
which is a widely used algorithm in dimensionality reduction. High-dimensional data 
could be transformed into a new coordinate system with smaller dimensions. The new 
feature which has the greatest variance after projection on the first coordinate is defined 
as the first principal component, the second greatest variance on the second coordinate 
is the second principal component and so on. 
Suppose there is a dataset 𝑋 whose size is 𝑛 × 𝑝. Therefore, 𝑝 is the dimension number 
of the original dataset. Then, to transform each row vector to a 𝑙-dimensional vector 
(where 𝑙 < 𝑝), a coefficient vector 𝝎(𝑟) = (𝜔1, 𝜔2, … , 𝜔𝑙)(𝑟) will multiply the original 
vector to obtain a new vector of principal component scores𝑡(𝑖) = (𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑙)(𝑖), just 
as equation (B-9) shown. 
 𝑡𝑟(𝑖) = 𝒙(𝑖) ∙ 𝝎(𝑟) 
for 𝑖 = 1, . . . . , 𝑛;   𝑟 = 1, . . . , 𝑙 
(B-9) 
Due to first component is the projection with the greatest variance, the coefficient 𝝎(1) 
must satisfy the (B-10): 
 
𝝎(1) = arg  𝑚𝑎𝑥{∑ (𝑡1)(𝑖)
2
𝑖 } , where ‖𝝎‖=1 
(B-10) 



















To calculate the coefficient vector for the further component, it needs to subtract the 
previous principal components. For example, the 𝑘𝑡ℎ component ?̂?𝑘 is equal to (B-12). 
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Then, the coefficient vector 𝝎(k) for the 𝑘
𝑡ℎ component ?̂?𝑘 can be calculated as (B-13). 
 







With the coefficient matrix, the new features with lower dimensionality can be 
calculated. The vector 𝝎 is the projection dimension found in the PCA where you can 
maximize the variance. 
• Kernel Fisher Analysis (KFA) 
The kernel fisher analysis, also known as kernel fisher discriminant analysis, is a 
kernelised version of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The intuitive idea of LDA 
is to project data to a new space where class separation is maximised. The degree of 
class separation in LDA is defined as the ratio of class means difference over the sum 
of within-class variance. Suppose there are two classes of data, 𝐶1  and 𝐶2 , 𝑙𝑖  is the 
number of examples 𝒙𝑛
𝑖 in class 𝐶𝑖(𝑛=1,…, 𝑙𝑖), 𝑚𝑖 is the mean value of in class 𝐶𝑖. 







The 𝑺𝐵 is the between-class covariance matrix, which can be calculated as (B-15). The 
𝑺𝑊 is the within-class covariance matrix which can be calculated as (B-16) 
 












To maximising of formula (B-14) is equivalent to maximising 𝒘𝑇𝑺𝐵𝒘, subjected to 
𝒘𝑇𝑺𝑊𝒘 = 𝟏 by introduce the Lagrange multiplier 𝜆. Therefore, maximising (B-14) 
becomes equivalent to maximizing (B-17). 
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𝐼(𝒘, 𝜆) = 𝒘𝑇𝑺𝐵𝒘 − 𝜆(𝒘
𝑇𝑺𝑊𝒘 − 𝟏) 
(B-17) 
The derivations of 𝐼(𝒘, 𝜆) with respect to 𝒘 and 𝜆 must be zero. Therefore, 
 𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝒘
= 𝑺𝐵𝒘 − 𝜆𝑺𝑊𝒘 = 0 
(B-18) 
To satisfied (B-18), the vector 𝒘 will equal to (B-19) and 𝜆 will equal to (B-20). 
 
𝒘 = 𝑐𝑺𝑊
−1(𝒎2 − 𝒎1) 
(B-18) 
 𝜆 = (𝒎2 −𝒎1)
𝑇
𝑺𝑊
−1(𝒎2 −𝒎1) (B-20) 
The KFA extendS LDA to non-linear mapping, the data 𝑥𝑛 would be mapped to a new 
feature space via the function 𝜙(𝑥𝑛). Then, equations (B-14) to (B-16) will be written 
































In terms of dot products and using the kernel trick where 𝑘(𝒙, 𝒚) = 𝜙(𝒙) ∙  𝜙(𝒚) , the 









where 𝑨 is a constant matrix and the 𝑴 and 𝑵 which are defined in (B-25) and (B-26) 
will decide the maximum value. 
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Therefore, the goal of maximisation of 𝐽(𝑾) could be replaced by finding the dot 
product value which satisfies the maximum value of 𝑨∗. 
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Appendix C 
Table C- 1:  The interacting socio-economic groups for the original factors detected by Stage I 
Qu 84 Qu 98 Qu 99 Qu 2 Qu 142 
Number of the 
electric cookers you 
own 
Number of the Game consoles 
you own 
Number of the Wash 
Machine you own 
Age of the CIE Do you agree the 
environmental damage 
associated with the 
amount of electricity 
used 
Qu 58 Qu 98 Qu 99 Qu 5 Qu 85 
Describes how you 
cook 
Number of the Game consoles 
you own 
Number of the Wash 
Machine you own 
Do you have internet access in 
your home 
Number of the plug-in 
electric heater you own 
Qu 97 Qu 90 Qu 74 Qu 15 Qu 86 
Number of the Lap-
top you own 
Number of TV greater than 21 
inch you won 
Do you have the 
electric cooker 
Do you interested in changing the 
way you use electricity if it helps 
the environment 
Number of the 
Standalone freezer you 
own 
Qu 92 Qu 74 Qu 41 Qu 60 Qu 86 
Do you have Lap-top Do you have the electric 
cooker 
Do you have plug in 
electricity heaters 
Your home did not keep adequate 
warm due to you prefer cooler 
temperature 
Do you have enough 
time to reduce usage 
Qu 104 Qu 98 Qu 74 Qu 128  
How often would 
you use electricity 
cooker 
Number of the Game consoles 
you own 
Do you have the 
electric cooker 
Do you agree that you will decide 
to choose an appliance with a 
higher energy rating 
 
Qu 41 Qu 57 Qu 74 Qu 3  
Do you have plug in 
electricity heaters 
When heating is not switched 
on, do you use your immersion 
Do you have the 
electric cooker 
The employment status of the CIE  
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Qu 3 Qu 77 Qu 90 Qu 13 Qu 39 
The employment 
status of the CIE 
Do you have a water pump or 
electric well pump or 
pressurised water system 
Number of TV greater 
than 21 inch you won 
How many adults and children 
under 15 years old are typically in 
the house during the day 
How many bedrooms 
are there in your home 
Qu 90 Qu 96 Qu 142 Qu 113  
Number of TV 
greater than 21 inch 
you won 
Number of the Desk-top 
computers you own 
Do you agree the 
environmental damage 
associated with the 
amount of electricity 
used 
How often would you use the 
Games consoles 
 
Qu 9 Qu 84 Qu 2 Qu 117 Qu 102 
The description the 
people you live with 
Number of the electric cookers 
you own 
Age of the HRP The proportion of windows in 
your home which are double 
glazed 
How often would you 
use the electric shower 
(instant) 
Qu 105 Qu 73 Qu 74 Qu 139 Qu 88 
How often would 
you use the plug-in 
electricity heater 
Do you have the electric 
shower pumped from hot tank 
Do you have the 
electric cooker 
Do you satisfy with the overall 
cost of electricity 
Number of immersions 
you own 
Qu 2 Qu 74 Qu 92 Qu 100 Qu 36 
Age of the CIE Do you have the electric 
cooker 
Do you have Lap-top How often would you use the 
Tumble Dryer 
How old is your home 
Qu 5 Qu 89 Qu 75 Qu 139 Qu 112 
Do you have internet 
access in your home 
Do you have TV less than 21 
inch 
Do you have the plug-
in electric heater 
Do you satisfy with the overall 
cost of electricity 
How often would you 
use the Lap-top 
computers 
Qu 11 Qu 98 Qu 75 Qu 5 Qu 36 
How many people 
typically in the 
house during the day 
Number of the Game consoles 
you own 
Do you have the plug-
in electric heater 
Do you have internet access in 
your home 
How old is your home 
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Qu 53 Qu 89 Qu 69 Qu 100 Qu 4 
Do you heat water 
by the solid fuel   
Do you have TV less than 21 
inch 
Do you have washing 
machines 
How often would you use the 
Tumble Dryer 
SOCIAL CLASS of 
CIEs 
Qu 4 Qu 75 Qu 9 Qu 100 Qu 36 
SOCIAL CLASS of 
CIEs 
Do you have the plug-in 
electric heater 
The description the 
people you live with 
How often would you use the 
Tumble Dryer 
How old is your home 
Qu 91 Qu 74 Qu 97 Qu 139 Qu 48 
Do you have the 
Desk-top computer 
Do you have the electric 
cooker 
Number of the Lap-
top you own 
Do you satisfy with the overall 
cost of electricity 
Do you heat water by 
the central heating  
Qu 99 Qu 83 Qu 54 Qu 20 Qu 116 
Number of the Wash 
Machine you own 
How many electric shower 
(pumped from hot tank) do you 
have 
Do you heat water by 
the solar energy 
Do you know what you need to do 
in order to reduce electricity usage 
The approximate 
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Table C- 2: The interacting socio-economic groups for the original factors detected in Stage II by KL-divergence 
Qu 102 Qu 4 Qu 15 Qu 80 
How often you use the 
electric shower 
SOCIAL CLASS of CIEs Do you interested in changing the way you use 
electricity if it helps the environment 
Number of Tumble dryer you 
own 
Qu 95 Qu 117 Qu 54 Qu 13 
Number of TVs greater 
than 21 inch you have 
The proportion of windows in 
your home which are double 
glazed 
Do you heat water by the solar energy How many adults and children 
under 15 years old are 
typically in the house during 
the day 
Qu 29 Qu 39 Qu 2 Qu 43 
You cannot get the 
people you live with to 
reduce their usage 
How many bedrooms are 
there in your home 
Age of the CIE Do you use oil to heat your 
room 
Qu 7 Qu 84 Qu 104 Qu 79 
Do you use the internet 
regularly yourself 
Number of the electric 
cookers you own 
How often would you use electricity cooker Do you have washing machine 
Qu 32 Qu 76 Qu 25 Qu 35 
Do you think that 
reducing usage would not 
make enough difference 
to your bill 
Do you have a Standalone 
freezer 
Thinking about the energy reduction activities 
undertaken by you or your family household in 
the last year did your efforts reduce your bills. 
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